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I am sorry that these administrative problems Loccenting the let

FROM:

SUBJECT: Meeting in Washington D.C. on March 20, 1980

Marshall Island Study have escalated to the point where they require your AEACCH

appearance at the Department of Energy to present the Brookhavel National 6, 1GJC.

Laboratory position. I especially regret that this meeting comes hard on

the heels of your long, and I am sure tiring trip to Japan.

We have attempted to present all of the required documentation

concerning ~he critical elements of the logistic/programmatic conflict.

Please don't be alagmed by the volume of this collection of documents.

I have highlighted in yellow those statements that I feel are critical to
 

our position. However, I don't want to leave you open to the charge that

they are quoted "out of context" - so the whole document is included.

In addition, we have color-coded the critical documents in the following

manner .

COLOR
A. @ ORANGE Ship - qualifications, operational characteristics, contract

negotiations - controlling impact on medical progress.

B® BLACK Nevada Operations Office (Roger Ray R.R.)- documentation of

problems with R.R. - going all the way back to Knud Knudsen's

letters (Tab 19).

Cc. BROWN Harry Brown - Harry's direct impact on the medical protocol.

D. GREEN Pacific Area Support Office (PASO) - (Bill Stanley B.S.) -PASO's

position in regard to the medical progran.

E.R) BLUE Statement/Meeting at Department of Energy Headquarters

(Bruce Wachholz) documentary - the inadequacies of the vessel.



Since all of the logistic planning documents have evolved from our basic

position papers, we have included those papers at the end of the briefing file

(see Part II) for reference, if you need them. My last experience at Department

of Energy has indicated that they are almost universally unable to find these

documents, therefore they don't understand our logistic needs, based upon the

programmatic needs.

I will be in the office all day Thursday, should you need any clarification.

I have a duplicate of your briefing file, if you need a reference that you

cannot locate.

Thanks again for your support. I hope that this is the last battle of this

a

"skirmish".

Good hunting!

JUL



Hugh S. Pratt, M.D. March 17, 1980

Position Paper for Presentation at the Ship User's Conference To Be Held

At The Nevada Operations Office, Las Vegas on March 28, 1980,

In response to Harry Brown's message of 14 March 1980 inviting us to

attend the Liktanur II user's planning group meeting at the Nevada Operations

Office, Las Vegas on Friday, March 28, 1980, we would like to present the

following observations and recommendations. Mr. Brown has stressed the point

that it is “imperative that logistic support be given a sharply refocused

review'' at this meeting, in light of the completion of the Eniwetok clean up

and the cessation of MAC Air Service to that atoll. .

In addition to a request for a comprehensive review of the new logistic

support options, three specific agenda items were cited. They were:

1. Future of current Marshall Islands programs and proposed, new or

expanded missions;

2. Future of Liktanur II beyond September 1980;

3. Modifications of Liktanur II.

We would like to respond to questions 2 and 3 first, since they have a

direct and controlling impact on question 1.

It is the considered opinion of the Brookhaven National Laboratory

medical group (documented by multiple trip reports, position papers, memoranda

and conferences at the Department of Energy, etc.) that we do not consider the

Liktanur II adequate support for the minimum current medical mission. Even

with the Coast Guard waiver for the forthcoming medical survey in May-June of

1980, the constraints imposed upon the medical group by inadequate berthing,

storage, and working spaces has reduced the desired medical team by 33%.

Consequently, the survey will need to be extended, in time, 33%. This imposes
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serious problems in voluntary physician recruitment. The ship contract

specifically limits the scientific party to twelve people, even though

U.S. Oceanography and PASO were informed prior to the initial contract

signing that we would need at least eighteen habitable bunks for the

scientific party. The inadequacies of this ship have been a matter of

recordforoverayear, yet the Department of Energy ship procurement
.I

group have ignored our repeated requests for a meeting to resolve this

very important matter.

This ship is essentially a shallow draft, round bottom vessel, It

is a converted Navy garbage scow, designed for harbor and off-shore work.

The roll, pitch and yaw characteristics of this vessel in the normal open

ocean Marshall Island winter oceanographic conditions are such that the

vessel becomes almost uninhabitable. The most recent and dramatic demonstra-

tion of the unsuitability of this vessel occurred during the recent whole-body

counting trip to Ujelang. Tony Greenhouse, was the scientific trip leader,

Roger Ray was the Department of Energy leader. Mr. Greenhouse's description

of the trip from Ujelang to Eniwetok is a graphic description of characteristics

of this vessel. He states that although they were not in a storm, the trip

' Two very serious problems“had to be the roughest voyage in my recollection.'

developed during what should have been about 120 miles of routine open-ocean

steaming. Tony states that the pitching of the vessel was so violent that

the scientific party voluntarily restricted themselves to their bunks in the

scientific berthing area. He states that they had to “hold on to the bunk

rails to prevent being thrown from their bunks." "Everyone was seasick,"

On one occasion he had to leave his bunk but found that walking about 40' to

the head was precarious. Because of this they just "stayed put." During

this period, Tony states that the ship was making about_2 knots for a

eke> eel flewe > 3AM peerCel,
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significant period of time, the ship arrived 6 hours late at Eniwetok. As

confirmation of the violence of the ship's motion the heavy steel "A" frame

supporting the boom of the 30 ton crane was apparently bent and broken.

In addition, the heavy steel channel iron box frame which was bolted to the

deck and to the boom was so badly battered that it was bent "about a foot"

in the middle. Should that boom have broken loose, it would have presented a

very serious emergency. The Department of Energy representatives, as usual,

were quartered behind the bridge, in an area much less affected by this type

of pounding from the pitching of the hull running into head seas.

Of even more concern to me is the fact that a pregnant Marshallese lady,

who was overdue, was allowed to come aboard the vessel during that violent

passage. I assume that permission for her transport as a passenger was given

by the DOE leader. I have personal experience with the difficulties and the

dangers of delivering a child at sea, (See my trip report of a year ago.)

On that occasion, we transported a pregnant lady who was toxemic (this is a

bona fide obstetrical emergency that threatens the life of the mother and the

child, usually within hours). This was done as a calculated risk, We had

aboard the ship a certified obstetrician and we were running with the waves

in moderate seas. Nevertheléss, most of the medical staff including the OB

specialist and the nurse were so seasick they were essentially nonfunctional,

John Iaman, the Marshallese physician, delivered the baby and then became

seasick himself. Thereafter, I sat with the patient, checking for postpartum

hemorrhage, luckily no complications ensued, The decision to subject this

Ujelang patient to the violence of the return trip to Eniwetok was in my

medical judgment a much greater risk than if she had remained at Ujelang,

I understand the health aide was with her, as was her husband, but the graphic

description of the violence of the ships movements given by Mr. Greenhouse



would seriously reduce their utility. If the patient and/or the child had
 

died at sea aboard an inadequate DOE vessel, I am afraid a very serious law  
  

suite could have developed. I have made this point repeatedly over the last

year. How long will Brookhaven National Laboratory be required to operate

with a vessel that is inadequate and onoxcasionddangerous/ under existing

sea states?

The answer to question 2 and 3 is therefore clear. We do not and will

not consider the Liktanur II adequate for the medical missions. Question 3,

referring to "modifications" of Liktanur II is unclear. In my discussions

with Roger Ray, I was informed that hold #3 was being considered as a new

living area, I believe this area is currently the machine shop and tankage.

Supposedly they could be moved elsewhere. That modification would in no way

change the hull motion in normal winter seas. It would just allow more room

for berthing the incapacitated scientific party. An additional rumor I heard

is that the DOE is considering cutting the ship in two, and adding an ad-

ditional 20' to the hull length. This procedure would increase the current

length by about 17%. From an economic standpoint, this presents some very

unpalatable alternatives. They are: 1) such a major hull modification is

very costly and time consuming. I assume that both the time, and at least

part of the labor and the material costs of this major alteration would be

underwritten by DOE, escalating even further, the expense of this particular

vessel, It seems analagous to leasing a Volkswagon beetle to use as an

ambulance and then converting it into a limousine in the last third of its

contract period, only to return the enhanced VW to its rightful owner. I

seriously question the wisdom of this option. 2) I would assume that the

elongated Liktanur II would cost more, both on the standard per annum rate

plus the added fuel to push 17% greater wetted surface through the water
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(increasing water resistance with decreasing speed at a given thrust (horse-

power)). I hope they are not considering changing the propulsion system, that

could be prohibitively expensive.

In addition to the economic contraindications, there are several possible

marine engineering aspects that must be considered. This ship has been

extensively modified from its design function as a garbage scow. The changes

in stability and hull dynamics by covering the garbage holds, plus the addition

of the 30 ton crane at deck level have altered the kinetics of the hull,

especially as it pounds into head seas. The heavy boom of the crane, with

violent pitching, induces a secondary hull vitration of an oscillating nature

that could lead to metal fatigue in the hull, These secondary oscillations

are very powerful and shake the entire ship. A careful study of the changes

in the hull's dynamics will be necessary. For example the new hull section

will probably change the center of bouyancy and/or center of gravity and will

have au unknown affect on the inherent stability of the new hull configuration.

I would assume that the addition of the essentially empty 17% of the hull

would raise the center of bouyancy and therefore decrease the basic stability

of the hull, unless that section were ballasted to its original center of

bouyancy. Liberty ships that had essentially the same type of expedient recon-

figuration during World War II, to increase their cargo capacity, had a bad

reputation for breaking apart, frequently at the site of the welded sections.

To prevent this, it would be extremely expensive to x-ray the entire length of

all new welded seams to insure their structural integrity.

In conclusion, the basic ship is inadequate and I would have even greater

reservations about the ship if hull modifications were considered. I would

suggest that the procurement group admit that the ship was a bad choice initially

and not throw good money after bad. Our budget cannot stand such crisis



procurement especially in face of the impending austerity. I hope this will

clarify our position on questions 2 and 3.

As to question 1, "the future of current Marshall Island Programs and

proposed newer expanded missions" our position papersof December 1978 and

the updated position papers of 1979 and 1980 clearly state BNL's positions

for each increment of expansion. The medical program is essentially a

screening program. As such, it has unique structural and architectural

requirements, unlike most other health care facilities. We have a large

file of what those requirements are and we would be delighted to discuss

those plans in depth with the projected construction facilities or engineers.

As we have stated repeatedly in the past, we wouldultimately desire fixed

examination sites on each of the islands, designated as our responsibility

by the DOE. Transportation to and from these islands would best be handled

by air transport and we have discussed with the PASO group, at length, the

various options possible in this area. We know that the Marshall Islands

government is actively interested in establishing STOL airstrips on each of

the islands and we feel that some agreeable cooperative effort could be

mounted to work synergistically for the good of the Marshallese people.

The details of the expansion for each of the possible atolls is discussed

in detail in the appendicies. The details of the examination on each of these

atolls will be dependent upon the clear definition of the role of the medical

team as outlined by the DOE. This definition will in turn determine the

frequency of the examination and the composition of the team. These variables

will in turn determine the logistic requirements. When BNL receives an.

outline of the specific types of examinations and a clear definition of the

intermittent/continuous medical care responsibilities we will be able to

define much more clearly the required logistic elements.
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Dr. Bruce Wachholz
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Yepar"Lute Of Eneryty

Vachington, DC. 20545

Dear Bruce:

You have asked us to for ard a deseription of our reco monty tous

resarding Logistie eupporct fer the Maroheltl Islands studies. fp

cousultation with Vie Boul, Hugh Prath, and Bob Aroraon L have cc

up uith the deseription and recomaomliftons that ftoltou.

 

In brief, we view a “lewistie support  ystem’ for the Macshall

Islands study to ivetude th: folloving:

1) Such a system provides logistic support to the progrem on reqiast.

2) It is the responsibility of the INL Marshall Tslands study pronre i

director to identify and quantify the logistic elcneats neca

support of the scientific missions.

  sacy for

3) The logistic support system and BNL should remain in close contact

at all times to assure that the facilities provided by the system are th»:

best available to support the scientific mission under existing fiscal and

operating constraints. In particular, in light of the spectal needs of the

medica’ surveys, charterios or modificat tou of a ship (vessel) should be

done in collaboration with the users, and the final charter should not

bo effected without approval of all parties.

4) The logistic support system is a "service system’. Tt has a
respons ibitity to respond to the users’ needs. Tt should not diuitiacte

policy oc procedures that changes or modify research protocols vilhout

clearance by the setentilie progeamss. In thts content. itinerertes

specified in preplaming leteors are cousttored parts of the resesreh protocols.

 

Alterations in protocolts made gn the Fletd should be by mutual

agreement whenever possible. Rev wtiuiuas iscareenents should be resold by

 

DON Weadguarters, When this is net feasible because of operation ad ee resacie ty

time pressures, or ather cont iagcastos, the senior icihor of the medio

team Glhoalt make the €fual doctcion, exe. ot that he soll detor toa

bieom  Tfiabec ob th owes  fortthore at toast bel iktor. eone rae

S
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February 22, 1980
Wachholz/Borg

Page ‘Iwo

personnel safety, seamanship, vessel's operation, navigation, vessel's
policies and emergency procedures; and he shall defer to a DOE represent-

ative (if present) regarding emergency administrative or policy decisions.

As you know, we have been concerned for sometime regarding conflict

and uncertainty over lines of authority and responsibility among

Headquarters, BNL, NVOO, and PASO. This brief outline of our position
leaves many gray areas that require further resolution. tre recommend

‘a joint meeting of ourselves and representatives of PASO with you to

discuss these matters and to come to constructive and agreeable conclusions.

I know that the Marshall Tslands program is, on the one hand, very

important to EV and, on the other hand, a source of great difficulty in

terms of both management and Eunding. We intend t do our best to

provide the support you need in the field, and I t:1 that we are all
working together on this vecy demanding tal’.

Very cordially yours,

“Dw
Donald C. Borg, M.D.

  

  

Chairman
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SUAIECT: ,

TO:

LV--30

Trip Reports from Dr. Hugh Pratt, Brookhaven National Laboratory

Roger Ray, HVOO

Ur. Pratt has identified a number of cancerns in his latest (i.e.
Septenber-October) trip report whicn bear upon responsibilities
and/or actions of NVOU/PASUL Stinttar comments have been inmade in
othar corresponacence.

Since these issues are a park of the record, it would appear prudent
to obtain MVOO/PASO cornment and/or clarification regn ting then.
lor cvampte, included among, but not limited to, these issuas are the
pollowing:  
1. The claimed lack of arrangements for ioecings as raquesred

in Dr. Pratt's letter of August9,1975, to Mr. Stanley. Soto Snden 344 38

c

2. The yadio announcemant of retimbursentnt for travel, fead
and exnenses af the BAL study group om other islands to Majuro Tab Incleoe 30
Ebeye per tir. Broyn's authorization,

|

|

3. the basis for the $27.00 per diem rate rather than tae $10.00
per diea rate. (low clearly has it been made to appropriate
parties thal this is not a new rate, and what actions are
contemplated if the people refuse to accept the $10.00 per dian
rate in the fulure?}

4. Who initiated the $10.00 per diem rate for wnola body counting,
Mr. Brow or Mr, Greenhouse, on what basis, anc by whose authority? Ma

5. What if any alternatives wore available to chartering a hoat _.
for $2,125 for the transport of the Bikinians between Ejit and Talo dacdlex 3D
Majure?

6. Did two medical exams cost the Deparlment of Energy $1,674 as .
claimed?

7. More importantly, presumably these and other matters were not
discussed with Dr. Pratt while he was at PASO prior to his
departure to the Marshall Istands. Inasmuch as these factors
would affect the BNL staff, it would appoar desirable that they
be informed re these factors before arrival tn the Marshal? Islands.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Roger Ray -2-

I was under the impression that per diem arrangements were the
responsibility of the PASO and not a responsibility of Dr. Pratt.
Is this incorrect?

Any comeants on these and other matters addressed in the BNL trip
report would be appreciated.

wt

(Ue7
Bruce W. Wachholz, Php.
Office of Health and
Environinantal Research

Office of Envirennant

cc: TH. Gates, hV00
Mi. Stanley, PASO
H. Pratt, BU
&. Clusen, DOE
H. Hollister, DOE
We. Burr, DOE

J. Blair, DOE
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BROOKHAVEN NAHONAL LABORATORY
aS See ASSOCIATED UNIVERSHILS, INC.

Upton, Naw York 141973

Moadcot Dopartrns at (516) 345 3577

August 9, 1979

He. Witliow 4. Stouley, Discetor

US. Doparticnt of Knergy

Pacific Ares Suppork Of ties

P.O. Lox 79939" "BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Honolulu, Haweii 96590

Dear hill,

  With vegard ro our forthcowting wedticat survey Towould Jihe to peocids
you with the fotlouwing ditormatior concerning, personnel oud travel acu ue-

pents aud also to request certaia support fro. your of fice. Pas ue clecn

at Livermore, Loam funnel ing alk requests for either pO., ‘WE oc Missde He

support through youc office. The only excepti ig that i lave requested

Pecer_ Beotis to go doun to Najura this week to Jine up the TS persuace?d that

J hope will be able participate. T think this can be best accomplishad
by first hand discussions. Peter will also woke our hotel and auto rental

reservations while he is in Majuro.

    

 

                   
 

   

  

 

   

As you wilt notre from the survey schedule (oclosure #1) we plan io

start examinations at Majura on Monday, September 10th. ¢3- would like ro

have a NOK representative join us for the full course of the survey. ‘Vhis

jis eagenlial becautve the majority of the questions asked ar these villos

eetiags are of a non-isedical maturc aud therefore can be better ficlded

saavore From your office.

  

  

JY plan toe mect with the people at cach island ve visit prior to the exa31s

to outJine the type of exam we will he of feriag and the reason fur these exer.

The meeting at Rongelap and Utirik offer na scheduling problems put the wect--
ing bh vould like to hold on Majuro and Mogye will reguire your help and the

hej}p of TT officials at these islands. An announcement could be made by
Yyadio Slat ing the time and place of cach mecting. Sunday afternoon or evening,

September Oth at Majuro, and Sundayafternoon or evening, Sept. loth at Kheye,

vould adtow us to talk with the people before ihe exams commence. AL Majuro

arrangements to bring, the Bikini people Jiving on Fyit over to Majuro beth Sar

the meeting apd for exams during the veek will require the help of Gseav debroa.

Ve vould weltoom #10 Roagelap, UtLrik and Bikini peapte to these meetings. Ju

addition, the gslaqady of Kongelap and Utirilh should be notified of our planned

arrival date, During our stay iu Majuro ve will be able to perform 100 adult

physical exams. These will inelade the folloving yroupsta this prtavity:

J. Kongelap aud Utirih, exposed whe have not had a feld exam duo Tauuas y
or Uny Chuctosare TA).
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2. Rongelap unexposed, on our matching comparison list » WOO wer,
unavailable iin Jauuary or May CEaclosure #4) ‘
a7 3.0 Bikijnians - dee., those Riktutons vith traditional lepa - ie

Foon Vikiai that vere evacuated Tn August F978. Pho frust Ter itary bon

( ment should be able to Furnish us with this list. The medical care ‘for i.
\ yemainder of the 600 - 800 people identified as Rikingaus is seit nude:

j discussten by Che DOL and DOW. ‘Trausient, pow -Rikinian, workers uhy Peaye

" spent a varlabie amount of tive on Bikiul are also under Ciscussion at pry
. and BON, oo --

Ve expect ta ship to you sbont J5 hoxes of madical equipmsut acount

Augest 27th. Sows of these bowed will be designated for Najuro, the rest

for Kvaj. The Uajuro vescs will be needed at Majuvo by Septenbes Gth.

Kuag. box should he oat i - by Septerber 4th. We will conutace Mr.

OF houlee Svttet vboi we p those supptios.

the falle tn sero bio co Ubher percuvesed ar borrowed brow loti. stuba

leave tblobtes for ouloudins at ke prior te our departure Lor tho arnterr

islands.

6 Gises ayplos

f COLES Oranges

20 cases diet cota

TO00 The. rice, unpotished
300 (24 Ibe} cans beef stevy

P40 cans Span
320 cans biked beoaus Clarge)

2 ea. LOO Ibs dough nut imix

25° ca. 2 Ub. can sho rentuag

1 cases powdered milk
700 Ibs dry beans -

4 a. Keray developer concen. (ea, to wake 5 gal. vorkJug salutton)

4 ea. Kevay fixer concen. (ea. to wake 5 gat. vorking solution}
& ea, mattresse:. :

&G ea. Single sheets
& ea. pillous

160 pillow cases

We have been unable For the past tuo years to secure any 16 mu movies ta

show on the: outer isdands. ‘these movies vere a great source of pleasure to

the people. Would you rent us 3 family type (comedy, vestern, etc.) movies

along with a J6 imu projector uith some spare parts? We vould need this to take
abocrd Libtaaur Woon Sept. 21st. Ve vould return these to Honolulu on Get.

Enclosures #2 aud #3 Vist the team personuc) and the hotel and aixline
reservatious which vo are request ing.

We appreciate your hedp ja these watteérs and To aw looking forvard te
eecing you when Toau di Honobutaoue.ct month.

sees PRTTT ip?

  

ca eedOEeeeaeHeleleeOe eea agliet ote vat al ate falen en et oCneea+
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POTUZYUN RUHVAAAP LOS 2562538 ,UUUUPeRUNHBAA,
ZER UUUUU , .
P 4469252 SEP 79
ahUSDOE HICKAM AFO NIZZPASO//

fO USPOE/DNACOORDINATORKRAJALEIN ME oN
BT > fe even °

ISFAND NDS 7O JIM WATT. PLASS {0 “DR-HUGHSBA4, ‘Spee. SERTES OF CONFLICTING PRIORITIES AND PROGLEMS CAUSE
PRECANGEL MYYPARTLOI PA LON~}NeURCGH LNG #RONGEISAR=lapgatyPRE|eyWILL EXPALTRO BONE WHEN J SEE YOU, TED MURAWSKI WILL Serve |

~
}

C
s

  

AS PASO REPRESENTATIVE AKO HaNiS ON THIS TRIP, YT WILL TRY to nee
PEAT HE HAS ALL NECESSARY DATA, THE RECENT BNL NBO AND HARE? beownCLAIN PAYHEDT TRIP BERS So SUDCESSFUL IN ESTABLISHING At Mi,

I
OF GOOD FEELING? 1 WOULD ROT ANYVTCIPATS You wourn ENSOUNY ERAWY STGNIFICANT ADHINISTUATIVE TNQUERESS cRgM ETVHER YEE Goren
OR UTIREK PUPULAYION, Ss
2, URUCE WACHHOLZ FEELS VERY STRONGLY VHAT PASO AND BEL sy
visit LIMTEP AY THIS FINE AND REQUESTED +HAY t hiss io. jai

is PORT LON OF YouR NNED Dy?

 

cust THAT YOU CANCEL V4 |
Bit Gr Il. l. HS: Ay CLTpipGoer yehesy WOVEL: TE LE mate HO, ogbat Bayes

ON SEPTENBER 45) 4979) Sugunn You WLS TO DEOATE ISSUE Niall fir,

PAGE 2 RUHVAAAZLOS UNCLAS NoNtn
i SORRY J CAN'T BE HTH YOU, END GF H8G, Op»596
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Enclosure ]

(COPY)

Officer in Charge
darine Inspection
P. 0. fox 3160
Honolulu, HI 96802

T67IO/LIKTANUR II
7 thovember 1979

Mr. €. £. Qtterman
U. S. Oceanograpny
666 Prospect, Penthouse
Honolulu, HI 96813

Bear Sir:

    The enclosed letter ts in response to thej/Department of Eneray lin
regarding the fetatuspf LIKTALUR TL, 0D 572028 wien performing the
missians scheduled Tor_jocd., As stated in the letter, LE is my opinion
that the vessel wilifnot/ be usedfexclustvelyj for oceanographic purposes.

Accordingly, LIRTANUR TT will no longer be an "“eceanoarapnic research
vessel" as defined in Section 44) of Title 46 United States Code ant!
the designation of LIKPAUR LI as an cceanngraonic research vessel in
my letter of 17 April 1979 :i1) be considered void.

ah,

A caony of this letter and enclosure is bein: mailed Co your west coest
address:

U. S. Occanography
P.O. Box 81626
Sen Diego, California 92333

If you have any questions recarding the above, do not hesitate to contact
this office. ~

Sincerely,

A. D. Utara
Commander, U. S. Coast Guard
Officer in Charge
Marine Inspection

Encl: (1) OCHI 30 Oct 79 ltr
to Dept. of Energy
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Hay pny | .
Had | BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
a ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES, INC.

Upton, New York 73

516) 345,
Medical Department

oe che 3577

December 12, 1979

2
¢
O
0
@
4

Bruce Wachholz, Ph.D.

Division of Biomedical

‘and Environmental Resources

US Department of Energy

Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Bruce:

I appreciate your frank comments about my leadership as the principal investi-

gator for the Marshall Islands Study for BNL over the last ten months. The primary

problems seem to be procedural and the fact that I seem to "overreact" to admin-

istrative problems (to use a kind word). I feel this is a tremendous program with

unique potential for quality work and growth; I am afraid I see red when someone

fails to give it adequate support. I have thought a great deal about your comments

for I value them. I thought I would try to respond to them in this letter. dn

going through my files, I have attempted to document for you the number of times Nore

with specific dates and quote: where I have attempted to get some action via the L.

appropriate channels of thesystem (ie, headquarters -- Las Vegas -- PASO) without

success. You mentioned that I should have contacted the Las Vegas office with these

complaints. A review of the enclosures will reveal that I have been in constant

contact with Roger Bay since shortly after I took the program over. He has failed

to answer any of my complaints or to attempt to set up a problem solving meeting.

As you can see, I have also had multiple correspondence and conversations with

Bill Stanley and Harry Brown over the last year. I think it is obvious that I

considered Bill Stanley a mediator up until a short time ago.

 

 

After your appointment as coordinator I though I made it clear that some very

serious policy and procedural matters were brewing and I have repeatedly asked, over

the last months for a meeting of all the principals so we could straighten these

problems out. I sure as hell don't like to operate under these constraints, and I

am equally sure DOE would like to solve them as soon as possible.

To be more specific and chronologic, I offer the following proof of my attempts

to deal within the system. In my first trip report, two months after I took over

the program, I detailed some serious operational, safety and administrative problems 7

concerning the performance of Harry Brown (Enclosure 1 — January-February Trip Reporty*

Cert is obvious from the length and detail of this report thatt#I considered the ship's

logistic support on that survey to be inadequate. I presented all of the observations

and opinions, in writing, in a rough draft, to Mr. Stanley, Mr. Brown and Mr. Ray.

{ did this specifically to alert them to the problems, as [T saw them, prior to the

Users Conference that was scheduled for February 28, 1979, in Livermore, California.



t

Bruce Wachholz, Ph.D.

December 12, 1979

Page two...

anticipated that a very difficult administrative problem. would develcp during the

Users Conference, since Mr. Otterman had been invited. I requested that the concerned

DOE representatives have a preliminary meeting at Livermore, prior to the conference

aattempt to resolve these problemsfand not to use the conference itself as a forum
for the discussion of the details of the survey. Unfortunately, we were unable to

accomplish this. I can expand on why this was not accomplished, if necessary?” I

think this is the proper time and place to expand on why I was unable to meet with

the DOE representatives prior to the February ship's Users conference. I checked

into the Livermore Motel at 2:00 P.M., awaiting the DOE group. At 6:30 P.M., I had

dinner and returned to my room. In the process, I checked at the desk for any

messages -~ they had none. I then wnt to my room and waited until 11:00 P.M., calling

the desk repeatedly for any messages with no luck. Finally at 11, I went into the
bar and found Chuck Otterman, Roger Ray, Bill Stanley, Harry Brown, Bill Robeson

and vic Noshkin having a great party. Roger Ray was so intfoxicated it was impossible

to converse with him, in fact, he could hardly stand up. I asked Bill Stanley if

he wanted to convene the meeting -- he thought we ought to skip it! That is exactly

what happened on my first attempt to follow the line of command and to proceed in an

orderly manner.

The next attempt occurred on March 29, 1979, in Walter Weyzen's office in German-

town. Copies of my trip report had been sent throughcut the Las Vegas - PASO acmin-

istrative chain. Walter recognized the problems were severe and summoned Roger Ray

and Bill Stanley to headquarters to discuss the discrepancies. Your DOE legal counsel

was there. We met for three hours. I am sure Walter remembers the meeting well.

Roger Ray stated that the shipcannon was probably some sort of signalling device.

He said it seriously but none of the participants could believe he meant it. I am

enclosing my letter of June 25 to Bill Stanley referring to that meeting (enclosure 2).

As you re-read it, I think you can see that I was still trying to work within the sys-

tem -~ a copy went to Roger Ray.

 

You seem to indicate that the problems are "personality conflicts" between Roger

Ray and myself. “Do you know that Dr. K. Knudsen repeatedly complained to Dr. Conard JAB

that Roger Ray interfered in the program and he also insisted that Mr. Ray's position 15

be clarified concerning programmatic interference. On another occasion, Roger Ray

kept Dr. Bond and Dr. Burr waiting several hours in Majuro in 1977, at the time of

medical negotiations for expanded care. They cooled their heels while Mr. Ray

negotiated medical policy with the Marshallese government. TI am enclosing a copy of

Dr. Knudsen's letter of resignation (which he never submitted) so that you can

understand that this problem is not unique with me. Harry Brown is Mr. Ray's protege;

they act in unison...so I hold Mr. Ray responsible for Mr. Brown's transgressions.

I use the word transgressions in the true sense ("exceeding of due bounds or limits")

These acts were not just "goofs". They were calculated decisions of a reasonably

intelligent man. Would you pleas call Walter and ask him his opinion of Mr. Ray?

He told me that Mr. Ray frequently injected himself into areas that were not his con-

cern and that Walter was "sick of ib". I do not blame him. I treasure the support

I received from Walter.

Now we get down to.the crux of the matter. After attempting, repeatedly, to.

orkthrough the system, I consciously took a course of action. I knew would get

gome results. Myletters to Cdr. Utara and Gen. Gates were designed to produce

exactlythe results the acheived. I will be dilighted to discuss this set of actions

with Ms. Clusen or anyone you feel is interested in the evolution of the problems.
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Bruce Wachholz, Ph.D.

December 12, 1979

Page three...

The BNL Medical team has a number of goals; they are important to the Marshallese and

to me, personally. I simply cannot sit by while Roger Ray's interference impedes this

program, as long as I am principal investigator. As I mentioned in the hall, some

thought might be given to turning the entire logistic package over to BNL. It makes

a great deal of sense and would certainly solve this problem. We could handle our

logisitc support from BNL by hiring a full time man in Honolulu and another on

Kwajalein. I have outstanding candidates for both positions. They have both told

me they would like to come to work for the Marshall Islands Study at BNL and both

are familiar with the program and the field operations. In reality, I don't think

we can deny that this program is growing rapidly. The probability is 993+ that

Likiep will need to be picked up as a part of the study. When this happens, Ailuk

and Mejit will, of course, be suspect. Then Wotje will need to be surveyed to find

a clear perimeter. It then becomes apparent that the medical survey will require

the full time support of an adequate vessel. 1 am sure that BNL could find such a

vessel, given adequate funding. This ship should be obtained on full support

contract, ie, crewed, supplied, etc.

I realize fully that other labs are working under DOE contract in the Pacific.

I anticipate that with the completion of the work on Enewetak that there will he a

significant reduction in the load on PASO. Could support be offered from Las Vegas,

via contract with Holmes and Narver in Hono (as is currently thecase) but with a

significant reduction in overhead? 1 it i eson and Vic Noshki

are doing outstanding work, but I doubt if their role will expand as rapidly as the

medical and whole hody counting programs will grow. I do not know what their future

plans are but again, this just emphasizes the need for a meeting of the principal

investigators to discuss the scientific program -- to be followed by a logistic planning

conference, to spell out, in detail, how we can assist each other. Bruce, I have been

asking for just such a meeting since my initial consultant evaluation, prior to join-

ing BNL. I nave written about all of these problems, ad nauseum, since {1977 and

asked for positive steps toward resolution. It therefore comes as somewhat of a

surprise to hear that I have failed to keep DOE advised and that the "magnitude" of

the problems have just emerged.

I agree with you’ completely that DOB - Las Vegas and PASO deserve their tay in

court". But, I think that day should lead to a joint meeting where we can both

present ouridocumented evidence; we_shouldnotaccept undocumented accusations or

complaints. I hope this letter will reach you before the meeting of the week of

December 17. I think there are some new perspectives that might not have surfaced

in prior correspondence. Thanks again for hearing me out.

Sincerely,

Boil.
Hugh S. Pratt, M.D.

LoudC
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BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY.

MEMORANDUM

DATE: March 22, 1979

To: E. P. Cronkite 3

FROM: H. S$. Pratt | 2° 4-08 %

sugJEcT, Summary of the Problems Encountered
in the January-February 1979 BNL

Marshall Island Medical Survey

€
As you requested at our meeting this morning, WL have prepared a summary

of some of the more serious deficiencles in the logistic support provided for 4

the Marshall Island program during our recent survey. - I feel the primary con~

cern for BNL involves the safety of the scientific party and the_gdministrative/

public relations postu é eanography (Lictanur Operator) in relation

to the Departmen i . In the area of maritime problems/ship safaty,

the following items were of particular importance:

 

1. There were no fire extinguishers in the medical berthing area.

2. Egress from the overcrowded medical berthing area led through 2

single, heavy, watertight hatch into the x-ray/laboratory area (a high hazard

area - containing high voltage and flammable chemicals), up a ladder forward

into the forecastle, and-then aft onto th well deck. Since there is no outside

ventilation provided to the berthing area, a fire in either hold number one or

number two would have quickly led to asphyxiation of the scientific team.

3. The single, watertight hatch leading from hold number two to hold

number one was heavy, and swung violently with pitching and rolling of the ship.

There was no provision for securing this hatch in the open position until a

jury-rigged line was attached to the adjacent bulkhead.

4. Throughout the entire cruise, no organized safety drill or instructions

were given by the ship to the medical party. We were not informed as to where

the life belts were stored nor how to use the life raft (many of the medical tean

were weak or non-swimmers). :

5. The outboard passageways, both port and starboard on the main deck level

required climbing over a totally-exposed fore and aft ladder with no safety lines

6. From the habitability standards, the enclosed pictures of the bunking,

areas demonstrate the extreme crowding. The bunk beneath the air conditioning

unit was repeatedly drenched with cold water if the ship were rolling at all.



E. P. Cronkite

Page‘Iwo

7. Because of the lack of adequate pilotage, the ship was steered over

the reef approximately 200 yards south of the mouth of the Utirik Pass.

Fortunately, due to extremely high tide and weather conditions, the ship was

able to clear the reef without incident.

In the area of administration/public relations, two of the most dis-

tressing problems arose during the Rongelap Survey, they were:

1. The ship carried a cannon; a close replica of the old boarding cannon

used on sailing ships to protect the gangway. This cannon was mounted just

forward of the gangway on the starboard side. The cannon was fired twice on

February 6th and again on the evening of February 7th. Following the firing

on the 7th, a seven-year-old child on Rongelap stated that he was struck by a

projectile from the cannon. Apparently, another child had thrown a rock at

the time the cannon was fired, striking the boy in the back, and this was inter-

preted as the injury from the cannon blast. The cannon itself was loaded with

tin foil and other non-hazardous material. The pre'lems gencrated by this
pseudo~bombardment of the island jeopardize the ph:.:9sephy of the peaceful

medical evaluation of the peuple of this island previously injured by the U.S.

weapons test. Mr. Otterman {the owner of U.S. Oceanographies) made the decision

to fire the cannon and the acceptance of this action by the Department of Energy's

liaison representative, Mr. Brown, I am afraid seriously compromised the

credibility of the survey, even though, apparently, no serious physical damage

was done.

2, It was the decision of the medical team that we would begin a nutri-

tional program aimed at reducing the amount of free sugar consumed in the

islands. We, therefore, purposely refrained from handing out candies and other

sugars. Contrary to this policy, the owner of the ship along with the DOE

liaison representative went ashore and were passing out candy. It was difficult

to explain to the people of Rongelap, as well as to the owner of the ship, the
reasons for this medical decision. However, diabetes, exogenous obesity, and

dental caries are probably the three most serious medical problems in these
islands.

In conclusion, a complete review of the trip report will reveal that there

were serious materiel deficiences, as well as procedural difficulties, between

the contractor and the medical survey team. Jfeelthatprior to further uti-

lization of this ship there should be a meeting to more closely coordinate the

administrative effort so that these problems do not arise in the field, and

that theafully corregted prior to any further
utilization. -_

typeSA
bwa Hugh S. Pratt, M.D.

Director, Marshall Island Studies
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days behind schedule and our medical consultants were due to arrive on the 31st

of January, the prospect of holding the consultants for a two to three weck

period was untenable. We were forced to devise an alternate plan. That plan

included fabricating a semi-stable 8 x 8' platform to be located under the

gangway and utilizing Boston Whalers ‘» pick the patients up on shore and trans-

fer them to the platform. U.S. Oceanography had listed two whalers as ships

equipment. Those whalers wore not brought with the ship to Kwajalein. again,

a deficiency in the initial coutract. They relied upon the NON whalers that

were located at Kwajatcin. ‘those two whalers, I had been previously informed

by The Global Marine Dapk., woce in “bad shape." One of them was declared

ah“unsafe” because OF worn steering cables. These wore the whalors thot they

proposed’ using for patient Eransfer. I was avare that the ship had been in

harbour in Honolulu for about 24 days. During this pertod of time, T feel an

effort should have been made to make the novwossaury modifications to carry the

barges. Instead, this time was utilized to install such "critical" items as

a larye automatic ice machine which was nol required for the medical mission

at all, and a gas barbacue grill.

A second deficiency involved the rigging of protective canvas for the

medical staff and the patients. In San Dicyo, during our preliminary talks,

we agreed that a canvas cover should be rigged from just forward of the wheel

house to the forward part of the well deck to provide shade and rain shelter

for both the patients and the medical teams working in exposed areas. No

provision had been made for such protection and during the entire survey bits

and pieces of canvas and plywood were used in a haphazard manner to attempt

to give cover. On all occasions the cover leaked, providing a number of

probltens for laboratory personnel and to the stafF in the open areas, Yhe

medical party's dining arca was on the O01 level aft. A canvas fly had been

c
c
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rigged over this area but it was open on all sides. Since we were operat ag

with constant trade winds varying from 10 Lo 30 knots, any rain was driven

horizontally across this deck rendering the area virtually unusable during the

frequent showers we encountered,

During our initial discussions in San Dieyo, I emphasized the fack that.

on large medical. surveys there was the distinct possibility that we would hase

at least 19 scientific personnel aboard and would, in addition, probably pick

up one or two medical evacuations at a minimum, for a total of 20 required

berthing arcas. Somehow duriry the contract negotiations, this fiqure was

reduced to twalve and I wag never notifind of this change. During the initial

discussions plans for a waitirg bench to he installed in the forecastle wore

included for the use of pationts waiting to be x-rayed. whis bench was never

installed. My original plans for the berthing areca included provisions for

showering and sho ny fox the medical party apart from the patient cxamination

area. These plans again wore altered (please sea ship plans) and the final

arrangement was for our entire incdical party of 14 to use one head, one shover

and one shaving mirror. This prosented serious problems when everyone arose

at the same time and attempted to get-ready for the days examinations. ‘The

ship's brochure (cnclosure 1) stated a two ton freenser capacity. Apparently

this capacity was sacrificed in the conversion of holds 1 and 2, leaving us

with inadequate cold storaye space and mich of the fresh fruit that we were

carrying to the outer islands as gifts for the study group rotted in transit.

2. MaritimeProblems/ShipsSafety: Throughout the entire cruise, no

organized safety drill or instructions were given by the ship to the medical

party. We were not informed as to where the life vests were stored nor how

to use the life rafts (many of the medical team were weak- ox non-swimmers).

There were no fire extinguishers in the medical berthing area. Egrass
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from the berthing area (hold #2) was through one heavy water-tight hatch leal-

ing forward through a high hazard area, it.c., x-ray and laboratory arcas

(containing flamable chemicals and high voltage), then up a ladder and aft

onto the well deck. A second hatch leading aft went through a clutkered

machine shop, into a battery roam with no ogress. There was no outside

ventilation into the berthing area that I could find. The water-tight hatch

controlling access to the medical berthing area had no latch. When trying

to pass through the hatch in hign seas, the heavy hatch would swing violently.

A piece of cord was £inally tied to the hatch to keep it open. The outbourd

passageways, both port and starboard:’on the main dack level required climbing

over a tetally exposed fore and aft Ladder with no safety lines. Since our

passage was jn heavy weather with severe rolling and pitching, we could casily

have lost one of our party over the side and never have missed hiw (see

pictures). From the health standpoint, the berthing area was inadequate. One

bunk was under an airconditioning unit and thronghout the first night at sea

that bunk was drenched about every 30 minutes by 2-4 ounces of ice cold water.

“In addition, Dr. Nicoloff£ complained repeatedly about the "stagnant air in the

berthing compartusaent." The large air conditioning unit which was integral and

recirculating for the compartment rendered the area either too hot or too cold.

In ouc preliminary correspondence and in phone conversations with

Mc. Brown in Honolulu I stressed the importance of having an outer island pilot

for the survey and recommended Mr. Paul LaPoint who has had extensive expericnce

with previous medical surveys. While in Honolulu, I was informed that a

Mr. deBrum was to serve as outer island pilot. While we were in Kwajalein

we wore informed that Mr. deBrun would not be available and Mr. Brown at-

tempted to obtain the services of Nx. LaPoinl, unsuccessfully. Therefore,

the ship sailed for the outer islands without an outer islands pilot. The
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Marshallese members of the medical team were asked to serve unofficially as guides

when entering the pass at Rongelap and Utirik. I was unaware of this request.

This is not their function and they were placed in a difficult position because

of this request. The pass at Utirik is difficult for an experienced Harshalless

navigator. We approached that pass in the early afternoon with good visibility,

about a 2' sea, and just before high tide. As the ship approached the recf we

noted a red fiberglass boat which I recoynized as belonging to the island of

Utirik approaching across the atall. The boat was also spotted by Me. OtbLercaun

who was conning the ship and by the navigator who was on the roof of the pilot

house. The small Marshallese. boat could have closed with the ship within 29 to

30 minutes if we had held our position outside the atoll. However, the decision

was made to proceed without adegiitepilotage. The ship missed the ULicik pais,

Passing over the reef approximately 200 yards south. Mr. Ottermn claims tlt

the ship went through the pass. TI can provide at least five affidavits from

people who have been in and out of that pass repeatedly that we were well south

ef the pass and passed over the reef. Luckily, the ship draws only about 8' of

water and with an exceptionally high tide we were able to get over the reef

without encountering any obstructions. ‘This set of circumstances is fortuitous

and, in light of the ready availability of a knowledgeable Utirik pilot, showed

very poormaritimejudgment. After we crossed the reef, the ship drapped anchor

and the Marshallese boat tied up astern. Five Marshallese were in tha boat.

They were not invited aboard - a common courtesy on any ship. Finally, one man

was asked aboard to serve as pilot across the atoll. I later fownd out that the

man at the tiller of the Macshallese boat was the new magistrate of the island.

I found this a breach of common courtesy and very embarrassing to the medical

survey.
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3. DOF/PASOLiaison/Administration: ‘the initial breakdown in the PASO/ANL

Liaison occurred during my visit in Honolulu on January llth. I think that a

number of these problems might have been clerified at that time if they had

been mentioned. When confronted with a "go - no go" situation in Kwajalein

with our volunteer physicians on the way from the United States, I was locked

into a very undesirable course of action from the BNL standpoint. During the

two day loading period before we sailed, it quickly becaue apparent that

Mr. Otterman, who was functioning as the Captain of the ship (although he wis

not the registered master of the ship) was extremely upset about the valum>

of supplies that were boing lo.led by the medical team. IT assumed at this

time that Mr. Otterman was univare of the legistic letter -Ehat I hed sont to

the PASO office in November, 1978, listing exactly what supplies were to be

carried. Mr. Brown tells me that he passed this letter on to Mr. Otlerinan.

Mr. Otterman scemed quite surprised at the .. lume of material that was presente

for storage. Because of inadi quate storage space aboard the ship he insisted

that the food gifts, many of which were perishable, be placed in the meadical

pacty's berthing area, leaving no storage space for personal gear. They sug-

gested that we store anything we wanted to take along for the two weck survey

in laundry bags.

Yhe housekeeping logistics for the survey have always been the ship's

responsibility, including all Linens. After we'd sailed, we found that neo

towels had been provided for the medical party and we had to hreak open our

medical supply chest and use medical towels for our personal. use, and we were

still short.

On the return trip to Kwajalein from Utirik we were carrying a pre-eclemptic

lady as a medical evacuation and at about 2230 in the evening she delivered her

child at sea, under adverse conditions. The patient's mother was accompany ing
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her, After the child was delivered, the grandmother took charge of the baby

until she became seasick, Both of the physicians who delivered the baby had

previously become seasick and at this point in time, I suggested to Mr. Brown

that the ship alter course since we ware running dowmrind in a quartering sea,

to head for Roi Namur. This course change would have put us on a course

almost dead ahead of the wind and given both the patients and the medical bean

anmuch smoother ride. Mr. Brown apparently considered the idea but no chang?

in course was ordered. I don't know if any recommendation was passed to the

ship's crew. Thereafter, the ship followed the longest approach route to

Kwajalein, estimited to be @ hours Longer than entry theoush Bige3 channol pass.

One of the most distressiny problems concerning the adninistrative/public

relations aspect of this survey occurred during our stay at Rongelap. For

some unexplained reason, the ship carricd a cannon; a close replica of the otd

boarding cannons used on sailing ships to protect the gangway. The cannon was

mounted just forward of the ganywry on the starboard side. On February 6th,

1979, sometime after 2100, the cannon was Fired twice (I understond with a half

pound of black powder). Whe cannon, IT was informed, was loaded with "toilet

paper and tin foil" and was fired aft=- Since the starboard side of the ship

was parallel with the shore, the flash must have been directed towards some part

of the island. I was asleep in hold #2 at the time and didn't perceive the

noise as a cannon shot. On February 7th, 1979, the cannon was fired once, ayain

after 2100, with the same loud. However, on this occasion, immediately after

the boom, a seven year old child on Rongelap cried out and stated that he was

struck by a projectile from the cannon. (Please see enclosure 2.) I understand

that he continued to cry for some time. Again, I was helow deck and asleep and

was unaware of what was going on. The boy's father was very upset that the

Department of Energy's ship would injure his son. When I was informed of this

| 4
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episode the following morning, I asked for a conference with Mr. Brown and

Mr. Otterman and asked for some explanation. Mr. Brown stated that "the hoy

was lying" and appeared upset because I was queslioning him about this matter.

He stated that he had checked with the magistrate and that "there was no problem."

I then checked with the magistrate and he said "to forget it, no harm was done."

I askel to see the boy and his father to apologize but the magistrate indicated

that this wasn't necessary - thit the boy was his nephew, and that he had taken

care of the problem.

Auother serious problem involving adiministration/ .-blic relations that

developed on Rongelap involved the distribution of candy ashore by Mr. Otter.rain.

three of the most serious com lilions encountered in the Marshallese are maturity

onset diabetes, severe dental caries and exoyenous ohasity. The modicel gromw

had discussed these problems at sone length and in our preplanning had deciited

that we would restrict, as fa: as possible, the delivery of free sugars in the

form of candy to the people. This decision was the foundation of our initial

nutritional educational program and was an integral part of the medical care of

this su:vey. I think it was on the second day of our visit to Rongelap that I

noticed Mr. Otterman standing on the heach surrounded by children passing out

something from a bag. I left the screening process aboard ship and went ashore

and found that Mr. Otterman was passing out candy and chewing gum to the children.

I asked him if he would disconlinue the gifts until Mr. Brown and I had a chance

to discuss the matter. Shortly thereafter, I located Mr. Brown ashore and informed

him of the problan. At this point he became visibly agitated and he requested

that I put my request "in writing." I returned to the ship and did so. Shortly

thereafter, Mr. Ottermin, Mr. Brown and 1 had a discussion involving the type of

foodstuffs that were to be presented as gifts to the islanders.

It would appear, superfie why, thal this is an insiqnificant problem,

e
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however it represents the lack of communication that existed between the medical

survey group, DUE liaison and the ships’ company. ‘The simple act of passing out

candy compromised the beginning of a highly important nutritional educational

program. Since there had bean insufficient time to begin the comprehensive

educational program that was necessary to explain the reasons for withholding

"candy" from the group (the Marshallese did not understand why the nedical group

was depriving them of their "sweets"). I was informed by our Marshallese nurse

that the people of the island were porplexed by the apparent luck of corraunica-

tion and different philosophies exhibited by the medical survey party and the

ship's company. They perceived these differences mast directly by the connon

incident and by the dispute over thre distribution of candy as gifts. This

obvious division in goals and methods, I think, was detrimental to the credibility

of both the medical survey team and the Department of Energy in general. I hea

previously pointed out to the mecbexs of the modical team that our mission had

two major goals. ‘the first was obviousl]y the medical survey goals that we were

attempting to achieve, but equally important was our public relations stature.

I think a review of past performance of this program has revealed that the medical

care has been excellent but there have Been major problems that have arisen in

the public relations area. TI consider this a very important aspect of the

Marshall Islands medical survey. Duriny this survey that public relations cEfort

was compromised.

4. MedicalTeamProblems: Both Mr. Brown and Mr. Otterman wore aware of

my problems with the Resident Physician and my attempts to solve those problens.

On the last day at Utirik, I went ashore and spent 4 hours at sick call assisted

by Dr. John Iaman. We delivered a large amount of drugs and medical equipment

and supplies to the Health Aide. When I left at noon, at least 20 patients

wore still waiting. I seriously regretted leaving them but I had been informed
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by Mr. Otterman on the prior day that a large storm was moving toward Utirik

and he advised leaving a day ahead of our scheduled departure. I agrecd to

this for two reasons. First, we had discovered a pre-cclamptic lady who

needed to be evacuated to Kwajalein as soon as possible - with the least

amount of trauma, and second, hecause we were aware that a tropical storm had

developed south of Kwajalein and the deteriorating weather, in Mr. Orterman's

judgment, might hit Uttirik anid present some problems for the ship. An

additional problem that developed because of our hasty departure involved a

"going away party” scheduled to be qiven for the medical team by the people

of Utivik. We aktempted to have a combined BNL/island party the evening

before departure but the magistrate had nol urderstood thak we wore leaving

early, the resulting confusion again coupromised the credibility of the

medical group.

SUMMARY OF SHTPS LOGTST(C REPORP

It's obvious from the length and detatl of this report that I consider

the ship logistic support for the January-February medical survey to be

inadequate. I have presented all of the foregoing observations and opinions

in writing, in a rough draft, to Mr.~Stanley, Mr. Brown and Mr. Ray. I did

this specifically to alert thein to the problems, as I saw them, prior to tha

Users Conference that was scheduled for February 28th, in Livermore, California.

I anticipated that a very delicate administrative problem would develop during

the Users Conference since Mr. Otterman had been invited to that confers:nce.

I requested that the concerned DO representatives have a preliminary meeting

at Livermore, prior to the conference, to attempt to resolve these problems

and not to use the conference itself as a forum For the discussion of the

dctails of the survey. Unfortunately, we were unable to accomplish this. I

can expand on why this was nol accomplished if necessary. During the Users
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Conference, Twas asked if T Lelt that the: ship was adequate for futere medical

surveys and £€ indicated that, based on past. experdences and porformarce, T did

not feel that at would be savteble. Whe Useo. Conforerce vas thor Lore adtour cd

and Mr. Roy, My. Standey, Mr. Brose, and To had Lunch together. Dueing this

period of time, it was apper ab that there wat a skrouy desire by the ivy gr ovs

bo dene the USS. Qsouenoyee diy conbee ck. Tounderstand their proton Cror “o

procurcmeut and fiscal stendpotnt, but th» problems thet dovelopod tavolvedd

both significant woterial elope, sbeord the ship and soar obviens baiavio: 7

changos by the porsoonel af U.S. Oren ogetiehy. TT donbk very sortously bo lbt.

Can be accovolitdeet und poo tee carb atah lives sob Roa. fo rae tt

 

a copy of th: combrack Jiofars veo Jett Keevtecr. bt Lineliy we. eles Gd tas

a copy in Honolulu on the voy beeh fron the curvoy. A cavefbad pert ou of the

contzach reveils that che amivergury date is Suptomberc 16, 39/9, antit

specifically stipulates that notification of termination of the contract wast

be given 90 days prior to thek date. ‘hts would mean thak the Deper taunt of

Luergy would necd to give written notificeltou on or before June loth, 1979,

The co-users of the ship pointed out to ime the obvious problans that this

termination would pose for theiy pragrams. £ understand the funding for this

charter hes come primarily from the Medical Division of po and aL is ay Firma

opinion that Lhis ship will be unsuitable for any extended use by the moticeal

program. f£ have agreed to an anterdm sehedute for Lhe medical survey schedulod

for May 26 - June 13th. This survey will be entirely different than the

January-February Survey in that almosl the entire proyram will be shore baucd,

vathor than ship based, an? wild ‘be ad voted primarily to pediatric consultation

and sick call. In addition, the medical party will be considerably smaller

than the previous sunvey.
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TRIP REPORT

Brookhaven National Laboratory - Marshall Islands Survey

May - June 1979

The second Brooxhaven National Laboratory survey of the Marshall Islands

du calendar 1979 covered the puriod From carly May through mid-June. (Please hen

eeee

Sparesasked to include phystcal

see Enclosure I for ‘ttimerary of participants).

  This survey was unique in that we lind bee

examinations for the people of Bikini - Living on Majuro - in addition to the

repular study group. The addition of the proup greatly expanded the Lopistic

requiremsents of the survey. We had originally planned for @ padiatric survey,

sick call and setected thyroid ro -evsamtriat tons of the erposerd + at ca

Parison populations. The Bikini group received the complete vorkun Cesignod

for the study group. This workup required the assistance of two additltoveal

physicians, two technicians, and one adminis: -utive assistant.

A new precedent had been established by the whole-body counling group

shortly before this survey of granting reimbursement to the Bikinians coming

from Edgit Island for the studies. Each of these patients was to receive $10

for transportation and meals, however, apparantly people other than Fdgit

people received compensation and it finally became a standard procedure to

pay all patients $10 going throuvh the whole-body counter.

An attempt was made to integrate the whole-body counting visit with the

medical examinations but severe scheduling problems arose, requiring several

visits, and payments to many Bikinians. A tatal of 102 Bikinians were seen

by the medical examination team. Some of these patients required several

rc-appointments to complete their examinations. Jhe mechanisms and guidelines

for the reimbursement of this proup peeds a carcfulreevaluation and a formal

      

  

  

en“ tent.statement of Limitationsas soon as possth
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The medical survey group spent one week in Majuro and then moved on to

Ebeye for 34 days. Dr. Don Paglia unfortunately fractured his foot on the

last day in Majuro and returned to the United States on May 25th. Dr. Pratt

and Dr. John Lamin (Macshallese Medical Officer) performed a sick cal] while

Dr. Conard screened thyrotds and Dr, Patricia Sullivan cared for the pediatric

paticnts. On May 25th Dr. Jacob Robbins arrived to join the party for the

outer-island survey. (Please see Enclosure 11 for a tabulation of pationts

secu for thyroid sereening). Dr. Conard and Dr. Robbins confined their

examinations to the thyroid. Dre. Pratt and Laman saw all other medical.

preoblens including full examinations of those patients found to have thyroid

nodules that might require surgery.

Dr. Sullivan continued to see betveen 23-40 patients per day in the

pediatric aza group. Unfortunately, duce to the large namber of children,

complete pediatric coverage was tmpoosible. We have assured the study proup

that a pediatrician will be recruited to cowplete the cxamination in the

September-October Survey (Please see Enclosure TII for a tabulation of tho

pedtatric cxaminations). On May 25th Ur. Wayne Munk (Holmes & Narver)

arrived to accompany the outer- islands survey. The ship sailed the folloving

day for Rhongelap. ”

The support given to the Brookhaven National Laboratory medical team

by the crew of the Litkanur {1 and Me. Munk was outstanding. The multiple

discrepancies noted in my previous trip report had cither been fixed or

soine corrective action had been taken (in most cases). Throughout the

ship-based portion of the survey, the ship's crew and the medical party

functioned as a unit. The Captain (Keith Cobcarly, Master) of the ship

possessed the requtred certification as a Master (per Brookhaven National

Laboratory's Occupattonal Health and Safcty Guide, dated Feb. 8, 1979,

ZUG .o0Z
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entitled "Marine Safety", please see Enclosure LV) and his pleasant person-

ality and abic scamanship greatly assisted the BNL team. Mr. Munk was of

great assistance in the survey as liaison betvecen BNL ans U.S. Gceanography.

Because af the unique logistic requirements of this survey, e.g., we needed

to pick up, at cach island, all patients tho might require surgery, the

ship on the final leg from Utirik to Wotje and finally to Kwajalein was

overloaded. (Tt had been my opinion sinee the eriginal contract nesotiation

that this shipwas warginal for sepport of the medical propram.) Eveu with

the partial correction of the prior deficiencies, the hbabitabiliry of the

Spaces assigned to the medical survey party vas unsatisfactory Wo had a

number of small epidemics of upper reepiratory infectious end viral casthia-

intestinal tiinesses ducing the trip due primarily to crovdius dav the

berthing areas (please see Fnelosure Vj). With the inevitable expansion of

each succeeding medical survey this problem will quickly become the limiting
 

factor.

I agreed to an finter im) renewal of the ship's contract for this year

whilesomemoresuitableeans of support was obtained with the understanding

~

that the present ship will coepromise the medical mission during the remainder
a nied
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of calendar 1979 and early 1980. The reasons for, and characteristics of,

+
 

the replacement support system should he discussed at the Department of

Energy as soon as possible. —

Upon returning to Kwajaletnu we vere met by Dr. Brown Dobyns, Professor

of Surgery, Case Western Reserve Vaiversity who is one of the nation's

leading thyroid surgeons to review all of the possible surgical cases along

with Des. Conard and Robbins. Fourteen patients were selected to return to

the United States for workup at Brookhaven National Liboratory and thyroid

surgery at Cleveland during, Junc and July of 1979. In addition to the



thyroid patients, four emergency medical evacuations were brought in from the

outer islands, The addition of 18 Marshal! se patients presented serious

problems to the ship in regards to sleeping arcas and food. I was informed

by Mr. Munk that the ship was "almost out of food" when we returned to

Kwaj aletin.

A few minor problems in chip support developed during the voyage. They

were: 1) The cook was very susceptible to seasickness and very Jittle faod

was provided while the ship was underway. His cooking at anchor or at dockside

was superb. 2) The mara hatch dog for the watertight hatch batwoen the

medical berthing area and th» head wis fabvicated fron Light strap aluninen

It bent as soon as the ship bemin to roll heavily and the woishe of the door,

smashing against the insulate !l belkiiead dented it Vy. Again, thes tate

presented a hazard to the medical party in the berthing arca. 3) A second

watertight hatch leading from the Forecastle to the wel] deck was also scevred

inadcquately with a light hook. This heavy hatch again broke loose during

heavy rolling and was Einally secured by a line (Please see Fnclosure V, photo-

graphs of latches and bulkheads). 4) ‘he cargo containers (vans), that had

been converted into the medical examination rooms developed a number of severe

leaks during the heavy rains. This restricted our operations on scveral

occasions. In addition, the canvas éover betveen the vaus also leaked during

heavy rains. A rerigging of the canvas and repairs of the leaking roof wilt

be necessary before the next medical survey.

Summary: In summary, the addition of the Bikinianus at the last moment

necessitated the rapid modificattou of the stalfing and Jogistic plans. These

plans need to be fixed 8~12 wecks before the survey to allow for professional

staff planniug, i.e. the guest consultants teaching schedules and professional

schedule as well as iatcrial Tead time. We did the best we could with the



time alloted. However, two important comnaitments vere not completed or were

completely cancelled. The included: <A) adequate Cin numbers) pediatric

coverage. Dr. Sullivan did a superb job on the patients: that she was able

to see but many children, especially in the study group at Majuro, were not

seen. I have promised the people that we would include a "baby doctor” in

our September-October survey. These were not in the original plans for that

period. 3B) Yhe Health Educakiion Program vhieh was an important and integral

part of our public relations program could net be started during this survey

due to insufficient time and stuff. Both of these pr “ews need ta be ad-

dressed indepth duvinog the west survey. Addittonel areas of interest include:

1) the reimbursement “policy” tor the Bikiuteans, needs dmaediate written

Department of Energy clarification. 2) Since the medical barthiag souces
ee

 

forstuff and paticnts ace binwleguate we will neat to restrict the serpe af
—

  

of patlouts to be seen in fotere        the medical cxaminations aud the number

surveys.1} 1 would recommend that no morn than 8 staff be housed in hold #2.

3) Phe crey of the liktanur Tl as) presently constituted, with a licensed

Master, did a fine job. I vould strongly recowmend that this same teaia

continue to support the medical surveys for the remainder of the contract.
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Prnclosure I

De.

pr.

Dr.

De.

Dr.

MAY - JUNE 1979) MARSHALL LSLANDS SURVEY PARTICLPANTS
 

Name

I.

Ss.

R.

D.

J.

Pratt

Wynn

Conard

Sullivan

Paglia

Robbins

Scott

- Dobyns

- Heotts
. *

- Kabua

ate
famin

Shoniber
aK

Z4etkeia
Re?

» Gideou
Ki

« Eras

Stationed at Kwajalein

Trust Yerritory Personnel

Trust Territory Personne]

 

Date Left Ilome

May 9, 1979

May 9, 1979

May 12, 1979

May 11, 1979

May 11, 1979

1979

1979

1979

1979

1979

1979

L979

1979

1979

1979

May 24,

May 7,

June 7,

May 9,

Niay T1,

May ?1,

May 21,

May 21,

Hay 21,

Nay 21,

Stattomtd at Majuro

Stat tioned at Eheye

Date Returned
  

June 14, 1979

1979

1979

1979

1979

1979

1979

June 14,

June 33,

June 18,

Nay 25,

June 13,

May 24,

June 313, 1979

8, 1979

8, 19/9

Lt, 1979

1975

Lo79

L979

1979

June

June

Seu >

il,

June Ll,

Lb,

8,

June

Jue

June



/

/ inelosure JL

Majuro

Lbeye

Roncelap

Utirik

Wotie

Jug su i

TUYROTDCASESEXAMINED

Rongelap group

Utirik group

Ronpelap group

Utirik group

12

16

48

8

25

61

6L

Total

12

16

48

&

25

61

61

231



‘nelosure

no

Vii.

PEDIATROCEXAMCNALLON

Majuro ~ Bikinians

Study group

Ebeye (with J. Lamen assistiny)

Rongelap

Utirik

Total

54

15

136

126

97

425
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Brookhaven National Uiboratovy Marshall] islands Survey

Septciuber-October 1979

The third BNL survey of the Marshall (slands in calendar 1979 covered

the period from carly September through mid October (please see enclosure 1

for itinerary of the participants ).

fhe goals of this survey were as follows:

1. Yo complete the pediatric examinations which had been missed in

the May and June survey.

2. To examine any available study members who had been missed in the

two previous calendar '79 visits.

3. To follovup on the TJ patients tha had watergone thyroid survery

in July in Cleveland.

4. To reexamine the remainiue group of patients who had previously

been noted to have thyroid nodules and to mal) arrangements for their transfer to

BNi, and to Cleveland for surgery in October.

5. To provide dental extractions for patients in the outor islands (a

precedent had previously been established for this type of care by the residert

physteian, Dr. Knud Knudsen several years ago).

6. ‘lo provide "reading glasses" for presbyopic patients (a precedent had

been established for this action over a period of many years by the oplhatmologist

who had accompanied the major surveys.

7. To begin the health education programs on the outer istands as

requested by the people of thuse islands.

Table 1 details the number of paticnts secn on each of the islands and the

type of services rendered.
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TABLE I

SEPTEMBER -- OCTOBER, 1979 —MARSHALLTSLANDSEXAMS 

MOR OR Uo _Yotat

PEVLATREC EXAMS 53 49 7 45 mh

PEDEATRIC SICK CALL - 1 25 WW 43

ANULIE EXAMS 34, 1s - 2 53

ADUL'C SICK CALL 9 5 ll 43 68

DIALNETC SAMPLTNG 13 16 - 4 33

THYLOLD, LAB, X-RAY 9 3 3 4 19

DENTAL, oe 19 27 66 112 paticuts

_O90ox tract tous)

TOTAL 18 tl 73 180 "482

the medical aspects of the suwvey vent smoothly. ‘However, a number of serious

administrative prublems arose during the course of the survey. I will discuss

 

in detail the administrative problems and then conclude the report with a sumaary

of the medical findings and conclusions and recommendations for future studics.

On our way to Majuro I spent a uumber of hours in the P.A.S.0. office talking

to Mr. Harry Brown and Mr. Bij? Stanley. UNarry indicated that the BNL vholebady

counling trip had been an unquatified success and provided me with captes of his

cassette recordings of cach of the meetings that had been held on the outer islands

Ve discussed the existing political situation in Majuro and throughoul the Trcust

Territortes and Warry gave me his impressions of what we should expect in Nujuro

and Ebeyc.
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On Septenber 8, the medical staff flew to Majuroe. iWe were met at the airport

by Bill Scott, the BNL ffeld director, who informed me that there vas a serious

problem developing concerning the payment of per diem to patients on the study list.
  

At that time he provided me wilh a verbatim copy of ar. dio announcement that had

been transeribed by Larry Broun and broadcast about three woeks previously over

the Marshal! lstands vadio network (please see enclosure 2). In this radio

message Mr, Berea duavited atl meabers of the BNL study group uho were living on

other dstands to Lravel to clther Majuvo or Kbeye for exauinattons by the BA ter,

It also stered that subsistance por dicin and travel exp. ases would be provided.

% found this information quiie digturching beeause on the previous day do bed ioal
a

1 long discuscion with Parry aud be foiton to mention this very bovowteut st toast

of policn. Tt should emphasize that over the last year one of the primary
L

administrative goats that Tolind set for the progran iocluded clear definition of

the reepunsibilities for the administration and payment of per diem clains by

This potiey had been accepted by the office>DOL/LT poersonnet--not by BNL.
 

as well as the DOB central office and '™h. We bad alt agreed that administrative

watteces of this type voutd he handled by PASO and that the BNL medical team vould

take care of the inedical aspects of these surveys.

Upon arriving in Majure and checking Jn the hotel the manager of the hotel

immediately asked me for over $7200 to setrhle the hotel bill of a family that had

the BND medical team. He stated that unless Iebeen waiting in his holel far

wes redidbursed he vould evict the family. JT explatned to him the situation and

he was kind enough to extend their stay until the problem could be resolved vith

my puarantee that he would receive payment. On the followinp, morning I attempted

io contact the DOE/PNA representative on EKvajatein, Jim Watt, since there is no

  

 

 



 

why

severe slatic.

direct caommmication belween Najuro and Honolulu. Our radio comaunication wae y

exceedingly poor--I could understand approximately one out of ten words due to \

Hovever, Tt repeatedly stated to Jim that ¥f needed $1,000.00

immediately wired to the bank of America in NMajuro.

for immediate guidance from PASO)

was to take

as

a
e

\

In addition, I asked hin

is to per diem rates and forms and asked who

race of the administrative end of this per dima probten.

remaining period in Majuro lL spent approx tunately 80-90% of my time attempting to

clavily this problem and dealing with the clatamts.

Duying the

communicat ton with Kvagotein due 
To owevas voable to recotablish

o a radio blackout imposed by the His

J contacted the manager of the Bank of Ancvica dim Majura and was inforued that any

"cabled authorization vf fir.

voOe

o sodd

thea foruarded by regular iail

site Rang

hoaogcut

be

to

to

fron 4-5 days

the Bank

ys

of Awortoa tir Cue

the bank in tajure. He

in transit

estivated thel at would

This far erceeded our stay du tlajuro, G9 Vl loonday

afternoon, during, the middlco of our stay at Majuro while talking with Judy Muepp

of Hicronesian Legal Services, she informed we that on the precedius doy, while

Jn the communications office, she had obtained a glimpse of a messeye directed

to Oscar de Bruia, the

that message she said

Chief Secretary of the Harshall Islands, and ip the text of

she saw my name mont foned.

the content of the message. Therefore I vent

discovered that he, along vith nOGL

She was unaware of the rest of

to Mr. da srum's

of the mewbers of the cabinet had

at this time) for the mid September conference,

leCt

office and

for

Lnevetak Atoll (the PASO office was fully aware that Oscar was on his way to Fnewe

There was no one

in the main administration building.

another

Novever,

an hour

in authority Lof

to findJ vas able

area who finally agreed ‘to po through Mr. de Brun's

de Brun

a secerclary mn

asking him ta pase

message File and atter

the message on Lo me.

she discovered a message from our DOK/PASO office addressed only Lo Oscar

That messape is enclosed as
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(Enctosure 3). You will note that $2,000, rather than $1,000 had been forwarded

and that a per diem rate of $27.00/day was arbitrarily set as an unique exemption_

for this group of examinees, Jo ashed the secretary For a copy of the messape.

She explained to me that the Xerox machines throughout the area were broken atl

thereCore she made a landyritten copy of the messape, gave me the original copy

amd put the handwritten copy in Oscar de Brun'’s personal file.

With this assurance that $2,009.00 vas on its way via the comptex Bank of

America roule, T went to Lhe maneser of the hank and asked what procedure should

be instituted te pick up Unose Funds and make then availabye for the cleaimuats,

He explatucd that the check vould be addresiec ta ner prssonatly and thei be would

require a Tether of assipnment [rom me ta the aovernmert of the Harshath tsbouwls.

Lo therefore requested an interview vith the Minister of Pinavee ant discovered that

he had resigned a few days prior (mnelosure 4). A new Minister of Finaace hed

been appointed and Towas able to contact him and his assistant, Gremt Labauio, on

the following day. After Icnethy discussions and negotiations it was decided

that L should complete a letter of assignment (ine,44) agsigming the check te the

Nitdjeta general fund and that all per dicm claimants vould be processed through

the Trust Territory Finanee Office. IT suggested that sinee this was a "special

ense" with a finite amount of money speeificatly for per diem, that a separate

account should be established. The Finance Office stated that this would br:

impossible. Therefore it went Inte the General Fund.

peuour party finallydeparted on Friday, the check had still not arrived and
==

Lwas unaware of the total payment of claimants who would he bandled under this

special announcemant.

SEPAaayCrearwT
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Shortly after we arrived al Ebeye, IT was approached by hr. Joe Saul, a .

roewber of our study group who was a Health Aide at Eniwetak Atoll. He had

traveled to Kwajalein and to Ebeye du response to Harry Brown's message and

was again asking for reimbursement for per diem subsistance and transportation.

Yowever, he_was carrying a different message with an entirety faifferent} per dicin

rate of $1Q0.00/day (Enclosure 5). He shoved we this message and dnauired why

his rates were different from the rate paid to the peaple from Majuce. T told

Inna that } could not understand the rationale, but withtio 3 days a rapresentative \
From the Beparctment of Enorpy vould arrive in Kwajalein with funds to pay the "

per dicm claims and thet he should take the mwattlec up vith the representative at

thet tine.

Ae this potut fo would dike to oaphasiae the feet that duomy preplauning verve:

(Enelosure 6) for this survey, T had strongly urged the PASO office to provide a

DOK representative for the entiretrip. Vhite in Honolulu J discussed this

mattec with the PASO staff and after a discussio: vill Bruce Vachhols and Lill

Stantey, Bilt agreed to accoupany the survey. However, when Jo arrive at Kyvajuleinu

T received a message (inetosure 7) thar Bitl Stanley would be unable to make it

and thet Ted Hurawski, a Uolmes and Narver employee, who bad worked as the DOR/DNA

coordinator on Kwajatein, would be tle substitute, Again, during the cxauination

of petients on Ebeye, a large pereentage of my time was spent in explaining to

people why they had not received their per diem money and attempting to take care

of their housing aud financiat necds,

On Vhursday, Hr, Murayski arrived with }no funds} and a family from one of the

outlying isiands was foreed Lo ask for food and shelter from one of their friends

until the PASG representative could provide Chen with sufficient money. Mr.

HNaravski called Vonolulu and had funds authorized and on the Sollowing day began

 Pree: ET te eePe ete eee, Pan
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to pay the claims on Ebeye. ‘thereafter things progressed relatively snoothly.

Td "complete the critique of the administrative problems, Mr. Murawski

accompunied us to the outer islands porti. of Rongelap and Utirik and although

/ he {ts a very capable employec of Holmes aad Narcver, he is not current on the

problems of compensation, per diem, and the details of the new PL 6. These

e questions, atong with questioas os to Land custody were raised on both Roagetap

and Utirik and Mr. Nurayski did the best he could under difficult circumsten:

 

but unfortunately, im many cases had to state that he di. not have the answer

Lo the question but vould fours @ the question to DOK dm Honelulu. T Feel he

was placed in an untenable position Ly being asked to give definitive auswecy

to problems for which he was not prepared.

- II. Political sud Public Relations Aspoets -

74Jt has been a long-estebtlished ps ineiple of these surveys for the leader

the Brookhaven medical team to pay a courtesy ¢ cll on the members of the Marsal

Islands gevernwent. During this visit To met with and had Joug discussions vith

 

Oscar de Brun, the Chief Scceretary of the Marshall fslands government. During

ti oe discussions he specifically asl.cd 10 what actions were being conLomplated

in Washington regarding the information Chat Tony de Brum had presented on

Likiap. 2 informed him that To had met with the Tabershaw group and that when I

left the U.S. a proposal was being developed to review the epideatoloste evidence

4 of an increased incidence of thyroid and birth abnormalities on Liktlap. ‘the

following day at noon Osrar picked me up at the hospital and drove me to the

Bastern Gateway where we had Junch with Amata Kabua, the President of the Harehalst

Islands.  Amata vas particularly interested in what formal action had been tation

to authorize medical care for the Bikinians end was also interested in further
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details about the Yabershaw contract for the evaluation of Likiap. I explain, =

to him the position that. existed when I left the U.S., indicating that no solid

commitment has been made by the Congress via legislation for funding to care for

the Bikinians but that the BUL medical teem would coutinue to take cere of them

on a hummitartan basis as tong as we could afford it. I again repeated the

information L had given Osear de }ivum on the Tabershuy proposal. Later on that

sano day, LT met with pera Rikton, the Director of the Majuro Hospital. He

indicated that he would toen us the Trust Territory personnel] whom we had requested

du our preplanning Jetrer, with the exception of KalamGideon. Katman Gideon's

place would be taken by Manera Kabua, the younger brother of the President of the

Machheltl dstaads, Areata Kohan. Vo stated that there was a slight projlea cith

Monirn, i.e., “he draws too much" and that he was sorry to burden ae vith his

problem but he recowmended that lo vatel Muaara very carefully during lhe survey.

Toassured htm that any drinl ing that was done eboard ship would be done din cout tued

spaces and that no Marshallese would ever be aware that any member of the seient:

crew had been drinking.

Of interest, white having breakfast the first morning in Majure, ve were

approached by Morley Safer and members of the 60 Minutes CBS crew (Enclosure 8).

Majuro. We gave them a brief survey=They expressed an interest in our role Th

of the 25 year history of the BRI, medical surveillance program and tater on in

the day Mr. Safer, along with his entire crev, appeared in our decrepit exaaining

trailer at the back of the hospital and asked to fism a short interview. Siuce

JTowas faced with the option of refusing the juterview and having CBS stand in

front of the Majuro Hospital aud say. that BNL had refused to allow their examinattoa

to be filmed, or of granting the interview, L chose the latter. The interview

consisted of a short film strip of myself cxanining, a patient under a rather

primitive field condition. Dr. Donald Paglia vas standing behind the cameraman
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curing the intecview and he stated that he felt the interchange of questions and

answers yvenk well and that uo major contraversics could result from a review of

the £idw. The Associate Producer of the propran was Nrs. Leslie Cockburn. She

asked me if she could contact me agatu when t returned to New York, to discuss

the program in more depth. She stated that she had previously had several Jong

conversations with Dr. Conard. He had informed me of soma of Lhose weeLings.

~ tL Ship Performance -

Ga September 2L, the ship seiled from Kwajaleiu with a Full complenent of

wedical party personnel. Every Lborth on the ship was occupied and one Marshallese

trenetater vas sleeping on a aattress tn ope of tha eraniniup roons. Wea left

the deck at L300 and were steamion north for Roagelanp wien uo were orderkd toa

reverse course amd retum to Meck Pslaud and to remota there until released for

further cleaming. Apparently the ship at that tdie was in the dupack zone of

an incoming wissle. The ship therefore steamed back to Meck Island, arriving

at 2200 and held in that position until O200 when we were cleared and resumed ou:

trip to Ronee lap. Gn checking, vith Keith Coberley, the master of the vessel, he

indicated that lic had very carefully checked with range control on the day of

our departure and had dndjicated our LIOGD.R. position. He was told thal this was

ab

 

position and we could continue without difficulty. Our 12900 position on

the day of departure was actuolly furthernorth than we had originally predicted

and we should have therefore beca well clear of the danger area. Upon returning

to Kwajaicin, YT immediately contacted range control and discovered that the

mistake had been made by ranse control and not the ship or the captain, lle was

entirely correct in all of his procedures. The result, however, was that we were

12 hours late Jn reaching Rongelap. During this period of time the ship was in

moderate seas and because of Its round bottom configuration and its tendency to

yoll and pitch excessively, practically every member of the medical party was
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seasick, Vhen we arrived at Ronpelap ve were met by Lhe new elected magistrates

Jobwe, and his predecessor, Nick. ‘They were very cordial and urged. us to set

up operalions in thenew dispeusary ashore. The ship immediately procured the

oid drum raft which had been Jefe on the island, This was placed uider the gans-

way and ship-to-shore shuttling began. The only procedures that vere reyuired

to be performed aboard chip were the dental extractions and x-ray slic

stay on Rongelap was uneventful until the final evening when we were proper ing

to show a movie for the village. While the medical staff and the crew of the ship

were setting up a projector, a young male Jiving on Rougelap, who we Later

discovercd had becn drtnukine vada, wont berserk and allewpled to ren over anybody

he could hit with his Toyota truehk. fn the process of bis wiedent ectheais, be

ran over the projection ft dita and the Stle cua: trovarveu, by tho osracs af Cent,

nobody was ‘injured and ald members of Lhe EXG medica Lean and afots orcs

damediately returned to tie chip. ‘hereafter the magistrate aud Rich cowe out

to the ship and requested that ve notify Najuro immediately, requesting a police i

to accompany the next field trip ship to plaee the young man under arrest for

ertycorayated assault, IT don’t believe that his actions were directed against BNY/DC:

or the slip directly, but were rather as a result of uncontrolled fury secondary

to iutoxication. The people of Rongelap apolopized profusely aud wo indicated

to thew that we understood the situation and that they were not held respousthle

for his actions. On the following day we departed for Utirik. Again we ran inte

moderate Lo heavy swells. The shipwos pitching so badly that Captain Coberly

chose to tack across the waves at 4.5 knots Lo prevent excessive hull stradn.
i

He had originally atLempted to-head directly into the seas. The ship, in pounding

hea 2ag vould slam through the seas and then develop a prolonged
Pn ~

a

low-frequency oscillation that was induced by the heavy 30 ten crane moidships.
 ene
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Tt was felt by Keith Coberly and the Chief Engincer, Monroe Wrightiam, that the

/ severe pounding and vibration thet the ship was taking would be much improved by

, alternate tacks. This proved to be the case. Houever, it greatly prolonged the

steaming time from Rongelap to Utirik. It appeared for a nunber of hours that

ve vould be unable to reach the Uiirik pass during daylight and would bave to

remain of € Utivik during the ntght. However, by skillful seanmaiship they veoch :J

the pass whihke the sun vas still high euough to make a safe entry. We then

eteoaned acrots the Jagcon aml were gerected by the officials of Utirik. The ship

again retrieved two ait dria rafts Teft there from previous visits. One vas placed

under the accommoditten badder, the other was seeured at the waterline ashore.

lovover, becouse of the puadued ainst tes of the bea, the hetehbk of the bits
3

the cipele reft ashore was paitially effective in achieving easy aciees., to the

whalcboats by the patients gofuy tu Lhe ship. in many cases they had te wede to

the boats and climb over the funuels.  £ vould ehrengly recommend that > or three

extensions fo this platform be Fabricated and that spuds be driven jiuto the hotton

to stabilize these floats so that we have an adequate floating dock for, future

operations.

fhe medical work at. Utirik went extremely vell. The people were very friendly

and coopecative and we were invited to two banquets given by the people. The ship

departed from Uttrik on 4 October fin the mid-afternoon, En the process of exiting

the herbor, the ship scraped the bottom Jightiy but proceeded on through the pess.

lime diatesly thereaftc: Monroe Wriphtman and Jan Kosetan put on diving gear and

inspected the bottom carefully te ensure thal no damage had been done. No evidence

of grounding: was noted and the chip continued on course, arriving in Kvajateiu

early din the morning, of 5 October,
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“AU this point T would Like to express my profound admiration and sincere

appreciation to all of the members of the crew of the Liktanur II wha feequenty,

“yent out of their way to make our trip more comfortably They are fully avsre

of the difficulties that the medical party encounters in using this ship and

attempted to do atl they could to remedy its defects. Individual letters of

comneadation will be sont to the operators of US Oceanography.

- UV. Medical Results -

As you vill note from Yable 1, 48? individuil patient visits were performed,

OF J12 deuvat palionts presenting for eztraction 190 teeth were extracted,

One eddittonal tiyretd ue laut: that bed pot bacn previous'ty screened hy br.

3rosm Dobyns ves discoveret sad couneqacadd oe croup of five patiouls was

agsseubled at Lheye to be aeconp ated fo hu, ant thenee oa bo Clevetaml for

vodant .surgery with Jenauk Cabua as ct

Ve Suiseary =

As usual, the medical aupects of this survey a? dl roa smoothly and there vane

no great surprises From the staudpotnt of new medical findings. The wost sipnif i-

cant advance made by this survey vas the establishment of the initial prioritics

(as perceived by the people ef the istands) Jor the health education proprau

beginning vith a request by some of the Marshallese For a family planning prooram

and for a weipht reduction program. beth of these clenents of the educational

progiam are felt to be critical from the standpoint of a reduction in morbidity

mul mortatity. ‘the guest faculty were outstanding. Of particular interest, Dr.

liarvey Heidinger, a pediatrician from Loma Jinda University, demonstrated the fact

that he is an expect in the arca of developing health care systems For emerging

nations. He has previously been on assignineut from Loma Linda Loe Tanzania and is

currently op ausignment to Haiti. Wis thought ful comments and recommendations for

Ermine 28 EETBRTTT8FOEET
: _ 3
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reclistic modifications in the Marshall Tslands primary care system and our

ct ete

interface with that system were greatly appreciated and will be incorporated into

further discusstons with out propcam directors at DOE and with members of the

Marshatl Islands heatth care delivery systcm.

~- Conclu. tons and Recommendations -

A review of iy planning letter to the Pactfic Area Support Office dated

August 9, 3979 regarding, this survey reveals the following statements of policies

oer requests to PASO. (Pleace see Mnelosurs 6).

"As wo discussed at Livesrore, J am fuoneling ell requests for either the

Dapertment of Mnergy, Marchall islands . ar, or Missi ahte Range Support throus

your office’. ‘hat statowent vis. proupted by the Fopeited request uy fir. 1”

 

Brown to atlow him to houdle elt public craome cents for our pragra: Mhecaiee

of his proxtmily to, and contacts with, the nev Marahal Istonds govornment™.

agreed to this course of action, ‘the Ciual paragraph of Bactosure G wives the

exact details of iy requested arrangements for the meeting with the people af

Bikini, Rougelap, and Vetrik-~both from Majuro and Ebeye.

Not only did Harry Brown fail to provide for the requested meetings, but

he extended ai invitation to the members of the BNI, medical study proup 1

on other istands to travel to Majuro or-Ebeye stating "You will be retibursed for

the cost of your transpurtation, food, and cxpenses while on Majuro or Ebeye”.

(Please sce Enclosures 2 and 3).

This unique, unilateral field decision of medical policy had never been

discussed wilhoac. Tf it had, T vould have firmly ve od it.

Table TI presents a sunmary of the 1979 examinations, showing what ve had

accomplished prior to Mr. Broun’s announcement and the changes as a result of his
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Announcement, We slrould keep in mind that the family from Jaluit, that T .* o

NO found avaiting us in Majuro, were entitied to $54.00/day throughout their stay

on the island. There was a very pood possibility that at least a month or Jouger

would pass before they could retura to their home island. Their two rout ine

physical exauinations would cost the Department of Euergy $1,674--and probably

much more, depending on the Trust Verritory ship sclicdules. A review of Vable 11

reveals that prior to the Scptember-October survey ve had completed 98.6% of our

examination of the expesed people of Rongelap and Ailinginai; 94.6% of the cranuina-

tions of the exposed people of Uticik, and 84.6% of the matching unexposed grovp.

A quick review of auy Jong-term procpective study wil] reveal that those percentages

ace unusually high Followup £teguves. The acdition of a few pationts--at great

expense to the BNL medical progran--vill have Pittdie or nwo fiepact on our seienticic

data.

In addition, at the conclusion of our stay iu Majuro ve were presented

with a bill from Reynold DcBrum Lor 32,125 (pleese see Enclosure 9) for transporL-

ation of the Bikintans between Ejit and Majuro. Mr. Bill Scott, the BNL tictd

director, was anazed at this bill. Ile stated that on our previous trip (Nay~-June

1979), we had assumed that the Marshall Jslands government was providing the

trousporLation. Upon questioning Mr. Brown he admitted that he had made the

arrangement fo: the use of the bout Sor our survey. We were unavare of any choryes

until the final day. Jf To had known the cost of transportation I would have made

other arrangements for the examination of the Bikinians. As T explained to the

BikinLlans, we have no funds for their medical suppert, wild do what we can with

the resources provided. Hr. Brown again had wade a unique, arliitrary decision,

directly affecting the medical mission, both by precept and by financial commitment,

    RELLYPETNPLELOSTTROT FTEeeTi ce tere & :
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Lotetally disagree with thit decision. A thire exanple of this: indep.: tek

arbitrary type of actton concerns the deciston by tr. Brown to pay the poonle

of V4it $10.00 per visit to the wholobody counting teaiaw for the “dislocstion

¥allowance". Rony Creenhouse, director of the INL wholebody counting teen, ters

just tuformed me that this decision was made by Mr. Brovm and mod by lr. Croe cia),
a,
 

The preceding exmeptes of Mr. Brown's direet, umeoliedted luterflerence with

Rrodhaven National Laboratory medica! presvans are very serioun preeoblacs. W,

Toemrestioned Me. Broun in Tonolulh on the aeturn From the Sepecmber- Gotoher

+ ~~ . TE tl -- roe .
nurvesy about these probten., he explained, "T poofed™. TL fail to fine thar: :

adecuate exoplanat lon,

yam therefore: requesting A poentan® as soon as pousiole between PAS,ia aa
 

Las) Vepas, and BML principals in Vashi: pgtoa, D.C. din Iroce Vachhole's offices to

doqument these problems and hopefully ro Lind sore solution, oer plone /

 

H. S. Pratt, M.D., Prtuedpal tuyvesticcle.

Marshall Islands Study, Brookhaven Net fone

Laboratory
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BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

MEMORANDUM

DATE: July 12, 1979

TO: Dr. Robert B. Aronson

FROM: Hugh S. Pratt, M.D.

SUBJECT: Washington, D.C. ~ Trip Report

July 20, 1979

The meeting was set up specifically with Walter Weyzen and BruceWachhola

to discuss the commitments for expansion for the BNL Medical SurveyEProgramto

include at least the island of Likiep and probably a number of other atolls above

8 nocth latitude. When I arrived at DOE headquarters at about 10:00 AM I im-

modiattly saw Walter Weyzen (he had kindly agreedto come in on leave for this

discusion, I explained to Walter that I was in receipt of a number of pieces

cz corrsspondence coming primarily from the Department of Interior from Ruth

Vantleve addressed to Tony deBrum in the Marshall Islands, indicating that the

Don/?NL Medical Suxvey of September 1979 would probably be expanded to includ?

a survey GE the people of Likiep. Before going to Washington I had developed

a position papet entitled "Expansion Plan - Marshall Islands Program" address~

ing the manpower requirements for the basic survey team and then detailed logis-

tic requirements in manpower and man days for examinations of all of the islands

under consideration. On the 19th of July, I discussed this position paper with

Dy. Aronson and Dr. Borg. It was the feeling of Dr. Borg that we should make

it perfectly clear that the°BNL mandate was to gather accurate scientific data

on the long term effects of ionizing radiation on the people of Rongelap and

tirik. He understood of course that the program had evolved gradually over

the ensuing twenty-five years and that it now included an element of primary

care but he emphasized that the primary care aspects of this program were a

secondary consideration in the role of gathering research data. He wanted me

to make this point clear to Dr. Weyzen and Dr. Wachholz that he was concerned

that any major expansion in the primary-care area would dilute the research

effort to the point of no return. This was exactly the same position that I

took_inDecember1978intheposition paper submitted to the Department of Energy

on the future plans for the Marshall Islands study. The prime moving force for

all of these commitments by DOI of DOE's resources came apparently from the

recent visit of Tony deBrum and a delegation from the Marshall Islands to the

United States and to the United Nations. Tony deBrum had circulated a "medical

questionnaire” that he said indicated the presence of an unusually high incidence

of thyroid disease and congenital abnormalities in the people of Likiep, and

he claims that these people were exposed to an increased amount of radiation

due to the nuclear tests on Bikini and Eniwetok. In essence, he demanded a

medical survey of these islands as soon as possible. I explained to the group

at DOE that the Brookhaven National Laboratory staff consists of myself, and

Bill Scott at BNL, on Kwajalein we have Peter Heotis, a laboratory technician

and Jenuk Kabua, R.N.. That is our entire staff. At the present time, we are

hardly able to meet our present commitments and any projected expansion of the

nagnilud= suggested by the correspondence I'd seen was totally impossible under

the existing Funding and manpower. I explained to them in detail that since the
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staff that we take to the Pacific is a voluntary staff, or at least a staff
recruited from major teaching and private institutions, that we.nced to plan

at,least six months ahead of time for that staff for each trip and : addition

the logistic requirements are specific for each survey, and they reg.re a

minimum of three months with four months optimum lead time to order, ship an

have materials ready for the participants when the survey begins. I sugges1

to Dr. Weyzen and Dr. Wachholz that I would like to transfer this information

to the Departinent of Interior, specifically to John deYoung and to Ruth Van Cir ve

to give them some feel for the magnitude of the problems and the inadvisabil ty

of our short term commitments for changes in the BNL medical survey schedule.

Since a tentative commitment had been made to Tony deBrum to "do something”

before the end of the year, I suggested that since the data that we currenci-

had available from his survey was open to question that DOE contract with one

ar two recognized epidemiclogists and a general medical officer to travel to

the islands the islands in question and to redo with sound epidemiologic tech-

niques the survey that Tony had presented. If indeed, we find an unexpected

incidence of thyroid problems, or congenital abnormalities, on the basis of the

available statistics, then we could begin to plan for a more rational and cuon-

plete medical survey. Dr. Weyzen suggested Dr. Irving Tahershaw Incorpacats.c.

This is a contract occupational medicine group operating out of Rockville,

Maryland (8~-202~881-6920) and this group had the personnel available to s:ount

such a survey. I contacted Dr.‘Tabershaw and he said that he has a group of

32 professionals engaged in occupational health counseltation, ineluding ares

of toxicology, epidemiology and industrial hygiene and that he would be delighted

to discuss this project with me in the future. From our short conversation, it
sounds as though he is very well qualified. He states that he had previously

worked with the Atomic Energy Commission and was familiar with the problein.

involving environmental impact of radiation hazards. aWe felt that this type

of a survey would not completely satisfy Tony deBrum but at least it would give

us a much more rational basis for future planning for the care of these islands

should it occur. Bruce Wachholz stated that he felt that we should plan sorec-

time during calendar 1980,preferably during the first six months, a detailed

visit to Likiep. I explained to him the constraints of the major BNL trip in

January and February and the subsequent trips we have in May and June and he

suggested the BNL Resident Physician, Dr. Rittmaster, with a group of contract

physicians might be able to make a single survey to Likiep‘and to Wotje covering

a period of about four weeks between tHe two previously scheduled BNL surveys.

We are currently investigating the possibility of mounting such an effort. It

will require significant increase in funding in the PASO office, however, it will

be a minimal increase of funding for BNL during the initial survey. However, I'm

sure that a survey of close to 1,000 people on Wotje and Likiep is going to dis-

cover a significant number of thyroid nodules and if these nodules are hancled

as the previous protocol has indicated, they would be returned to the United

States for examination at BNL prior to surgery at Case Western Reserve. It would

not be unusual to find 20 new cases of thyroid disease in a population this size.

This would represent a very significant increase in the BNL budget and expenditures

for patient care plus a very large increase in the budget of PASO to support such

a large survey effort. I discussed with Dr. Weyzen the escalating cost beiny

accrued by the PASO office and received permission to have medical care in

Honolulu for Arbela and Aik Riklon. These two cases are specifically related

to our Rongelap-Utirik study. But again they will expand the clinical care

budget for PASO. Dr. Weysen informed me that a Program Manager's money at the

Department of Energy had been returned to the office of the Under Secretary for

allocation at that level and that at this point he could make no solid commitnonts
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as to funds, but that he felt the study patients should be cared for as

indicated.

In the afternoon, Bruce Wachholz and I had a meeting lasting approximately

3 hours, with John de Young and Ruth Van Cleve in the Department of Interior.

The meeting was held primarily to apprise them of the logistics and planning

characteristics of the medical surveys so that they could understand why it

was impossible to make sudden radical changes in the logistic and manpower

requirements of those surveys while they're in the latter planning stayes or

in the field. They were rather surprised and very appreciative of this infor-+

mation. In addition, we discussed at some length the question of compensation

for patients in the study group who had undergone two major surgeries. The

mast important case at the present time involves who has developed

hypoparathyroidism from her surgery in Guam. I informed them that I knew of at

least two or three other patients who had had two major surgical procedures ara

assured them that I would gather that clinical data as soon as possible and

pass it on to the Department of Interior for inclusion in their bill going to

Congress to establish a double compensation clause in the present compensation

bill. The meeting adjourned at 5 PM and I then returned to Lng Island. ‘fhe

following day I contacted Dr. Aronson and informed him of the outcome of the

meeting. On Monday morning at 7 AM I took off for Cleveland to suppore tha

Marshall Island patients at Cleveland's Metropolitan Hospital (Case Westein

Reserve) who were being treated by Dr. Brown Dobyns. Dr. Dobyns had requested

my presence during the operative period. The visit to Cleveland was wneventcul.

The patients underwent surgery on Monday and Tuesday and I returned to Long

Island on Wednesday evening. T+ would appear from the gross specimens and from

frozen sections that exposed from Utirik, probably has a carcinoia

that was well encapsulated. In addition, the last case that was done,

who is an unexposed Utirik lady, probably also has carcinoma. ‘The re-

mainder of the 9 patients had either adenomas or were examined for post-operative

fcllow-up. Of interest, son of had undergone a thyroid

ectomy in Tripler Hospital for a mixed papillary follicular carcinoma in 1976.

Repeat scans at Tripler had revealed that he had diffused pulmonary metastas2s

however workup at BNL revealed no evidence of pulmonary metastases therefore

Dr. Rrown Dobyns did a radical nectosection on the left where the scan had

indicated some functioning thyroid tissue. This was excised en bloc and Dr. Dobyns
now feels that has a good prognosis. ArrangementS were made as soon a3

the patients were able to leave the hospital to move them into the nurses quarters

thereby reducing their costs from $260/day to $5/day and reservations were made

for the entire group to fiy to Honolulu on July 16, United Flight #3, to be met

by the PASO staff for transfer to Majuro on the 18th.
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Upton, New York 14973

(516) 345,
Medica Department EIS 6667227

June 25, 1979

William J. Stanley, Director

U.S. Department of Energy

Pacific Area Support Office

P.O. Box 29939

Honolulu, Hawaii 96820

Dear Bill,

I just returned from our last survey to the Marshalls and in

the process of sorting through five weeks of mail found your:letter

of June llth concerning the RV Litkanur II registration, crew qualifica-

tion and related matters. I was truly sorry to have missed you on the

way out in May and on the way back in June. I always look forward to

our visits. I'm sure that Harry has filled you in on our two discussions

concerning the possibility of future logistic changes. In addition, I

have just completed dictating the trip report for the last survey and
will get a copy off to you as soon as possible.

In your letter of June 1lth,your second paragraph, you npte that

DOE does have ¥., an excellent vessel for our current, nator" I'm
afraid, from’‘thestandpgint of the BNL medical team that We are unable’

supportthat I understand the very grey area that the Ship

falls into from the standpoint of official Coast Guard regulations con~
cerning certification of crew. I find it amazing in Commander Utara's

letter to you of 1 June 1979 regarding the crew of the Litkanur II that

Otternan, Coberly, Whitney, Goschen and Wrightman are listed as Able

Seaman and Conway and Ducket as ordinary seaman wipers. As I under-

stand it, and I would greatly appreciate it if you would correct me on

this, I believe that Keith Coberly has his Masters papers. Is that not

correct? I believe that it was the consensus of the group that met in

Cermantown on March 29th that the contract vessel - comply with the wv

Occuipatdonal® th¥endiSafeuyacutde as published by Brookhaven National

Laboratory under Marine Safety. Opylofevi@kiixstehepardy _
of that document to refresh your memory. I thought that all members of

that discussion group had a copy. Qn page 5 of that document under Re-

sponsibilities it states that the Department Chairman, in this case

Dr. Cronkite, is responsible for insuring implementation of this guide.

"Specifically they shall designatequalified and licensed Masters and a

Marine Supervisor. I have discussed this matter with Dr. Cronkite and

he has agreed completely that whoever is in control of the BNL medical
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survey ship shall be qualified and licensed as a Master. I then invite your

attention to page 4 under Definitions, Section D Master (qualified and licensed)
a person responsible for the operation of the vessel who has had experience with
similar vessels on a body of water like that on which the individual expects to

operate and who holds a validated operators or superior license. Those in

essence are the requirements for BNL partisipation in a survey. There is another

item in the letter of the llth, namely, a letter dated 17 April 1979 to Mr. Otter-—

man from Commander Utara. I quote at length from that letter because these are

very important quotations and differentiations.*’ With reference to your letter

of 13 April 1979, I find the Litkanur IL, ON572028 an oceanographic research

vessel as defined in Section 441 of Title 46 U.S. Code. tc oceanographic rer
search vessel is not side " " ing pas~
sengers" or a “passen i 1" under the provisions of the U.S. -
Merchant Vessel Inspection and Manning Laws. Additionally, an oceanographic

research vessel shall not be deemed to be engaged in trade or commerce. However,

all other regulations remain applicable. Now the most important paragraph of

all in this entire letter is included in the next few lines "you are reminded

that my determination is predicated upon the assurance that the Litkanur II is

being employed exclusively in instruction in qgeanogyan, or Jinnology, or both,

or exclusively in gceanographicresearch. I end my quotation of the letter at

that point and I would like to make it perfectly clear that Brookhaven Medical

Survey team is in no way involved in oceanographic or linnographic research,

or thatthis ship is used exctusively,in an oceanographic research program.

fheBNL medical program is:passengerprogram, the pas~
sengers being the medical survey team and such patients and passengers as are

deemed necessary for completion of our assigned mission by the Department of

Energy. To label what we are doing “oceanographic work" is a complete misnomer.

Therefore, under the intent of this letter I would say the Litkanur II could

not be considered an oceanographic research vessel and would request that

Commander Utara reevaluate the requirements for the operation and manning of

this vessel.

Bill, I understand the very difficult problems you've had dealing with

these very fuzzy regulations relative to this ship and I wish that they could

have been avoided. Hopefully some suitable alternative will be found in the

near future. would like to end on a ha note. Our last survey aboard the

Litkanur, with a qualified Master aboard, Keith Coberly, was a marked improve-

ment over our previous survey. There was still some discrepancies as I have

noted in my trip report but basically the medical survey team and the ship's

company worked together in close harmony and we greatly appreciated the sup-

port given us by Wayne Munk. I hope that future surveys will continue to

function as smoothly.

I'd be very interested in your responses and U.S. Oceanographic'’s re-

sponses to the definition of the mission of this vessel and to the Coast. Guard's

reaction to the very distinct difference between its use as a support ship for

a medical mission and oceanographic research.

Sincerely,

Bete
Hugh S. Pratt, M.D.

Director, BNL-Marshall Islands Survey

HSP:gc

CC: Bruce Wachholz, Ph.D., DOE

Walter Weyzen, M.D., DOE

Roger Ray, DOE, NV

Enc.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Research at Brookhaven National Laboratory involving the use of mazvine

craft, associated equipment and personnel necessitates a guide to coordinate ait

standardize a uniforn safety effort during such operations.

Tt is essential that marine operations be performed in the safest wenn:

practicable, in order to minimize hazards to personnel and property. .

Ii. SCOPE

This guide covers marine operations in all types and sizes of marine

eraft (under direct control of, orcharterby,BNL) with respect to

preparedness, prevention, control and counteraction of marine incideats in acti -

tion to safe guarding of personnel, and equipment. All marine operations shal!

be consistent with the requirements of this guide and with applicable federal,

shate and local regulations, Diving operations are covered under Guide 1.12.1.

(il. CLASS TFICATIONS r

A. Motorboat. Vessels 65 feet and under, and equipped with propulsios

machitery. Motorboats are classed as

1. Class A~ less than 16 feet,

2. Class 1 - 16 feet to less than 26 feet.

3. Class 2 - 26 feet to less than 40 feet.

os,

(4) Class 3 - 40 feet to 65 Feet.

( B.Motor Vessels. Any vessel more than 65 feet which is propelled by
Mee

machinery.

CG. Small Craft. Craft such as, but not limited to, punts, canoes, in-

flatables and rafts.

Paga 3 of 30

  



D. Vessel. Every type of water craft, other than a seaplane on the

water, used or capable of being used as a means of transportation on the water.

IV. DEFINITIONS

A. CruisePlan. Any scheculed voyage.

B. Limnology. Scientific study of physical, chemical, meteorological,

and biological conditions in fresh water, especially of ponds and lakes.
~\.

C./ Logbook. An official record for entries with respect co time of

departures/arrivals, tests, drills, and inspection, fuel oil data, drafts,

change of personnel assignments, casualties (personnel and material), unusual

occurences, etc. Such loss or records shall be retained for the life of th
enrena

versal.

D. Master (Qualified and Licensed). A person responsible for thaee
operation of the vessel and who has had experience with similar vessels on a

boty of water like that on which the individual expects to operate and who hols

a validated operator's or a superior license.

E. MarineSupervisor. A person responsible for the state of readiness

of the vessel and craws, scheduling tests and repairs, maintaining all records

pertaining to vessels, and procuring supplies.

F. Markings. Identification of emergency equipment, instructions and

controls for the guidance of the persons on board in case of an emergency.

G. Owners Certificate. A letter, certificate or plaque certifying that

the vessel is operated as an oceanographic research vessel under the laws of tho

United States.

H. Oceanographic Research Vessel. A vessel,employed exclusively in

oceanography or limnology, or both, or exclusively in oceanographic research,

Page 4 4430
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including, but not limited to, studies pertaining to the sea as seismic, grovizy

 

meter and magnetic exploration and other marine geophysical or geological su:-

veys, atmospheric research, and biological research.

I. Principal Investigator. Chief scientist on the vessel in charge of

the scientific crew, and the on scene representative of the Department

Chairnan/Division Head.

J. Scientific Personnel. Those persons aboard a vessel solely for the

purpose of engaging in scientific research or receiving instruction in ocean>yra-

phy or limnology. Scientific personnel are not considered "passengers" or "crew

yu

"but are included as "persons" when requirements are based on total per-members,

sens on board.

K. Station Bill. A document posted in conspicuous locations in th:

vessel setting forth the emergency assignments and duties of all personnal cn

board, and signals for announcing emergencies.

Vv. RESPONSIBILITIES ,

A. Department Chairmen/Division Heads are responsible for ensurir; im-
 

plementation of this Guide. Specifically they shall designate qualified anc 1li-

censed Masters and a Marine Supervisor.

B. The Master of the vessel, régardless of its size, is responsible for

the safety of all persons aboard the vessel, for the safe operation and conti-

tion of the vessel and to assure that all requirements of this guide are

satisfied. Additionally the Master is responsible for the following:

1. To conduct the overall vessel administration, organization, and

training of the crew in emergency procedures.

Page 5 of 30
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Department of Energy
Pacific Area Support Office
P.O. Box 29939 yon 21878 sos.

Honolulu, Hawaii 96820
. (

W. J. Stanley, Director

Pacific Area Support Office

TRIP REPORT - MAJURO, KILI, JALUIT 1

Backyround

On May 12, 1979, I traveled to Majuro to assist the BNL Medical
and Whole Body Counting teams and to represent DOE in meetings

with Marshall Islands Government officials.

 

 

 

K. d

Ministers of State. The President seem t ed that the

Marshalls people felt they were not getting allthe facts from the

U.S, Government_as tolhealth demsjdue to radiatign. He cited

"57 thyroid problems" in Likierp and made vague references to an

officiel U.S. document which showed high levels of radiation in

Bikar and Bokar in the Northern Marshalls. He also said that the

birds there were dying and had very little body weight.

The Bikar-Bokar news was rather shocking to us and Roger pointed

out that the birds were so thick on Bikar that the helicopters had

to fly higher than usual to prevent them from getting caught in the

blades. General assurances were given that there were no indica~

tions of high levels at Bikar or Likiep and that more complete

data would be available in the fall of 1979,

The President also was upset in that.-he somehow felt that having us

meeting the Board of Tobolar (the copra processing plant) and

discussing sample taking, could damage the reputation of the plant

because the buyers of their oii and copra cake might be scared off

by the thought of Bikini copra being processed there. Roger assured

him and the Cabinet that our only interest was to understand the

process so it could be closely duplicated in the laboratory, and that

we wanted to be completely above board in that regard. (A later

conversation between the President and myself indicated that the

emotional aspect of Bikini copra and the potential impact on their

market if it was somehow associated with the Tobolar plant, blotted

out this explanation.)
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Whole Body Counting :

A boat was nade available from the Marshalls Government's Department

of R&D and we went to Ejit (10 minutes from downtown Majuro) and

met with the elders and leaders. There were about 55 Kilians .

(Bikinians) living there as part of the resettlement program. ‘They .

deemed to welcome the chance to be coupted and of course saw us as x

‘doctorswho were there to take care of them, We tried to dispel -
this notion by explaining what the Whole Body Counting (WBC) was

for. Each person over 5 years of age was paid $10 to provida yo

them with funds to buy meals, take taxis, ete. while in Majuro,

The peuple were returned to Ejit each night and the counting tock

Place fron May 15 through 17. The ‘WBC trailer is in bad shap2
as it suffers from maladies associated with old age and a life of

debauchery. While we were successful in getting the air conditioners

repaired we did not have the same good fortune with the roof, and

deterioration continues. We negotiated for a ship to go to Kili

and ended up with the M.V. Marshall Isiands which runs on DC current,

aithough the trailer uses AC. While the Marshalis Governmont made

every effort to provide us with a working generator we ended up

in the communications station clearing with the people of Kili and

Jaluit Atoll the idea of picking up the people at Kili and performing

the counting dockside at Jaluit Atoll using reguiar shorepover.

A deal was struck with the people from Kili welcoming a "weekend"

in Jaluit, an atoll with amenities and an -bundance of fish.

The WBC was performed in this manner. Only 15 people went from

Kili to Jaluit for counting purposes. The others said they would

welcome being checked but the death of an infant on Kili involved

Social obligations at Kili. The health aide and his family also

stayed because of his duties but indicated if we had a replacement

he would have been glad to come. All in all we were well received.

fhe people were in unison as to wanting to know when the Enyu decision

would be forthcoming. There was no closeout meeting at Kili. TI

asked the Acting Magistrate if he wanted one, but due to the funeral

ceremony and the fact the many council members were off island

he declined after I assured him that the radiation levels in their bodies
continued to drop as expected and presented no known danger to the peaple,.

He was to have explained this to the other leaders. ,

In all, 12? .persons were.counted from Kili, Ejit and Majuro, 81 of
whom were present on Bikini in April 1978. I was told by BNI,

personnel that between the January counting and this latest

exercise, all but a handful of people had been counted.

We returned to Majuro on Wednesday, May 23rd, and had a very interesting

meeting with the Bikinians on Ejit later that day. There were four

major points I emphasized several times:
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i. There are no known radiation problems which would cause them

health problems because of the time they lived on Bikini after
1972, .

‘

2. Enyu data was being very carefully analyzed at the Washington ;

devel and any decision would come from the DOI after advice j
from DOE. be ae

3. Frne BNL medica] team did not examine them becgusetheyexpected| zt?
to find health problems due to radiation; rather it was a Fhe
courtesy examination because BNL was there anyhow to examine

Rongelap and Utirik people and to hold a pediatrics clinic. LYNE beens >

Fae

4. Wherever the Hikinians go, the U.S. Government will stay awar>

of the state of their health and environment.

The Bikinians wanted us tc know:

i. They feel unwanted and need a place te call home.

2. They want the U.S. ta keep checking them.

The Brookhaven WBC technical personnel performed in an excellent

manner, worked long hours and kept a good rapport with the

Bikinians. The participation of Evie Craighead as a translater

was invaluable, /

met Aogeretfet ~eget

This. g6emmdeeo-Go well_for Dr. Pratt and his group although some of

the fropedoz,pecti with Rongelap and Utirik.and Bikini people
took \pii€e more on an“Iindividual basis rathe#than in groups. Many
Bikinians from Ejit were also examined although If had departed for

Kili and have no specifics. ~

/
BNL Medical Program

  

  

Rongelap and Utirik Per Diem Problems

There are perhaps $45,000 of unpaid claims under the expired

(So-cember 30, 1978) DOE/TTPI agreement and an unknown amount Since

ther that will be picked up under the new proposed agreement which

is now being reviewed by the High Commissioner and Marshalis

Government .

I had numerous meetings with Chief Secretary Oscar DeBrum, Hospital

Administrator Don Wilson, Budget Officer Rodger Cotting, Vice Speaker

of the Nitijela Legislature Mamo Hermios and Utirik Nitijela

Representative Donald Matthews regarding past claims and the proposed
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new agreement. By the Hospital Administrator's own admission, the

medical records are so bad that it is virtually impossible to submit

an accurate claim. The only claims list available is one put together

by a defeated politician who was running from Utirik. All of us

agreed that this would not be acceptable and the Marshalls Government:

once morc agresd to send us a revised list based on good judgment

where medical records were inadequate.

Recommendationsoaeee
t /

ly DOE HIRE AND TRAIN A MARSHALLESE ON MAJURO TA g ’

‘The "tarnished" image of DOE in the Marshalls and the

mistrust of our motives and personnel should be squazely

addtessed. The firing of a Marshallese is certainly not the

complete answer but the right persen could make a big

difference. Now we have no one to answer questions on the

medical and environmental programs once DOE or contractor

personnel leave the island. A competent person could take

over the udministration of Rongelap/Utirik per diem claims

So es to prevent a mess as described above from recurring.

Support arrangements for our personnel could be handled

expeditiously. (Bikini copra sat at Air Micronesia for

months because they were afraid to ship it without assurance

that it was not dangerous.) The Mars’ illese could have a

Marshallese speaking focal point to convey problems either

real or imagined. NOTE: This service would have to be
provided through contractual arrangements not through a Federal DOE amplour..

Action: If approved by NV/HQ the Chief Secretary could be

asked to gather a list of candidates to interview. The person

could be hired, trained (PASO/NV/HG/BNL/LLL) and established

in an office in Majuro. The cost per year Is estimated to be

about $20,000. This would include salary and fringes $12,000,

travel $1,000, office space, vehicle, supplies, mise. $9,000.

PASO to serve as administrative supervisor and focal point for

info, in and out.

2. CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL CHANNEL ALL LOGISTIC SUPPORT REQUESTS

THROUGH PASO

BNL personnel in many cases write directly to government officials

in the Marshalls requesting meetings, boats, maintenance of

equipment, ete. and tu.n are disappointed if they get there and

the requests are not honored. This past trip revealed numerous

examples:
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‘

a. The meeting with Rongelap/Utirik people was not set up. ‘

by Sample bottles never arrived in Majuro.

c. Small boat support from Ejit to Majuro was not negotiated

in advance with a resulting overcharge. / Py

-_

d. WBC trailer maintenance not performed, (24 Gee

PUBY,£C-"INFORMATION ANNOUNCEMENTS SHOULD BE SENT THROUGH _PASQ }

TO MAJURO FOR TRANSLATED BROADCAST ON WSZO, PARTICULARLY FOR TP le IM

BNL MEDICAL VISITS ' a

The people on Rongelap and Utirik would be better prepared for

the visits and the few exposed or control persons living places f¥ te

other than Rongelap, Utirik Majuro, or Ebeye would have the -

opportunity to trave] to one of those places for examination,

(Gne control person on Kili very much wanted to be examined.)

I committed us to picking up his transportation costs to Majuro
and return the next time BNL came there.

FUTURE WEC TRIPS BE LA£LD OUT IN ADVANCE AND INTEGRATED INTO

LIkTANUR IE SCHEDULE

This trip cost us at least $7,000 more than it had to by

using a Marshalls Government ship. It also used a valuable

Marshalls asset again after we were criticized previously

for using their ship.

DOE PRODUCE A HIGH LEVEL DELEGATION TO INTERFACE, IN THE

MARSHALLS, WITH THE LEADERS OF THE MARSHALLS GOVERNMENT

Needless to say this should b@ well planned, fully coordinated

with the President of the Marshall Islands and the High

Commissioner, and be geared to presenting an overview on

present DOE programs in the Pacific, their evaluation, present

scope and future plans if any. The USG is entering into a new,

more democratic relationship with the Marshall Islands and to

this end, in my view, we should fully enjoin them to our efforts

as friends and partners.

Ll nvr
H. 0.prow

OP-368 Progr Liaison Officer

HUB: jh£
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ce: Roger Ray, APO, NV

Nat Greenhouse, BNL

Dr. Hugh Pratt, BNL

Dr. Bruce Wachholz, EV/HE¢
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Yerine Inepecctor

Pp, O. Box 3160

Honolulu, BHI

Phone: 546-5564

16710
17 April 1979

Mr. C, E. Otterman

Owner, LIKTANUR II

666 Prospect Penthouse 1

Ronolulu, HI 96813

Dear Mr. Otterman:

With reference to your letter of 13.April 1979, I find the LIKTANUR II,

O.N. 572028, en oceanographic research vessel as defined in Section 44)

of Title 46 United States Code. ; An oceanographic research vessel is
»

not considered a "passenger vessel", @ "vessel carrying passengers, OF
  

 

a passenger Tay under the provistons cf tie S, Boat
vessel inspection and manaing lews. Additionally, an ore napra c
research vessel shall not be deemed to be engaced tn srace or comere*

However, all other reguletions remain applicable. &

     

 

on che  You ar redicateld uz

that the LIKTANUR If is being employed lexclusively

oceanography or Limnology,or both, or exclusively

research, -

 

If your vessel, at any time, engages in ary trace or coscuerce, Pt wv
no longer be considered an oceanographic research vessel Tob
subject to the applicable provisions of lawe and renulattons paverning

such activities.

  

If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact this office.

Sincerely,

 

A. D. UTATA

Comznanter, U Cuard

Officer i:

Marine Ir

Co
“oT | Dee,

JWA_fe

~* TIN ag cheeeentan
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Department of Energy 7

Pacific Area Support Office L
P ©. Box 29939 ;

Honolulu, Hawaii 96820

APR 16 1979

Dre. Hugh S. Pratt, M.D.

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Associated Universities, Inc.

Medical Department
Upton, L.I., N.Y. 11973

 
Dear Hugh:

PER DIEM DISCUSSIONS

In accordance with our discussions today, let us consider Harry

Brown's letter to you dated February 25, 1979, above subject, and

e
r

e
e

ee
e
e
a
e

your reply dated March 16, 1979, as withdrawn. J have destroyed ali
tnrenninnananscene_aee
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W. J.\Stanley
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: 3RROUEHAVEN NATIONAL LABORA DRY

“ASSOCIATED UNIVERSIIES,INC.

Upton, NewYor Ti 4

ee Papertaeont (hia) Bb. 3507

Marceh 16, L979 se i

Mr. W. J. Stanley

Directoc

Department of Enerpy
Pacific Area Support Office

P.O. Bos 22939
Huonoluiu, Hawaii 96820

Tar Hith:

Tam enclosing a copy of a letter that T found ino uyomall when 1
returned to Brookhaven From ther. y Brown regarding, Che per diem arrange

mente for Prost Tercitory personnel) agecompauyiig, the BNi Medical Survey.

fo fondo chlie eourents of the detier avite confuniog. tt DT remember

vetteettyy oon at Teast tury eee: fan Bob Conor aank yoru Ihad diseussed the

ate dard operatiay proceduce estubbished by your olfiee for reimbursement

tr Pot. personaed. As Jo understood Che couversathon, you were very reluctant
to epprove BNL level per diem for T.T. perseinel on these trips. Bath Bob

aie fowere coucerned about @hedtiser@paticy hetWoetthe ceimbursemenefom

T.T. personnel and: forBieBersqnnel sand we bnew that they were aware of |

this discrepancy. As LT remember it, the final resolution of the prot

Ogcurred when : hat we them af'supplemental't

Tofficiallyjout of our surveypeneral fund. Ll think we uied the tera
"compensatory pay” and ft amounted to an additional $5.00/day at sea

and in the outer islands. On the basis-af those conversations, and upon

the fastruclions of Bob Conard immediately prior to this trip, these were

the rules that £ followed. Canusequently, T paid John Taman and the three
terhuideians $70.00 apicee For theii tourteen days on the trip. John Taman

never Endicated tome that there was any disagreement with

rent polley. However, {t appears that John talked ta during the short

period that Harry was on’Kwajalein following the return of the ship. I-wa's

on Kwajalein during that same perlod of time and something as important as

this, T feel, should baye been brought to my attention.
+

    ylein                    

this reimburse-   
  

 

   

 

Ve oure very much dependent upon the cooperation of the T,T. personnel,

specially John lawaa, fer the successtul conpletton of these surveys, and

wacafraid that the [neremeutal difference between TT... perdtem and BNL

per diuw is of a suffictent maynitude to make’ the participants of the Last

ucwey feel that they have been underpaid by a very significant amount. <

&

Yi

9052055
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Me. W. Th. Stanley PageTau

[ would interpret the tase sentenee of che secoud paragraph of

tlarry's letter to indfeate that John Lawman had issued an ultimatum

thit elther we pay BNL per diem rates of we will uot have the services

of T.T. personnel, Paras Io am concerned, S they ure worth

every cent of it but,per our previous discusstons,T wht it enpt—
ing to utillze these rateswould present sone problems for you in relation

to T.T. finanee and with, OM / One f

LT hate to keep dropping these tharny problems on vou, but they seen

to keep acising and you are the only person LT can turn to for resolutten.

Towant to thank you again for your role as mediator in our recent con-

Yerences. Toam afrald chat without your help they would have been much

more unproductive than they were. IL have an appointment to discuss rmruy
af the recent survey problems with Walter Weyzen in Washington next

Monday and will inform him of the cructal rele you played in calming

the waters. A relation to this per diem thing, I would appreciate your

thoughts on it and wilh be delizhted to move in whatever direction you
feel is indicated.

 

 

Warm regards,

Hugh S. Pratt, M.D.

bva
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/ BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
7 ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES,INC.

Upton. New York 11973

Medical Deparment (816) 345- 3577

April 13, 1979ey am

oe

ne t  3 . Stanley, Director

U.S. Depdrtmant of Energy

Bacific Area Slipport Office

P. O. Box 29939

Honolulu, Hawaii 96820

Dear Bill, . “go

I want to apologize for the delay in getting this logistic letter off ‘

to you concerning the May-June survey, Bowever it' seems that the ground rules 8

for this examination are_charigingdaily, "I have been make frequent trips .

Washington to speak to the Department of Energy and Department of Interior to

try to obtain some commitment as to how we should handle the examination of
the people of Bikini. As things stand now, we know that Representative Burton

is in the process of writing a bill that will apparently pass through Congress

rapidly to present enabling legislation for some unspecified agency to pick

up the medical care of the Bikinians in much the same manner as the people

of Rongelap and Utirik. To make the picture even more complex every other day

I hear conflicting opinion about a ship load of Bikinians being transported

from Kili to Majuro to be present on the island for whole body counting at

the same time that the medical team will be there, i.e., May 14 ~ 20. Tf this

should, in fact, occur it would changea_the logistic requirements entirely. I

have brought this point home on several occasions to Walter Weyzen and to

others in Washington and as I understand it, presently the projectéd transfer

of the people of Kili to Majuro is being held in abeyance. As we discussed in

Walter's office I agree with you and Roger that the concept of moving 100

people to a testing machine really is stretching the point. It would he
much better to put a whole body counter on Kili for future studies. However,

it does appear that we will be responsible for a physical examination of the

60 Bikinians that Tony Greenhouse discovered on Majuro in his last survey.

Consequently, as of today, I have changed the composition of our survey group.

Please see enclosure 1. I have added Don Paglia, M.D., who I believe you know

and has been out before with Bob. He is an excellent hematologist and clinician

and will be able to help us in Majuro and Ebeye. Since we will be doing a

number of the standard examinations by the protocol, Bill Scott will also be

accompanying us for the first half of the trip and he and Don Paglia will

xeturn from Kwajalein before we start the outer island survey. At the present

time it appears that we will have ten people in the scientific party for the

outer islands survey. This will include 3 women and 7 men. As we discussed

in Washington, there is the possibility that we might pick up as many as 4 or

9092430 



  
 

> Patients on the outer islands that will need to be transported back to

Kwajalein to be reexamined by Dr. Brown Dobyns prior to transferto th.:

United States for.oeidonteve surgery. ,So that possibly themedical

party'coula expand to 14 or 15 people including patients. Under these

circumstances, Fear,suggestion €hat we might put both of the médical
ination .t.trail '§ aboard the “ship and can figure one trailer as a bunking

t ler,“while,us rena@’othér.trailer Yor the physicalexamination trailer
stems entirely fe le. I would anticipate that during this Part of the

year_ wllbe encounte#nges cons}

  

 

B’considerable am&intof rain and that the canvas
vering that we h@V¥é_previously discussed wilisbe fabricated and ready to

feeaboard the sh mcuringoa survey; THope that somerestidy of the
storage’ capability of,the *Bhiphas revealed someenew storage areas because

Spr gifts.tothe outerSsiands on this survey will be very similar to the

Yast trip. I would greatly appreciate it if we could obtain and carry with

us the following gift foods: 10 cases of apples, 10 cases of oranges, 25 cas

of diet Cola, 1,500 lb. xice, 350 (1 &% lb.) cans of beef stew, 240 cans of Span,

3 bags of donut mix (50 lb. bags) and 20 (3 lb.cans) of shortening, 120 cans

ef baked beans (large), 18 cases of powdered milk, 6 cases of oat meal, and

300 lbs. cf dried beans. In addition, from the standpoint of housekceping and

for the physical examination tables, we will need at least 85 sheets and about

50 towels to be used by the scientific party for berthing and examinations cnrini

the outer islands survey.

 

  

At the present time, Bill Scott is working frantically to make arranyoments

for the air shippment of our medical equipment. As of today, we have LO to 12

boxes which we anticipate shipping by commercial air to San Francisco and then

transfering to Travis Air Force Base for transportation to Honolulu via HAC.

Bill has already talked to Mr. Koga and Lonise Sutton about this shippment.

Of course it is imperative that this shippment reach Majuro the second week in

May since we expect to arrive on the island on May 14th. We would appre'iate

any help that you could give us on that end in expediting the transfer of the

shippment. Peter Heotis and Januk will be going down to Majuro about Nay 9th

to make preliminary arrangements there and to set up the car rentals.

I just finished talking to our Travel Agent here and I have it set up so
that I will arrive in Honolulu at about 11:30 PM on the 9th. Would it fit into

your schedule if we could meet in your office at about 10:00 AM on the 10th to

discuss the possible configuration of the fixed sites on the outer islands and

some of the future logistic plans and hopefully to have a period of time with

Wayne Monk to talk about the forthcoming-trip.

I am in the process of getting a letter off to Oscar deBrum to examine
the feasibility of holding a village meeting at Majuro prior to the beginning

of our survey there. As far as I know, this has never been done before and

I think that we might be able to head off some of the problems that we hac

during the last survey if we had an open question and answer pericd before we

began the examinations. In line with that, since at least half of the questions

that come to the medical survey group during those examinations concerns repare-

tions and administrative matters, would it be passible to have a memb«::) of you:

staff available for that village meeting in Majuro on the evening of May 14th?

I think that Harry did a good job of the briefings that we presented together

on the outer islands and probably could present any new developments on PL-1l16.

903253  



Would it be possible to obtain some double tiered bunks to put into

the port side 20' deck trailer to use as a bunking area for the Marshallese

patients?

Thanks again for your continued support of our logistic needs. I

anticipate that this coming survey is going to be a much happier experience

for all concerned. I am looking forward to seeing you on the 10th. If

there should be any significant change in these plans I'll notify you

immediately by phone or letter.

Warm regards,

HSP:ge Hugh S. Pratt, M.D.
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  Pg NORTE,Ly MARSUAGLL ISLANDS RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY

This plan outlines the field portion of the Norti..in Marshall

Telunds Radiological Survoy Proygran and its cbjectives, and establisnes  responsibilities and procedvres for its execution.
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OPERATIONS PLAY

NORTHERY MARSHALL ISLANDS

RADIOLOGICAL SURVLY

I. Purpose andObjectives

The purpose of this Operations Plan is to outline the field
portion of the Northern Marshall Islands Radiological Survay -

Proyram and to-astablish responsibilities and procedures for

its execution.

The objectives of this ficlda effort are:

1. To obtain aerial radiological maps of the Northern Marshall

Atolls and Islands.

2. To obtain semples of soil, water, plant life end food,

adjacent macine waters, end marine and tervestreial Lift.

Il. kesponstbi tities.

Within the Nevada Operations Office, the Assistant for Pagigic [cos

Opurabions will be responsible to the Managar for successful [rr]

we accomplishment of the objectives of the Northexn Marshall

Fslands Radiological Survey and will serve as the NV Program

Manager responsible for operational control, field operations,

and direction of support activities. He will be supported by '

a Technical Director who will provide technical direction of :

the aerial, terrestrial, and marine field operations.

  

IrI. Organization

The field organization for the Northern Marshall Islands

Radioloyical Survey Program is incorporated in Appendix A.  
IV. Survey Execution

The survey will be conducted over a period of three months
starting on or about Septembocr il, 1978. -

The overall acrial, terrestrial, and marine program is expected

to include representatives of:

l. Division of Operational and Environmental Safety (OSES, POF/HQ)

2. Nevada Operations Office (NV)

3. EG&G, Las Vegas, WV
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Vi.

6. Brookhaven Uational Laboratory {BWT.), Upton, NY Cn

4. Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLI.), Livermore, CA

5. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Las Vegas, NV ~ je ése

7. University of Washington (UW), Seattle, WA

A limited number of other scientific parties may be invited

to participate on a non~interference basis. Likely candidates

are University of Hawaii Mid-Pacific Marine Laboratory (MPML)-

sponsozed and Bowling Green Univarsity.

Sample analysis and dose assessmant performed by the Lawrenwe

Livermore Laboratory will continua for several months folluving

the survey and is described in detail in the attached DOE/iD

Radiological Survey Plan, Appendix T.

Initial deployment-of equipment will be via a Department of
Navy-provided USNS Wheeling from Port: Hueneme to Kwajalein vith

survey personnel boarding at Kwajalein. Yhree series of 22 Gays,

22 days, and 33 daysare scheduled with personnel] rotating after

each series. A schedule of the field survey is attached as

Appendix L.

Public Information

‘ fhe Manager, NV, is responsible 2

G
s

public information program to inform Trust Territory officials

and inhabitants of the Northern Marshall Islands of survey
activities and execution schedule. Prior to commencement of

survey work, each inhabited island will be visited and indivi-

duals briefed on what events will take place. Upon survey

completion, island inhabitants will Ibe advised of the completion

of that portion of the survey.

Prograin Funding

Funding for the Northern Marshall Survey is being provided by

the Division of Operational and Environmental Safety. Fox the

FY 1973 phase of the field operations, a total of $347K has

been made available. Cost estimates for the NV portion of tha

FY 1979 effort are $540K. In addition, $150K in capital equip~

ment funding has been provided by Oaks.

Cost will be recorded against the project in budget category

GK-0)-01-08-4.

Funding associated with the Terrestrial and Marine Survey and

the Sample Processing and Analysis activity are being provided

to LLL through SAN.
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r SURVEY
TLELD CPERATIONS

ORGANIZATION CHART

NEVADA OPERATIONS [DEPARTMENT OF CHE
OFFICE (NV) i NAVY (DCN)
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@ PART VI

‘. PUBLIC INFORMATION PLAN

A series of DOE coordinated public information actions is needed to

provide news media with a couwplete and accurate picture of the rehabili-~
tetion, cleanup and medical programs, and the upcoming radiological suvey
progran scheduled this fall.

The following publics will meed to be kept informed: ~ -

1. Residents of the surveyed islauds and atolls.

2. Residents of the Marshall Islands.

3. Trust Territory government.

4. Department of the Interior (O05), Depavtment of Dafeusa (Pdp}.

5. U. S. Congress.

6. U. S. and foreign news media. :

@ the following program interests should be kept im mind while collecting i

eud disseminating information: .

l. Obtaining dose assessments and evaluations of the atoll ervironacnis,

2. Obtaining improved feedback of infomraction from the Marshallese
people,   In establishing the information dissemination and gathering effort, there

are these important considerations:

1. isuundJervstandings surroundingtheDOE medical followup anEas
a Deven eeeee oe
Marshalls have led to complaints“and criticism.
a nteeeeenerie

  

2. There has been a lack of coordination between agencies and within

agencias and,their contractors in communicating with the Marshalless

in the past.

3. News media reaction to Goyernmment efforts to right past wrongs
has been friendly but sympathics are clearly with the Marshallese
people,

4. Information on land use and dictary preferences and practices in :
the Marshalls is scarce and subject to continuing review and revision.

 

@ “Tor any matter pertaining to public information contact Len Arzat
(202) 376-4192. .
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PublicAffairsGuidance

1.

“Allow newsmen to accompany the

Take a completely open approach in conduct of the public information

aspects and in the dissemination of information derived by the

radiological survey. .

Schedule a show-and-tell briefint and press conference before the
aerial survey begins, in Honolulu, on board tha USNS Wheeling with

participation by tha Department's of the Interior and Defense (DON).
Provide news media access to the ship when it arrives in Kwajalein
for resupply.

Conduct both Introductary and post survey briecings aft each papulated

atoll or island. There mist be a "dry run to preview these briefing,

for DOE, DOT, and TL staff and preparation end coordination of questi ous
and answers.

Fncourege and waleome coverage of the survey by domestic anc foveigen
news media staff and accomodate their requests. Newsnen wue request
to accompany the survey teem should be allowed to do so under the
following criteria: that theypay their own expenses and plan to stay

out for at Least one week, and that they arrange their own trans-

portation to rendezvous with the ship. Technical staff will he UA

expected to cooperate to the full whi gti CL

edical tean/if they pay their own

1 team, and a DOE infor-

—_———

ah eye

  

  

expenses, do not interfere with the

mation officer escorts them.

Establish closer coordination on public information matters with

DOE's own contractors, National Labs and field offiecs working in
the Marshalls.

Provide a DOE Public Information Officer to accompany news media who

will be responsible for disseminatiion and collection of infommalion.
The PI officer will be supported in on-atol!l communications by an
expert in cross-cultural communications plus other members of the
technical staff as needed. ‘

Upon completion of the aerial survey project:

a. Hold a press briefing in Honolulu and/or Washington to explain
preliminary findings and followon activities.

VI-2
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id -partment of Energy
Pacilic Area Support Office
©. Box 29939 OST 2 7 1478
Honolulu, Hawaii 96820

Dr. Hugh Pratt .

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Associated Universities, Inc.

Hedical Dept. ro

Upton, L.I., N.¥. 121973

Dear Hugh:

   

Enclosed a copy of a hastily assembled brochure

(potential successor to LIKTANUR) .

 

   

   

The inside cover shows the current figuration.

rge sections being put overboard. “They can be

either side by side or end to end. (dimensi
ted together

of each: 6' x 24'),

Page ll is an actual photo of a helo the foredeck; page 10 an artist's

concept of a helo on the fantail roof. i ,  Page 12 is a cut-away of the forward cargo holds converted for bunk

space {12) and clinic. Above deck, a whole body counter is portrayed,

but either a medical trailer (to expand the clinic} or additional

bunk space could be provided.

I'm pleased that you are willing to make the visit to San Diego and

hope that this time we'll be successful in getting back in operation.

I think a call from you or Bob to Walter Weyzen or Bill Burr ("Has

the money been released yet?") wouldn't_hurt a bit. I'll talk with

you when I return from the Wheeling about Nov. 20.

With best regards,

pga
* Roger Ady ea

OP-866 Assigtdnt for Pacific Operations
RR: jhf

Enclosure:

As indicated a
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1 December 1978

Mr. W. J. Stanley
Director, Pacific Area Support Office
Deparlcant of Energy

P.O.3. 23929 .

Honalulu, Hawaii 96820

- Dear Bill,

Sey Taig letter is in response to a telephona requast I received from

Hafty Brown lata yesterday afternoon. regardingmy. opinions.aa to the feasibiliry

ofsmall helicoptor eupport fer the Medical Survey of the Marshall Islands.

As background for the following discussions, I'd like to restate an
opinion which I think we hava discussed previously im your office, pertainin.

to the long-range logistic plans for the BNL medical survey. First, it wauil

appear than sometina in the near'future that the geographic area assigned to

BNL might expand appreciably, i.e., to imclude the people of Bikini and Eatiyestok.

This dacision ts pending at DOE/DOI. Thia, of course, would tremendously

enlarze the geographic area to ba covered by the médical survey temas and would

prespent severe logiatic problems for slow shipboard eupport. Aa we have
discuased in ths past, the pesasibility of establishing small independent

examining facilities on each of the islands and supporting these installations
by aircraft certainly should be considered carefully. The type of aircrafc ta

be used apain preaents a variety of optiota. I understand that a PRY 5A will

be available from the University of Hawaii. I have no further information a‘

to the dates of availabiliry or priority for ita utilization by this program.

            

  

  

     

  

Another option which I have been considering ia the ultimate use of a
heavy helicopter of the SH-3 type that would have both the range and operating
charact#rigties necessary for outer island aupport. Both of these options
would greatly increase the facility with which wa could evacuate patients fron

the islanda in the event of medical emergencies.*

Of course, all of this is conjecture at this point until sone final
decision is made as to the Bihini and Eniwetok populations. Oncaea that deciston
haz been mada and we have some tdes of our future patient loading, I think wa
ought to hava a logiatic meetings to develop some short- and long-termsplans
concerning these optiona.

     

 



 

   

  

    

 

  
  

    

  

 

   

  

  
  
  

        

  

   

  

       

  

  

WwW. J. Stanley = . 1 Decambar 1973
H. Pratt, 4D. tte . , So! ‘ . eo. Raga Tuo

.
-

(5rentseta.dicectlyteto‘the: question.thar, Harry,Brown. prasentad
om: h- opposed to-basing-a light: helicoptor abeard our

--Gitarad vessél_for the January-Sebruarymedicalsurvey. T havea nubar of
.¥8asons for taking this poaition, but first. 1 think it would. ha. wisa for nz to
outline my qualttications|forr making these observations, and recommendations,

 

For 30 years 1.‘Was a: Hava. aviator|a3. ‘welt as 4 Haval physician and
- flight surgeon. For the first 11 years of that period<I was solely.a Naval
aviator and had rather: extengiva axperience with helicoptors. During ny pextod

of shipboard duty aboard saveralForrestaliclaas.carriers, firet as.a Junior

Madical Officer and then as a Senior MedicalOfficer, it.was my responsibiit:

to assure safety of. flight, particularly | in helicoptor areas, bothlandiz, on.

the flight deck‘gilarge.carziers.and in pupport of surface ships of the sas
Tt ; ax he mes :

 

ar?Rttdent reports involving atteempta to support light: heliconhors on small
Vessels. This is anextremelyhazardous operation even under ideal conditions, 7

: eT

The period of the medical survey includes the roughest weather of the
year and-we can almostguarantee 30-knot winds and rough seas throughout the

entire survey...Aiighe_surveyleadar and medical officer in charge of this
survey, Igwill not accept the responsibility for the hazards presented by
a helicoptor operating orf the ship.

    

 

A compounding problem which I suggested to Harry and which apparently

has not been considered in the past, is the fact that Kwajalein, as a highly
restricted military area, has some vary astringent rules concerning overfl!shrs

by private aircraft. There would have to be some very significant modi-
fications of thelr present security measures to allowany private overfligh:s.
Again, I hava no advance warning ag to whan there might be incoming missiles

into the Kwajalein test range, and there would have to be constant conaunicitlon
between the ship at sea and the Kwajalein operations center so that a

private helicoptor didn't stray into an avea of incoming missiles.

All of these problems I'm afraid would interfere with the basic mission
of this ship which is the support of tha DOE Medical Program during this
tine frane. I would suggest that if Mr. Otterman has potentially prassing
business obligations in some other area that he has two options: (1) he can
appoint a suitable surrogate to solve those problems for him while he is

aboard the ship; or (2) he can make arrangements for « privata charter,

fixed wing aireraft to pick him up landing in the lagoon of either Utirik or

Rwajaleina.

As each day unfoldd and we come face to face with new and more unusual

requesta (demands) from Hr. Otterman regarding the details of this chartor

arrangement, I find myself more and mone skeptical about the future renewal

of this contract. I assume that the previous administrative arrangements

concerning tha control of the vassel, schedula, and tha disposttion of tha

veasal in port will be as it has been in the past with our previous vossel  
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. J. Stanlay . ; : 1 December 177%

L Pratt, M.D, Se ; oo . Paga Threa
¥ . . : a .

fo and that the survey leader will kave adminiatrative control ovex those thisss -
that do not involva the gafety of tha ship. I hava the impression that Mr, .

', Otrerman considers the American Survey to Utirct: and Rongelap some sort..of

fa romantic,Séuth. Pactfife. interlude, -and my past expetianca na3 shows we
that he can be quite demanding and unfeasonabla at times. -I would tharsfora
hopa that the exact details oftha authority and reaponaibilites for the -

_ operations of the Medical Program and the ship be ciaarly spalledout for
Mr.. Otterman prior ‘to the timethe ship sails for Kwajalein. 9 =...

L don't want to be hardnosed about thts but I thinnk in this casa that in

dealing with Mr. Otterman it's imperative that we lay alloour card3 on the
table so everybody understands exactly where our mutual responsibilites and

authoricies are. Tf I can ba of any further assistance,in this matter, pleads

dontt hesitate to call or write

Pleasegive my best to Harry and Wayne. -} think they hava dona a-
Superb job. Each of them is now eligible for the Purple Heart, ©

Warm regards, -

Hugh Pratt, M.D.
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Mecocs: Department (516) 345-3577

 

BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES, INC.

Upton, New York 11973

 

 
November 29, 1977 y v

pree!y
Dr. Walter Weyzen

Division of Biomedical and YPwey

Environmental Research 7)
Department of Energy ao

Washington, D.C. 20545
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ar,.: You will note that the present agreemen
responsibilities of our personnel at Ebeye ‘and Majuro. With regard

to the legalities of medical care I suppose we are responsible for

Rongelap, Utirik and Bikini while TT is responsible elsewhere.

 

As you know PL 5-52 and the TT agreement of December 1974
(copies enclosed) are in disagreement and has been the cause of
considerable dissatisfaction among the Marshallese. I suggest we
get together with Mr. Winkel and come up with something agreeable
to all including Congressmen Balos and Heine. [I believe Congress of
Micronesia is out of the picture at this point. Perhaps we might

arrange a meeting with Winkel when he-next comes to Washington.

Sincerely,

Robert A. Conard, M.D.

RAC: gc
Ene,
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. REPORD OF (YH Maerilw Butasos

THE UNITED STATES EVERGY RESEARCH AilD DsvELOreanT ALHONISTSALTION

AND
THE TRUST TERRITORY OF TRS PACIFID TSlaNTs

REGARDING MEDICAL CARE OF THE ROUGELAD ANT UTIRGN FECPle

KWAJALEIN, M, I., FEBRUSPY 4-5, LST7

The United States Energy Research and Developrer> Aizintsurstion: (2pA),

formerly AEC, has for more than 20 years conductea 42 presram of tedical

surveillance of the people cf Rongelap and Utirik was were exported to fallout

from a weapons test in 1954. In the course of thi. 2ctivitr, era with the

knowledge and consent-of the Trust Territory of the Fecitfic Tslenazs (TrPT),

the ERDA medical teams have provided limited medical care for the people

at Rongelap and Utirik.

expressed @ desire for changes in the type of medics re uns

program. Specifically, they have addressed requests to EEDA for more .

comprehensive medical care for all the people liviusg on these istenis.

It is recognized that generel medical care of the vacpls of the

Marshall Islands is a responsibility of the Administration of the a

It is in the interest of both the TIPI and the US {ERDA) to extlore ways

in which medical needs can best be met by cooveretive efforts ef poth

parties within the framework of their respective resronsidiliviss.

In response to a Trust Territory request, the ZS0A resz

reported that the US (ERDA) is prepared to continue its essistence to

the TTPI in the discharge of its health ¢care resporsitilities to th

people living on Rongelap and utirtk.
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® . The following arrangements were agreed to:

a. ERDA will invite TIPI medical personnel (e.g., medical officer, nurses,

. health aides, technicians } to participate in the ERDA medical visits in

order to facilitate expanded programs such as well baby clinics, family

planning, etc., and will assist with logistic support of these activities.

For the next four quarterly visits, the TT will provide one medical officer,

one health assistant, and up to two additional medical personnel, as needa’.

Travel, per diem and subsistence will by paid by ERDA}; salaries will be pata

by TIPI. .

be ERDA will assist in arranging for additionalUS medical dectars to partic.

ipate in the medical team visits, as may be required to assist the TTPT in

“providing general medical care to the people living on Rongelap and Utirik.

@ For the next spring survey (March, 1977), ERDA will make every effort to

provide, and will fund if necessary, two additional physicians. It is

* anticipated that the two physicians will be provided by the Public Health .

Service.

     
  
  

 

   

   

ce. ERDA will, to the extent operationally feesible, extend the duration ot

its medical team visits to Rongelap and Utirik to accommodate the ne2ds of

the Trust Territory medical program. Therefore, for the next Spring visit,

it is expected that duration of stay of the medical team will be extended

by two to three days. ; ° Ds

dad. The medical teams, while at the islands, will extend medical care and

treatment equally to all those living‘on the twoislands.

.

* . : [

. .

e . * |
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It is recognized that the arrangements set forth above do not constitute

a modification of the agreement of Dec. 2, 1974 between the TLPL and ENYA nor

do they alter statutory responsibilities of either agency.

eSBose zfafrr
Signature: Willan «. Burr, M.D. —~

‘Deputy Director, ;

Division of Biomedical and Environments
Research, ERDA

OeBom -ahfoi
Signature: Oscar Ges5rum

District -1ministrator

Marshall Islands.
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ATTENDEES

Dr. William W. Burr, Deputy Director, DBER, ERDA

Mr. Roger Ray, Asst. Manager for Environment & Safety, ERDA

Mr. Oscar DeBrum, District Administrator, Marshalls

Dr. Ezra Riklon, Marshalls District Director of Health Services

Dr. Masao Kumangai, Director of Health Services ,

Mr. Robert Hazlett, Peace Corps Representative Marshalls

Dr. Robert Conard, Head of BNL Medical Surveys in the Marshalls

Dr. Victor Bond, Associate Labcratory Director, BNL

Dr. Knud Knudsen, Resident Physician, BNL

Mr. Atlan Anien, Speaker of the Nitijela

Ms. Kristine Morris, Program Specialist, ERDA , :
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Agreement Between The United States Department of Energy and

The Trust Territory of The Pacific Islands Regarding Medical Care of the

Rongelap and Utirik People

The United States Department of Energy (DOE), formerly ERDA and AEC,

has for nearly twenty-four years conducted a program of medical survetlancca

of the people of Rongelap and Utirik atolls who were accidentally exposed

to fallout from a weapons test in 1954. Since 1956 this program has been

carried out under the direction of Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNI)

with the cooperation and participation of the Trust Territory of the Pacific

Islands (TTPI). The purpose of this document is to formulate an agreement

between DOE and the TIPI concerning the DOE~BNL Medical Program in the

Marshall Islands. This agreement supersedes and extends that of Febcuary,

1977 (copy attached). The agreement reached between ERDA and TTPI

(December 2, 1974) regarding implementation of the Congress of Micranesia

PL-5-52 (Trust Territory Fallout’ Survivors Act, COPY attached) continues

in effect. This agreement allows for free hospitelization within the Trust

Territory (including travel and per diem allowanced for individuals in the

Rongelap or Utirik exposed and control groups who become ill.

The people living on Rongelap and Utirik atolls have recently and

separately requested that the DOf Medical Program include more comprehensive

care for all the people living on these islands. This resulted in the

February 1977 agreement referred to above with provisions for increased

medical assistance by DOE to the TTP in the discharge of health care responsibil-

ities ta the people living on Rongelap and Utirik. During the past year, the

agreement has been implemented by both parties, apparently to the satisfaction

af the darshallese people involved. That agreement only covered the calendar

year 1977; Leace, the present agrecment is jntended to supplant that one.
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The primary responsibility of the DOE medical program in the Marshall

Islands concerns the diagnosis and treatment of radiation effects in the

exposed Rongelap and Utirik people. In order to carry out this mission

satisfactorily a number of unexposed Rongelap people are included in the examina-

tions. Comprehansive annual medical examinations are carried out. on these

people by the DOE-BNL medical team with the assistance of Trust Territory

medical personnel. In addition, a Resident Physician and Physician's —

Assistant have been placed in the islands and make quarterly trips to

Rongelap, Uririk and Bikini for health care purposes. Over and above the

primary mission, for humanitarian reasons, the DOE-BNL medical personnel

assists the Trust Territory in general health care of other Marshallese

whenever possible.

The present agreement concerns 1) the annual medical surveys, 2) follow-up

medical care, and 3) health care assistance by DOE~sponsored personnel at:

Ebeye and Majura.

1) ERDA will invite TTPI medical personnel -2.g., Medical. Officer, nurses,

health aides, technicians) to participate in the DOE-BNL medical visits in

order to facilitate expanded programs such as Well Baby Clinics, Family

Planning, etec., and will assist as feasible, with the logistic support of

these activities. The Trust Territory will furnish such personnel referred

to above when possible. The DOE-BNL medical team, during the annual surveys,

will assist the TIP1 in providing medical care to the people living on Rongelap

and Utirik. Every effort will be made to extend the duration of the medical

teams stay at these islands long enough to examine all people on the islands

who wish to be examined in a way similar to that used for the exposed and

control pfroups,.
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2) Any exposed Marshallese individual who develops an illness that may

be related to radiation exposure will be given follow-up medical care, if

necessary in U.S. hospitals, under the auspices of DOE. Any Marshallese

in the special control group who should develop a similar illness will be

treated likewise,

3) The role of the resident DOE-BNL medical personnel at the Ebeye

and Majuro hospitals will be tao assist the Trust Territory wedical personnel

in health care of the exposed Rongelap and Uririk people and the people in

che control group located at these atolls. As time permits, on a humanitarirn

basis, the DOE-BNL medical personnel may act as consultants or assist in

examination end treatment of other Marshallese as requested by the Director

of the Hospital. lNowever, the primary responsibility of all patient eare at

these hospitals lies with the Trust Territory Health Services.

 



CHARTER PARTY

OF TIE

MOTOR VESSEL EGABRAG

OFFLCIAL NO. 572,028

This Charter Party is made on November 17, 1978, by and between U.S. Oceanog-

raphy, Inc., a California corporation with principal place of business in San

Diego, California, hereinafter referred to as "Owner," and Holmes & Narver,
Inc., a California corporation with principal place of business in Orange,

California, as principal and acting in its capacity as prime contractor to the
U.S. Department of Energy, under its Contract Number EY-76-C-08-0020, herein-
after referred to as "Charterer."

WITNESSETH:

ARTICLE I

DESCRIPTION OF VESSEL

Owner is the sole owner of the Motor Vessel EGABRAG, Official No. 572,028,

which together with her machinery, equipment, boats, apparel, furnishings,

Eurniture, and all appurtenances hereunder appertaining, is hereinafter called

"the vessel."

ARTICLE II

CHARTER PERIOD, OPTION TO EXTEND

Owner agrees to let and Charterer agrees, subject to the provisions hereinafter

contained, to hire the exclusive use of the vessel for the term commencing on

the date the vessel departs from the Port of San Diego, California, for the

putposes of this charter which is expected to be approximately December 16,

1978, or thereabouts. Peter. of the charter shall-termfnate on September 16,

2979, unless extended as herein provided.”

Should Charterer not exercise its option to extend said term of the charter as

herein provided, said vessel shall be returned to the Port of San Diego,

California, not later than September 15, 1979,
AEARCHteatyyung01AUPN12AED

Charterer shall have the option to extend said initial term of the charter for

a period of one (1) year from September 15, 1979. Said option to renew shall

be exercised by Charterer giving Owner written notice of its exercise of said
option not less than thirty (30) days prior to the expiration of the initial

charter period.

At the expiration of the first extended term, Charterer is given the right to

extend said term for an additional period of one (1) year upon giving written

notice to Owner of its exercise of said option not later than thirty (30) days

prior to September 15, 1980.



At the expiration of the second cxtended term, Charterer is given the risht to

extend said term for an additional period of one (1) year upon giving writ.

notice to Owner of its exercise of said option not later than thirty (30)

prior to September 15, 1981.

t

ie
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ARTICLE IIL

HIRE FOR VESSEL

Charterer agrees to pay the Owner hire for the vessel and its crew in the suv

of$46,000.00pexmonthforeach month of the term of the initial period of
the charter. The first month's hire shall be paid to Owner one (1) calend-:-

month after the commencement of the term vf said charter as hereinabove pirovidrd

and like monthly payments shall be made each month thercafter, the last rs ath's

hire being prorated should the term of the hire terminate prior to the end uf

one (1) full calendar month,

The hire for additional terms of the charter shall be negotiated between O.unor
and Charterer and in the event said parties are unable to agree upon the

amount of the monthly hire for the extended term or terms, Owner may, at iis

option, terminate this charter. It is agreed that if the hire is not detorsined

and agreed upon on or before the fifteenth day preceding the expiration cf the

initial or any extended term, Owner may then exercise its right to termirate

the charter. t 2: oly t
ARTICLE IV

. . lzDELIVERY AND REDELIVERY =

It is contemplated that immediately upon the execution of this charter, “he

vessel must be converted to fit it for the intended use of the charter/and in

order to accommodate the desires and needs of the Charterer. The scope of the

work as to conversions, difications, and changes is stated on Attad@bment A

to this Charter Party. ard” vessel shall be fitted to potentific
personnel to be brought aboard by Charterer. Owner agrees to use his best

efforts to prepare the vessel for departure from the Port of San Diego,

California, on or about December 16, 1978.

 

It is agreed that the Charterer will pay to the Owner the amount of $50,000.00

as full payment for the conversion, modifications, and changes stated on

Attachment A. Payment for all such modifications and changes made in accordance

with Attachment A shall be paid by Charterer in addition to all other suns

herein provided. The total payment for such work shall be made to Owner prior

to the departure of said vessel from the Port of San Diego, California, as

hereinabove provided.

ARTICLE V

CONDITION OF VESSEL AND SURVEY

Owner warrants that the vessel on delivery to the Charterer shall be seaworthy,

clean, tight, staunch, strong, and well and sufficiently tackled, appareled,

JIS lia



furnished, and equipped and in good running condition and repair and fit for

her said intended service.

Upon the completion of the conversion of said vessel as hereinabove provided,

said vesse] shall be surveyed by a marine surveyor appointed by Owner and
accepted by Charterer and Charterer shall at said time be entitled to board
said vessel and fully inspect the same. Should Charterer fail to be satis‘icd

with the condition of said vessel and should such objections be reasonabic,

Owner shall have a reasonable time to correct any such deficiencies even
though such may cause a delay in the departure of said vessel under the teri

of the charter.

3
Charterer agrees that upon the redelivery of said vessel to Owner at the Port

of San Diego, California, upon the termination of this charter or any extentad

term, Charterer will at its cost and expense cause said vessel to be reconverted

to its condition at the commencement of the charter and as necessary. retove

the modifications and conversions theretofore made in order to accomplish tuct

result. Charterer's liability to the Qwner for the cost of reconversion shall

not exceed the amount of $15,000.00.

Upon redelivery of said vessel ta the Part of San Diego, California, it shatt

again be surveyed. Charterer agrees, at its expense, to repair any damacec tc

seid vessel occurring during the term of the chartcr as a result of the fa ule

or negligence of the Charterer or its employees or agents. All other repalrs

to said vessel shall be at the expense of the Owner.

ARTICLE VI

DUTY TO PROVIDE CREW, ‘FOOD, WATER, AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

Charterer shall provide alli fgssmanistie necessary “HiseGecheVesselecay
Peekroet of Kwajalein during the temn of the charter for the members of
the crewaboard the vessel, as well as all research personnel placed aboard

said vessel by Charterer.

Charterer shall also provide at its cost all required petroleum products

including, but not Limited to, fuel oil, Lube oil, and outboard motor gasaline.

MA
ES

!
R
e

While said vessel is in KwajaleiniWarbor, Marshall Islands, Crarttre?-strall
Pwderene: vessel With berthing YOST thesmeshespate.
 

ARTICLE VIT

USE OF VESSEL

Said vessel is chartered for the purpose of conducting OCEANOGRAPHIC RESEALC?

in the area hereinafter designated.

During the term of the charter, the vessel shall operate only in an area

within a radius of 500 miles from Kwajalein Harbor, Marshall Islands, except
Sram «.

as is necessary to proceedTroi:SanDiDiego, “Sstfornia, to said destination and

return.

 



It is further agreed that Charterer shall not require said vessel to be in

operation for more than an average of twenty,.20),daysper month computed each

quarter during the term of the charter. By way of explanation, it is the

intention that the crew of the’ vessel shall not be required to operate sald

vessel more than twenty (20) days per month; however, it is understood that on

some occasions, trips of a long tite will be required and thus, the total

number of days will be averaged out over each quarter.

ARTICLE VIII

DISABILITY OF VESSEL

In the event that the vessel shall be disabled, damaged, or delayed by brez!Jown

of machinery, fire, grounding, collision, or other cause not attributable to

the negligence of Charterer or its employees, then, in that event, the proset

daily charter rate computed on a monthly basis shall be immediately suspendce

until such time as the vessel again becomes available for Charterer's use.

Further, in the event that the vesscl is lost or damaged, or otherwise diswsled,

and the disability is such that the vessel cannot be repaired within farty- “iv>

(45) days following such disability, Charterer at its election may texmien -

the charter forthwith.

 

ARTICLE IX

MAINTENANCE

Ovmer shall, at its cwn expense, maintain the vessel excluding spectalequity mat

placed aboard by Charterer during the term of the charter. .

1REineheNEEGHReRSstereSTeraisenaressiya  

ARTICLE X

COSTS OF SURVEYS

The necessary survey prior to commencement of the charter shall be paid for by

Owner and the survey conducted upon the return of the vessel shall be paid by

Charterer, not to exceed $500.00 per survey.

ARTICLE XI

INSURANCE

Owner shall procure hull and protection indemnity insurance. The amount of

the hull insurance shall be designated by the Owner and the protection indemnity

insurance shall have limits of $1,000,000.00. Owner shall, in addition to the

above insurance, procure an umbrella policy for the Owner's and vessel's
protection in the amount of $1,000,009.0v.

Charterer shall be solely responsible for any damage to Charterer's equipment

provided the same is not caused by reason of the negligence of Owner or Owner's

agents or employces.



ARTICLE XIE

INDEMNITY

Charterer shall held Owner harmless from any and all claims for injuries or
death suffered by any of its personnel or those research personnel brought
aboard the vessel by Charterer which shall not be the result of fault or

negligence on the part of Owner or Owner's agents or employees.

Owner shall hold Charterer harmless from any and all claims for injurics or

death suffered by any of Owner's personnel which shall not be the resuit of
fault or negligence on the part of Charterer or its agents or employees.

ARTICLE XII1I

TAXES

The Owner has included in its price all applicable federal, state, and loc:?

taxes and duties. The Charterer will pay all taxes levied on the vessel by
the Trust Territories of the Pacific Islands or its politica] subdivisions.

Charterer shall also pay any port charges, wharfage, pilot fees, or duties.

ARTICLE XIV

ATTORNEY'S FEES

In the event that either party to this Agreement shall commence an action to

enforce the terms thereof, the prevailing party shall be awarded court costs

and reasonable attorney's fees.

ARTICLE XV

ASSIGNMENT

Neither party to this Agreement shall have the power or right to assign their

interest herein to any person, firm, or corporation without first securing the

written consent of the other party and any such assignment so made without

such consent shall be null and void. _

ARTICLE XVI

MANNING

The Owner shall at all times man the vessel with personnel competent to perforin

the tasks assigned to them.

ARTICLE XVII

SAFETY AT SEA

Operation.ofthevessel and the safety of it, and,thepersonnelaboardit, are
and shall remain the gole and complete responsibility of the Owner and the

. OA earnerare+ PATBRST reyoriHT”Hegelein

Captain of the vessel. .

 



ARTICLE XVIII

SCHEDULING AND ROUTING

“The Charterer's authorized representative shall determine sailing times,

4
\destinations, and intermediate stops for all voyages subject to the provision:

}
‘of Article XVII, Safety at Sea. The vessel's Captain will route the voyages

eiancaiamieaeapne ationseae’
ko accommodate the requirements of the Charterer by the most direct routes
wavailable, taking into consideration the safety of the vessel and its personnel.my
we

ARTICLE XIX

TERMINATION

If the Charterer exercises the right to terminate the Charter Party under

Article 14, Termination, of the General Provisions, it is agreed that such

termination will be effective only after the vessel is returned to the Port of

San Diego, California, and redelivered to the Owner. Notwithstanding the

termination of the Charter Party under the said Article 14, Termination, of

the General Provisions, the Charterer shall pay the cost of the survey purw:int

to Charter Party Article X, Cost of Surveys, and for the reconversion costs

pursuant to Charter Party Article V, Condition of Vessel and Survey.

ARTICLE XX

GENERAL PROVISIONS

The attached General Provisions, consisting of Articles 1 through 56on 56

pages, are incorporated into this agreement for all purposes.

It is agreed that Owner shall have no responsibility for the breach of Arti-les 47,

48, 49, and 50 of the General Provisions by personnel placed aboard the vess-L

by Charterer.

In the General Provisions, wherever the word "Subcontractor" appears, it shall

mean "Owner" and wherever the word "Contractor" appears, it shall mean "Char-

terer."

ARTICLE XXI

CAPTIONS

The captions of the articles of this Charter Party are for conventence only

and shall not be construed as in any way limiting, altcring, or modifying the

provision hereof. ’ tat{#
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BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

MEMORANDUM

REPOSITORY Besokbyrer baz LAB

DATE: March 19,1980 fp COLLECTION egal. Poni Metet QS

To: V. Bond M.D. Ph.D. BOX No. UNA]

FOLDER Lmpéx En Lteck “

Billooyen VdakoucE
SUB : Meeting in Washington D.C. on March 20, 1980JECT g g (Micaaracy(,epshe

; ‘ffUMOAs CIa
Dear Vic, es, hey, fers,

I am sorry that these administrative problems Lecontefefe

Marshall Isiand Study have escalated to the point where they require youra

appearance at the Department of Energy to present the Brookhavel National /6, 19GJO.

FROM: Hugh Pratt M.D.

Laboratory position. I especially regret that this meeting comes hard on

the heels of your long, and I am sure tiring trip to Japan.

We have attempted to present all of the required documentation

concerning the critical elements of the logistic/programmatic conflict.

Please don't be alarmed by the volume of this collection of documents.

I have highlighted in yellow those statements that I feel are critical to
 

our position. However, I don't want to leave you open to the charge that

they are quoted "out of context" - so the whole document is included.

In addition, we have color-coded the critical documents in the following

manner.

COLOR
A. g@ ORANGE Ship - qualifications, operational characteristics, contract

negotiations - controlling impact on medical progress.

8.@ BLACK Nevada Operations Office (Roger Ray R.R.)- documentation of

problems with R.R. - going all the way back to Knud Knudsen's

letters (Tab 19).

BROWN Harry Brown - Harry's direct impact on the medical protocol.

Dd. GREEN Pacific Area Support Office (PASO) - (Bill Stanley B.S.) -PASO's

position in regard to the medical program.

E. @y BLUE Statement/Meeting at Department of Energy Headquarters

(Bruce Wachholz) documentary - the inadequacies of the vessel.



-2-

Since all of the logistic planning documents have evolved from our basic

position papers, we have included those papers at the end of the briefing file

(see Part II) for reference, if you need them. My last experience at Department

of Energy has indicated that they are almost universally unable to find these

documents, therefore they don't understand our logistic needs, based upon the

programmatic needs.

I will be in the office all day Thursday, should you need any clarification.

I have a duplicate of your briefing file, if you need a reference that you

cannot locate.

Thanks again for your support. I hope that this is the last battle of this

Hagk Jo
Good hunting!



Hugh S. Pratt, M.D. March 17, 1980

Position Paper for Presentation at the Ship User's Conference To Be Held

At The Nevada Operations Office, Las Vegas on March 28, 1980,

In response to Harry Brown's message of 14 March 1980 inviting us to

attend the Liktanur II user's planning group meeting at the Nevada Operations

Office, Las Vegas on Friday, March 28, 1980, we would like to present the

following observations and recommendations. Mr. Brown has stressed the point

that it is “imperative that logistic support be given a sharply refocused

review" at this meeting, in light of the completion of the Eniwetok clean up

and the cessation of MAC Air Service to that atoll.

In addition to a request for a comprehensive review of the new logistic

support options, three specific agenda items were cited. They were:

1. Future of current Marshall Islands programs and proposed, new or

expanded missions;

2, Future of Liktanur II beyond September 1980;

3. Modifications of Liktanur II.

We would like to respond to questions 2 and 3 first, since they have a

direct and controlling impact on question 1.

It is the considered opinion of the Brookhaven National Laboratory

medical group (documented by multiple trip reports, position papers, memoranda

and conferences at the Department of Energy, etc.) that we do not consider the

Liktanur II adequate support for the minimum current medical mission. Even

with the Coast Guard waiver for the forthcoming medical survey in May-June of

1980, the constraints imposed upon the medical group by inadequate berthing,

storage, and working spaces has reduced the desired medical team by 33%,

Consequently, the survey will need to be extended, in time, 33%, This imposes

me PERe

o



serious problems in voluntary physician recruitment, The ship contract

specifically limitsthe scientific party to twelve people, even though

U.S. Oceanography and PASO were informed prior to the initial contract

signing that we would need at least eighteen habitable bunks for the

scientific party. The inadequacies of this ship have been a matter of

recordforoverayear, yet the Department of Energy ship procurement

group have ignored our repeated requests for a meeting to resolve this

This ship is essentially a shallow draft, round bottom vessel, It

is a converted Navy garbage scow, designed for harbor and off-shore work.

The roll, pitch and yaw characteristics of this vessel in the normal open

ocean Marshal] Island winter oceanographic conditions are such that the

vessel becomes almost uninhabitable. The most recent and dramatic demonstra-

tion of the unsuitability of this vessel occurred during the recent whole-body

counting trip to Ujelang, Tony Greenhouse, was the scientific trip leader,

Roger Ray was the Department of Energy leader. Mr. Greenhouse's description

of the trip from Ujelang to Eniwetok is a graphic description of characteristics

of this vessel, He states that although they were not in a storm, the trip

"had to be the roughest voyage in my recollection." Two very serious problems

developed during what should have been about 120 miles of i1outine open-ocean

Steaming. Tony states that the pitching of the vessel was so violent that

the scientific party voluntarily restricted themselves to their bunks in the

scientific berthing area. He states that they had to "hold on to the bunk

rails to prevent being thrown from their bunks." "Everyone was seasick,"

On one occasion he had to leave his bunk but found that walking about 40' to

the head was precarious. Because of this they just "stayed put." During

this period, Tony states that the ship was making about_2 knots for a
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significant period of time, the ship arrived 6 hours late at Eniwetok,. As

confirmation of the violence of the ship's motion the heavy steel “A" frame

supporting the boom of the 30 ton crane was apparently bent and broken.

In addition, the heavy stee] channel iron box frame which was bolted to the

deck and to the boom was so badly battered that it was bent “about a foot"

in the middle. Should that boom have broken loose, it would have presented a

very serious emergency. The Department of Energy representatives, as usual,

were quartered behind the bridge, in an area much less affected by this type

of pounding from the pitching of the hull running into head seas.

Of even more concern to me is the fact that a pregnant Marshallese lady,

who was overdue, was allowed to come aboard the vessel during that violent

passage. I assume that permission for her transport as a passenger was given

by the DOE leader. I have personal experience with the difficulties and the

dangers of delivering a child at sea, (See my trip report of a year ago.)

On that occasion, we transported a pregnant lady who was toxemic (this is a

bona fide obstetrical emergency that threatens the life of the mother and the

child, usually within hours). This was done as a calculated risk. We had

aboard the ship a certified obstetrician and we were running with the waves

in moderate seas. Nevertheless, most of the medical staff including the OB

specialist and the nurse were so seasick they were essentially nonfunctional.

John Iaman, the Marshallese physician, delivered the baby and then became

seasick himself. Thereafter, I sat with the patient, checking for postpartum

hemorrhage, luckily no complications ensued, The decision to subject this

Ujelang patient to the violence of the return trip to Eniwetok was in my

medical judgment a much greater risk than if she had remained at Ujelang,.

I understand the health aide was with her, as was her husband, but the graphic

description of the violence of the ships movements given by Mr, Greenhouse



would seriously reduce their utility. Ifthepatient and/or the child had
 

died at sea aboard an inadequate DOE vessel, I am afraid a very serious law 

suite could have developed. I have made this point repeatedly over the last

year. How long will Brookhaven National Laboratory be required to operate

with a vessel that is inadequate and onovcasionddangerous/under existing

sea states?

The answer to question 2 and 3 is therefore clear. We do not and will

not consider the Liktanur II adequate for the medical missions. Question 3,

referring to "modifications" of Liktanur II is unclear. In my discussions

with Roger Ray, I was informed that hold #3 was being considered as a new

living area, I believe this area is currently the machine shop and tankage.

Supposedly they could be moved elsewhere. That modification would in no way

change the hull motion in normal winter seas. It would just allow more room

for berthing the incapacitated scientific party. An additional rumor I heard

is that the DOE is considering cutting the ship in two, and adding an ad-

ditional 20' to the hull length. This procedure would increase the current

length by about 17%. From an economic standpoint, this presents some very

unpalatable alternatives. They are: 1) such a major hull modification is

very costly and time consuming. I assume that both the time, and at least

part of the labor and the material costs of this major alteration would be

underwritten by DOE, escalating even further, the expense of this particular

vessel, It seems analagous to leasing a Volkswagon beetle to use as an

ambulance and then converting it into a limousine in the last third of its

contract period, only to return the enhanced VW to its rightful owner. I

seriously question the wisdom of this option. 2) I would assume that the

elongated Liktanur II would cost more, both on the standard per annum rate

plus the added fuel to push 17% greater wetted surface through the water

3Ua7 bg



(increasing water resistance with decreasing speed at a given thrust (horse-

power)). I hope they are not considering changing the propulsion system, that

could be prohibitively expensive.

In addition to the economic contraindications, there are several possible

marine engineering aspects that must be considered. This ship has been

extensively modified from its design function as a garbage scow. The changes

in stability and hull dynamics by covering the garbage holds, plus the addition

of the 30 ton crane at deck level have altered the kinetics of the hull,

especially as it pounds into head seas. The heavy boom of the crane, with

violent pitching, induces a secondary hull vibration of an oscillating nature

that could lead to metal fatigue in the hull, These secondary oscillations

are very powerful and shake the entire ship. A careful study of the changes

in the hull's dynamics will be necessary. For example the new hull section

will probably change the center of bouyancy and/or center of gravity and will

have an unknown affect on the inherent stability of the new hull configuration.

I would assume that the addition of the essentially empty 17% of the hull

would raise the center of bouyancy and therefore decrease the basic stability

of the hull, unless that section were ballasted to its original center of

bouyancy., Liberty ships that had essentially the same type of expedient recon-

figuration during World War II, to increase their cargo capacity, had a bad

reputation for breaking apart, frequently at the site of the welded sections.

To prevent this, it would be extremely expensive to x-ray the entire length of

all new welded seams to insure their structural integrity,

In conclusion, the basic ship is inadequate and I would have even greater

reservations about the ship if hull modifications were considered, I would

suggest that the procurement group admit that the ship was a bad choice initially

and not throw good money after bad. Our budget cannot stand such crisis



procurement especially in face of the impending austerity. I hope this will

clarify our position on questions 2 and 3.

As to question 1, "the future of current Marshall Island Programs and

proposed newer expanded missions" our position papersof December 1978 and

the updated position papers of 1979 and 1980 clearly state BNL's positions

for each increment of expansion. The medical program is essentially a

screening program. As such, it has unique structural and architectural

requirements, unlike most other health care facilities. We have a large

file of what those requirements are and we would be delighted to discuss

those plans in depth with the projected construction facilities or engineers.

As we have stated repeatedly in the past, we wouldultimately desire fixed

examination sites on each of the islands, designated as our responsibility

by the DOE. Transportation to and from these islands would best be handled

by air transport and we have discussed with the PASO group, at length, the

various options possible in this area. We know that the Marshall Islands

government is actively interested in establishing STOL airstrips on each of

the islands and we feel that some agreeable cooperative effort could be

mounted to work synergistically for the good of the Marshallese people.

The details of the expansion for each of the possible atolls is discussed

in detail in the appendicies. The details of the examination on each of these

atolls will be dependent upon the clear definition of the role of the medical

team as outlined by the DOE. This definition will in turn determine the

frequency of the examination and the composition of the team. These variables

will in turn determine the logistic requirements. When BNL receives an.

outline of the specific types of examinations and a clear definition of the

intermittent/continuous medical care responsibilities we will be able to

define much more clearly the required logistic elements.
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February 22, 1980 Fee ANT |

hey erters

De. Bruce Wachholz
Policy Malyst(Ravi conmental 1}

lee 0 ealth and Env ironmeat: LEB CiHV30, WeaAl ee NONE EEN BEST COPYAVAILABLE
Departmenc of Energy
Vashingctou, D.C. 20545

Dear Bruce:

You have asked us to forward a description of our recommonudations
regarding Logistic support for the Marshall Tslands studies. Ln

consultation with Vic Bond, Hugh Pratt, and Beb Aronson T have cove
up with the deseription and recommendations that follow.

ar

In brief, we view a “lopistic support system’ for the Macshull
Islands study to include the following:

L) Such a system proyides loygislLic support to the program on requast.

2) It is the responsibility of the KNNarshall Tslands study program

director to identify and quantify the logistic elements necessary for
Support of the scientific missions.

3) The logistic support system and BNL should remain in close contacter
at all times to assure that the facilities provided by the system are the
best. available to support the scientific mission under existing fiscal and

operating constraints. In particular, in light of the special needs of the
medical surveys, chartering or modifteatiion of a ship (vessel) should be

done in collaboration with the users, and the final chaxter should not
be ckfected without approval of all parties.

4) The logistic support systen is a "service system", It has a
responsibility to respond to the users’ needs. Tt should not iuitiate
policy or procedures that change or modify research protocols without

clearanee by the setentifie programs. in this contest, itinerarles
specified in preplanning letters are considered parts of the research pretocols.

Alterations in protocols made in the Eield should be by mutual
agreemanh whenever possible. Remaining disayreenents: showld be resolved by

DOR Uoadquarcers, When this is not’ feasible because of operational cHeresncias,

time pressures, or other contingencies, the, senior veanrbe: of the medics]

team Shall make the faual decisions exeept that he shall deter toa

biconoued Mastec of the weasel cfth roared tors tits 2 otroers eoucersiat
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Wachholz/Borg

personnel safety, seamanship, vessel's operation, navigation, vessel's
polictes and emergency procedures; and he shall defer to a DOE represent-
ative (if present) regarding emergency administrative or policy decisions.

As you know, we have been concerned for sometime regarding conflict .
and uncertainty over lines of authority and responsibility among
Headquarters, BNL, NVOO, and PASO. This brief Gutline of our position
jeaves many gray areas that require further resolution. ten‘recommend
"a joint meeting of ourselves and representatives of PASO with you to
discuss these matters and to come to constructive.and agreeable conclusions. -

I knowthat the Marshall Islands program is, on the one hand, very
important to EY and, on the other hand, a source of great difficulty in
terms of both management and funding. We intend to do our best to
provide the support you need in the field, and I feel that we are all
working together on this very demanding task.

Very cordially yours,

Do
Donald C. Borg, M.D.
Chairman

CO Bemwel
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BARRY SROWN. EXECUTIVE SECRETARY. LUPG SEUDS-

PEF. Ae OUR MSG DTG 6765122 NAR a7
i. OUR HSG DTG 1122342 MAR 8B

TRECENT DEVELOPMENTS MANE IT NECESSARY TO CHANCE THE*LLTAHUR.,
USERS PLANING GROUP HEETING FROM MARCH 25 AT CIVERHURE TOLMARCH “2g

[opteNevabe OPERATIONS OFFICE (DOZx. LAS VEGAS. WE ARE NIST SORRY
FOR? THE INCONVENTENCE THIS M1Gir CAUSE YOU AND wWOPE You WILL STILL

be AeLE TO atten. :
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BoerimAU EOA US. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 6

TC: JAN } 0 1980 IOCGSVOI (COUCHne

REPLY TO .
AYTN OF: E30

sumecr:; Trip Reports from Dr. Hugh Pratt, Brookhaven National Laboratory

Se
€

ro:Roger’ Ray, NVOO

Dr. Pratt has identified a number of concerns in his latest (i.e.
Septanber-October) trip report which bear upon responsibilities
and/or actions of NVOU/PASO. Similar conments have been inade in
other correspondence.

Since these issues are a part of the record, it would appear prudent
to obtain HVOO/PASO comment and/or clarification regarding thei.
For example, included among, but not Timited to, these issues are the
following:

1. The claimed lack of arrangements for waevings as requested —
in Dr. Pratt's letter of August 9, 1979, to Mr. Stan ey, date Snden 344313

2. The radio announcemant of reimbursemant for travel, Tood
and expenses of the BNL study group on other islands to MajurG Tab Inclene 3c
Ebeye per Mr. Brown's authorization,

3. The basis for the $27.00 per diem rate rather than the $10.00
per diem rate, (How clearly has it been made to appropriate

4. parties that this is not a new rate, and what actions are

contemplated if the people refuse tu accept the $10.00 per diem
rate in the future?)  4. Who initiated the $10.00 per diem rate for wiole body counting, d
Mr, Broyp or Mr, Greenhouse, on what basis, and by woose authority? Ma Broumdic,

 

5. What if any alternatives were ayaUable to chartering a hoat ;
for $2,125 for the transport of the Bikinians between Ejit and Take Inclex 3D
Hajuro?

6. Did two medical exams cost the Department of Energy $1,674 as
claimed?

7. More importantly, presumably these and other matters were not
discussed with Dr, Pratt while he was at PASO prior to his
departure to the Marshall Islands. Inasmuch as these factors
would affect the BNL staff, it would appear desirable that they
be informed ye these factors before arrival in the Marshal) Islands.
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Roger Ray . ~?.

I was under the tnpression that per ‘diem arrangements were the
responsibility of the PASO and not a responsibility of Dr, Pratt.
Is this incorrect?

Any coments on these and other matters addressed in the BNL trip
report would be appreciated.

fo

(Ducky
Bruce WW. Wachholz, Ph.b.
Office of Health and

Environnental Research
Office of Environment

cc: HM. Gates, HVOO
W. Stanley, PASO
H. Pratt, BNbo ocr coe eS

t, Ciusen, DOE °
H. Hollister, DOE
W. Burr, DOE

J. Blair, BOE

90925449
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as BROOKHAVEN NATONAL LABORATORY
oS ASSOCIATEDUNIVERSITIES,INC.

Upton, New York 41973

“Madicol Deparment (816) 345. 3577.

August 9, 1979

Iie. Willian 3. Stauwley, Director
U.S. Departeaahk of PMerey

Pacific Ares Support OF Fice

P.O. Box 29939 "BEST COPYAVAILABLEHonolulu, Hawaii 96820

Dear Ba li,

Vith xegard to-ouc fortheouring wedical survey To would like to provide

you with the following dnformation concerning, personnel and lravell arviarye
rents and also to request certain support Lrom your office. Fas Wwe discussed

at Tivermore, Lam funoeling alitrequests for either DOs, TT oc Missle Kewanee

support through your office. The only except: is that Dohave requested

Potereotis toso down to Majuyvo this week to dine up the 1persoaucl that

J hope will be able Loparticipate. Tthituk this can be best accomplished
by first haud discussions, Peter will alse wake our hotel and auto rental

reservations while he dis iin Majuro,

  

   

As you will note from the survey schedule (Enclosure #1) we plan to

start cxaminations at Majure on Monday, September lOth. Si*would ‘like to .
pave|a NOK representative join us for the full course of the survey. This
is ossentiol because the majority of the questions asked ar these village

vacertLate are of a non-medical nature and therefore can be better £iLelded

by someone from your offiec.

JT plan to wmeck with the people at cach island we visit prior to rheCxanIS
to outline the type of exam ve will be offerjag and the reason for these exams.

ge. mecting at Rongelap and Utirik offer no scheduling problems but. the mee

ag J vould Like to hold on Majuro and Ebeye will require your help and the

Fei of Tt officials at these islands. An announcement could be made by
radio stating, the time and place of cach mecting. Sunday afternoon or evenly,

Septeaber 9th at Majure, and Sunday afternoon ar evening, Sept. 16th at beye,

would allow us to talk with the people before the exams commence. At Mauro

carvangenents to bring the Bikint people Jiving on jie over to Majure heth for

the meeting and for exams during the week will require the help of Osear delraum.

fe Would welcoas all Ronpelap, Utlryik and Bikini people to these meetings. In
addition, the jsdands of Rongelap aud Utarik should be votified of car planned

arrival date. During our stay dn Mejurowa-whld be able to perform 100 adult
physical exams. These will inelude the folloving yroupin this prierity:

J. Kongelap aod Utirik, exposed wha have not had a ful] exam in January
or May CEneclosure FA).
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2. Rongelap unexposed,

“3,

ment should be able to furnish us

remituder of the 600 800 people

discussion by the DOL and DOM. Trausient,

on our matching comparison Lis

unavallable in January or May (inclosure #4)
Bikinians - d.e¢., those Wikintans w

Son Bikini that were evacuated in August 1978.

with this

identified
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th traditi Oial Lend Yr
The Trust Cerrdstory HOVne

list. Yhe wedical care For tie
5 Bikinkaus is sttlLl under

workers who liwe

    

norwiliuian,

  spent a variable amount of time on Bikind are also under discussion at Dat
and BOR,

fo expect ta yout 15 box

August 27th.

Sox Kvaj-

Kaj. boxes should be

Sutton vbe

ship to you 2

Some ar these bo

The Vajuro boxes vil

  

or Lowlse theseowe shi yp SUES ya.

the following

be avatlebie Lor colonding,at Kw
islands.

 

6G cases appilcs

6 cases oranges

20 eases diet cola

2000 Abs. rice, uapolished

360 (Us Ibs) cans beel stew

240 caus Spr

3200 cans baked beaus (large)
2 ea. 100 Ibs dough nut wix

25° ca. 2 Ib. can shortening

16 cases powdered wilk

700 Ibs dry beans

4 ea. Yeray developer concen.

4 ea. Xeray fixer

& ea. mattresses

60 ea. single sheets

& ea. pillous

160) pillow cases

Ve have been unable for the pask
show on the outer ‘these movies

the people. Would

along with a 16 i

aboard Liktanur IT

islands.

you rent us

projector with

ou Sept. 2Ist.

Sone

Enelosures #2 aud #3 List

reservations which we are requesting.

Ve appreciate

seeing you when J
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will be designated £or Majure,

L be needed at Hajuro by September Gth. The

at Kway. ly Septeisber Ach.

 

er purchased or horror’ from {wep shoold
aj. prior roe our departu

Cea.

concen, (ea. to wake 5 gall

{vo yours

wore a

3 family type Ccomedy,

spare

We vould return these:

Lhe team personueh aud the botel and aixline

your hedp gn these matters
au lo Honoleta next month.

a

es of medical equipinent around

the resi:

We will coutact Mr. Lopa

> for the outer

vorhing, salution)

vorking solutdon)
to mike 5 gal.

Lo secure

grear

any 16 mu-movites to

source of pleasure to

western, ete.) movies

We vould need this to take

to Honolulu on Oct. &th-
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, BRGREESERIES OF CONF SCTING PRIORI TIE:S AND PROBLEMS CAUSE :
tit FOREANGEL HWPRARTLOLPAT ONSENUBCGHLNG.FRONGCESAR +UERYTARELTRay
MILL EXPAL WHEN ¥ SEE YOU, TED MURAWSK] BILL SERYE
AS PASO REPRESENTATIVE AND Hants OM THIS YRIP, J WILL TRY TO SEE
YHAT HE HAS ALL NECESSARY DATA, THE KECENT BNL NBC AND HARRY BROWN
CLAIM payment TRIP WERE So SUCCESSFUL JN ESTABLISHING An MERA
OF GOOD FEELING" 1 WOULB NOY ANTICIPATE YOU WOULM EXCGURYER
ANY STENIFIGANT ADMIRISTAATIVE TNQUIRTES FROM EPVHER UE Roos
OR UTTREK POPULATION,
2, ERUCE WACH AGL2 PEELS VERY SJRONGLY VHAYT PASO AND BNL Sh

VEST? of ERIGE Af THIS VINE ANN REQUESTED THAT 7 PASS TO vou I
REQUEST THAT YOU GANCEL THIS PORTION OF YOUR PLANNED ITINERARY}
BRUCEWL BE AY OWTRIGGER MEST HOTEL, TELEPHONE HO, v2ensape
GN SEPTEMBER Woe 29775 SHOULD YOU HYSK YO DEBATE PSSue WUTH HTH,
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Enclosure ]

(COPY)

Officer tn Charge
Marine Inspection
P. 0. Box 3160
Honolutu, HI 96802

IG7IO/LIKTAIUR II
7 November 1979

dr. C. E. Otterman

U. S. Oceanograpny
666 Prospect, Penthouse
Honolulu, HI 96813

Dear Sir:
 

The cnclosed letter is in response to the/Department of Eneray linguiry
regardingthe fetatus bf LIKTAWUR IL, ON. 572028 when performing the
missions scheduled for_]980. As stated in the letter, it is my opinion

 

‘that the vessel willfnot{be used/exclusively] for oceanographic purposes.
La =

‘Accordingly, LIKTASUR IT will no longer be an "eceanographic researen
vessel" as dofined in Section 44] of Title 46 United States Cede and
the designation of LIKRTAHUR IT as an eceanogrannic research vessel in
my letter of 1/7 April 1979 will be considered void.

: atin,

A cany of this letter and enclosure is being mailed to your west couse
address:

U. S. Occanography
P, QO. Box 81626
Sen Diego, Califoraja 92133

If you have any questions regarding the above, do not hesitate to contact
this office.

4 Sincerely,

A. D. Utara
Commander, U. S. Coast Guard
Officer in Charge
Marine Inspection

Encl: {1) OCHI 30 Oct 79 tr
to Dept. of Energy
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(516) 345s,
Medical Department FIS 6667 3577

December 12, 1979
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Bruce Wachholz, Ph.D.

Division of Biomedical

‘and Environmental Resources

US Department of Energy

Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Bruce:

I appreciate your frank comments about my leadership as the principal investi-

gator for the Marshall Islands Study for BNL over the last ten months. The primary

problems seem to be procedural and the fact that I seem to "“overreact" to admin-

istrative problems (to use a kind word). I feel this is a tremendous program with

unique potential for quality work and growth; I am afraid I see red when someone

fails to give it adequate support. I have thought a great deal about your comments

for I value them. I thought I would try to respond to them in this letter. dn

going through my files, I have attempted to document for you the number of times

with specific dates and quotes where I have attempted to get some action via the “.

appropriate channels of the system (ie, headquarters -- Las Vegas ~- PASO) without

success.You mentioned that I should have contacted the Las vegas office with these -

complaints, A review of the enclosures will reveal that I have been in constant

contact with Roger Ray since shortly after I took the program over. He has failed

to answer any of my complaints or to attempt to set up a problem solving meeting.

As you can See, I have also had multiple correspondence and conversations with

Bill Stanley and Harry Brown over the last year. I think it is obvious that I

considered Bill Stanley a mediator up until a short time ago.

 

 

After your appointment as coordinator I though I made it clear that some very

“serious policy and procedural matters were brewing and I have repeatedly asked, -over

the last months for a meeting of all the principals so we could straighten these

problems out. I sure as hell don't like to operate under these constraints, and I

am equally sure DOE would like to solve them as soon as possible.

To be more specific and chronologic,‘ I offer the followingproof of my attempts

to deal within the system. In my first trip report, two months after I took over

the program, I detailed some serious operational, safety and administrative problems 74
concerning the performance of Harry Brown (Enclosure 1 - January-February Trip report2-4

®t is obvious from the length and detail of this report thatkr considered the ship's

logistic support _on that survey to be inadequate. I presented all of the observations
and opinions, in writing, in a rough draft, to Mr. Stanley, Mr. Brown and Mr. Ray.

{ did this specifically to alert them to the problems, as I saw them, prior to the

Users Conference that was scheduled for February 28, 1979, in Livermore, California.



?

Bruce Wachholz, Ph.D.
December 12, 1979

Page two...

”anticipated that a’ very difficult administrative prob em-would develop.during the
‘Users Conference, since Mr. Otterman had been invited. {I * requested that the concerned

DOE representatives have a preliminary meetingat Livermore, prior to the conference

YEasattempt to resolve these problemsfand, not to use the conference itself as a forum
for the discussion of the details of the sucvey. Unfortunately, we were unable to

accomplish this. I can expand on why this was not accomplished, if necessary?” L

think this is the proper time and place to expand on whyI was unable to meet with

the DOF representatives prior to the February ship's Users conference. I checked

into the Livermore Motel at 2:00 P.M., awaiting the DOE group. At 6:30 P.M., I had

dinner and returned to my room. In the process, I checked at the desk for any

Messayes -~ they had none. I then wnt to my room and waited until 11:00 P.M., calling

the desk repeatedly for any messages with no luck. Finally at 11, I went into the

bar and found Chuck Otterman, Roger Ray, Bill Stanley, Harry Brown, Bill Robeson

and vic Noshkin having a great party. Roger Ray was so intfoxicated it was impossible

to converse with him, in fact, he could hardly stand up. I asked Bill Stanley if
he wanted to convene the meeting -- he thought we ought to skip it! That is exactly

what happened on my first attempt to follow the line of command and to proceed in an

orderly manner.

The next attempt occurred on March 29, 1979, in Walter Weyzen's office in German-

town. Copies of my trip report had been sent throughout the Las Vegas - PASO admin-

istrative chain. Walter recognized the problems were severe and summoned Roger Ray

and Bill Stanley to headquarters to discuss the discrepancies. Your DOE legal counsel

was there. We met for three hours. I am sure Walter remembers the meeting well.

Roger Ray stated that the ship cannon was probably some sort of signalling device.

He said it seriously but none of the participants could believe he meant it. I am

enclosing my letter of June 25 to Bill Stanley referring to that meeting (enclosure 2).

As you re-read it, I think you can see that I was still trying to work within the sys-

tem -- a copy went to Roger Ray.

 

You seem to indicate that. the problems are "personality conflicts" between Roger

Ray and myself. {Do you know that Dr. K. Knudsen repeatedly complained to Dr. Conard TAB

“that Roger Ray interfered in the program and he also insisted that Mr. Ray's position 19
;be clarified concerning programmatic interference. On another occasion, Roger Ray

kept Dr. Bond and Dr. Burr waiting several hours in Majuro in 1977, at the time of
medical negotiations for expanded care. They cooled their heels while Mr. Ray

negotiated medical policy with the Marshallese government. I am enclosing a copy of

Dr. Knudsen's letter of resignation (which he never submitted) so that you can

understand that this problem is not unique with me. !' Harry Brown is Mr. Ray's protege;

they act in unison...so I hold Mr. Ray responsible for Mr. Brown's transgressions.
I use the word transgressions in the true sense ("exceeding of due bounds or limits")

These acts were not just "goofs". They were calculated decisions of a reasonably

intelligent man. Would you pleas call Walter and ask him his opinion of Mr. Ray?
He told me that Mr. Ray frequently injected himself into areas that were not his con-

cern and that Walter was "sick of it". I do not blame him. I treasure the support

I received from Walter.

Now‘ we get down to.the crux of the matter. After attempting, repeatedly, to.

ayork ‘through the system, Iconsciously took a course of action. I knew would get’

some results. My letters to Cdr. Utara and Gen. Gates were designed to prodnce

exactly the results the acheived. I will be dilighted to discuss this set of actions

with Ms. Clusen or anyone you feel is interested in the evolution of the problems.



«

Bruce Wachholz, Ph.D.

December 12, 1979

Page three...

The BNL Medical team has a number of goals; they are important to the Marshallese and

to me, personally. I simply cannot sit by while Roger Ray's interference impedes this
program, as long as I am principal investigator. As I mentioned in the hall, some
thought might be given to turning the entire logistic package over to BNL. It makes

a great deal of sense and would certainly solve this problem. We could handle our

logisite support from BNL by hiring a full time man in Honolulu and another on

Kwajalein. I have outstanding candidates for both positions. They have both told

me they would like to come to work for the Marshall Islands Study at BNL and both

are familiar with the program and the field operations. In reality, I don't think

we can deny that this program is growing rapidly. The probability is 998+ that

Likiep will need to be picked up as a part of the study. When this happens, Ailuk

and Mejit will, of course, be suspect. Then Wotje will need to be surveyed to find

a clear perimeter. It then becomes apparent that the medical survey will require

the full time support of an adequate vessel. I am sure that BNL could find such a

vessel, given adequate funding. This ship should be obtained on full support

contract, ie, crewed, supplied, etc.

 

I realize fully that other labs are working under DOE contract in the Pacific.
I anticipate that with the completion of the work on Enewetak that there will he a

significant reduction in the load on PASO. Could support be offered from Las Vegas,

via contract with Holmes and Narver in Hono (as is currently the case) but with a

significant reduction in overhead? JfeelthatLLLwithBillRobesonandVicNoshkin

are doing outstanding work, but I doubt if their role will expand as rapidly as the

mInedical and whole body counting programs will grow. I do not know what their future
plans are but again, this just emphasizes the need for a meeting of the principal

investigators to discuss the scientific program ~- to he followed by a logistic planning
conference, to spell out, in detail, how we can assist each other. Bruce, I have been

asking for just such a meeting since my initial consultant evaluation, prior to join-
ing BNL. have written about all of these problems, ad nauseum, since i977] and

asked for positive steps toward resolution. It therefore comes as somewhat of a

surprise to hear that I have failed to keep DOE advised and that the "magnitude" of

the problems have just emerged.

I agree with you’ completely that DOE - Las Vegas and PASO deserve their "day in

court". But, I think that day should lead to a joint meeting where we can both

present ouridocumented evidence; -we_shouldnotaccept undocumented accusations or
complaints. JI hope this letter will reach you before the meeting of the week of

December 17. I think there are some new perspectives that might not have surfaced

in prior correspondence. Thanks again for hearing me out.

Sincerely,

Bhik
Hugh S. Pratt, M.D.
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BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY,

MEMORANDUM

pate: March 22, 1979

To: E. P. Cronkite

*.. ns oo a
> LnwedFROM: H. S. Pratt A. 4 - '

 

suaJEcT; Summary of the Problems Encountered
in the January-February 1979 BNL

Marshall Island Medical Survey é

As you requested at our meeting this morning, & have prepared a summary

of some of the more serious deficiencies in the logistic support provided for @

the Marshall Island program during our recent survey. +I feel the primary con~
cern for BNL involves the safety of the scientific party and the_gdministrative/

public relations postureof the ILS. Oceanography (Lictanur Operator) in relation

“totheDepartmentofEnergy/BNL. in the arca of maritime problems/ship safety,
the following items were of particular importance:

1. There were no fire extinguishers in the medical berthing area.

2. Egress from the overcrowded medical berthing area led through a

single, heavy, watertight hatch into the x-ray/laboratory area (a high hazard
area ~ containing high voltage and flammable chemicals), up a ladder forward

into the forecastle, and then aft onto the well deck. Since there is no outside

ventilation provided to the berthing area, a fire In either hold number one or

number two would have quickly led to asphyxiation of the scientific team.

3. The single, watertight hatch leading from hold number two to hold
number one was heayy, and swung violently with pitching and rolling of the ship.
There was no provision for securing this hatch in the open position until a

jury-rigged line was attached to the adjacent bulkhead.

4. Throughout the entire cruise, no organized safety drill or instructions
were given by the ship to the medical party. We were not informed as to where

the life belts were stored nor how to use the life raft (many of the medical team
were weak or non-swimmers).

5. The outboard passageways, both port and starboard on the main deck level,

required climbing over a totally~exposed fore and aft ladder with no safety lines.

6. From the habitability standards, the enclosed pictures of the bunking

areas demonstrate the extreme crowding. The bunk beneath the air conditioning

unit was repeatedly drenched with cold water if the ship were rolling at all.
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E. P. Cronkite
Page Two ,

7. Because of the lack of adequate pilotage, the ship was steered over

the reef approximately 200 yards south of the mouth of the Utirik Pass.

Fortunately, due to extremely high tide and weather conditions, the ship was

able to clear the reef without incident.

In the area of administration/public relations, two of the most dis-
tressing problems arose during the Rongelap Survey, they were:

1. The ship carried a cannon; a close replica of the old boarding cannon
used on sailing ships to protect the gangway. This cannon was mounted just

forward of the gangway on the starboard side. The cannon was fired twice on

February 6th and again on the evening of February 7th. Yollowing the firing

on the 7th, a seven-year-vld child on Rongelap stated that he was struck by a
projectile from the cannon. Apparently, another child had thrown a rock at
the time the cannon was fired, striking the boy in the back, and this was inter-
preted as the injury from the cannon blast. The cannon itself was loaded with
tin foil and other non-hazardous material. The problems generated by this
pseudo—bombardment of the island jeopardize the philosophy of the peaceful

medical evaluation of the people of this island previously injured by the U.S,
weapons test. Mr. Otterman {the owmer of U.S. Oceanographies) made the decision
to fire the cannon and the acceptance of this action by the Department of Energy's

liaison representative, Mr. Brown, I am afraid seriously compromised the
credibility of the survey, even though, apparently, no serious physical damage

was done.

2. It was the decision of the medical team that we would begin a nutri-

tional program aimed at reducing the amount of free sugar consumed in the
islands. We, therefore, purposely refrained from handing out candies and other
sugars. Contrary to this policy, the owner of the ship along with the DOE ;

liaison representative went ashore and were passing out candy. It was difficult

to explain to the people of Rongelap, as well as to the owner of the ship, the
reasons for this medical decision. However, diabetes, exogenous obesity, and

dental caries are probably the three most serious medical problems in these
islands.

In conclusion, a complete review of the trip report will reveal that there
were serious materiel deficiences, as well as procedural difficulties, between

the contractor and the medical survey team. I feel that prior to further uti-
lization of this ship there should be a meeting to more closely coordinate the
administrative effort so that these problems do not arise in the field, and
that the material/safety sae. Fully corregted prior to any Further
utilization. _

type.= Tey
bwa Hugh Sy Pratt, M.D.

Director, Marshall Island Studies
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TRIP REPORT

March 14, 1979

_

Mr. William Stanley

Director, PASO/DOE wet

P.O. Box 29939

Honolulu, Hawaii 96820

wae CH

a inv

Dear Mr. Stanley:

Trip Report for the first 1979 medical survey of the Marshall Islands

Purpose: The medical surveillance and primary care of pattents ex-

posed to the 1954 nuclear accidentand to a comparable cantrol group on

Rongelap. In addition, sick call was held whenever possible on Majuro,

Ebeye, Rongelap and Utirik.. ..

ScheduleandParticipants: Please see Table 1 :

LogisticSupport:

A number of serious Problens were encountered in the services pro-

vided both by U.S. Oceanography and” the DOE Coordinator. These problems

involved errors of omission and comission. The problems will be categorized

as follows: 1) charter/contract deficiencies; 2) maritime problems - ship

safety/ship handling; 3) DOE/PASO liaison - adwinisLlrative; 4) medical team

problems.

As an introduction to this very complex set of interacting problems, I

think a few initial comments would be of assistance. On my way to the Marshall

Islands on January 11, 1979, I stopped by the DOE/PASO office in Honalulu for

a conference with Mr. Stanley and Mr. Harry Brown concerning the forthcoming

survey. At that time the ship was in harbor in Honolulu and at no time

during that long meeting was I informed of any changes in the basic operation

plans as previously outlincd in San Dicgo, Even though at that time a number

Strasse
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of major operational changes had been instituted. On January 26th, Mr. Otter-

man and HWaxry Brown arxived in Kwajalein via MAC. I was requested by Mr. Brown

to "keep the medical survey team away from the ship" for a period of three days

duc to the hazardous conditions posed by off-loading a large amount of equip-

ment. On January 29th, Mr. Otterman, Mr. Brown and I mct aboard the ship; at

this time I was informed of major changes in the logistic support for the forth-

coming survey.

1. Charter/Contract Deficiencies: During the initial contract negotia- 

tions in San Diego, Mr. Otterman presented a brochure outlining his proposed
e .

method of operation for transferring patients from ship to shore. I assumed

since he was an experienced naritine contractor, that he had studied the charts

carefully and knew of the existing oceanographic charactoristics of the beaches

he was attempting to approach. In essence, what he proposed was bringtng the

ship as close as possible to the shore, bow on, and then positioning a set of

barges to provide a walk-on capability for the paticnts from the island. I

informed him at the time that the beach was extremely shallow at Utirik. I

asked him specifically "what was the minimum draft, forward obtainable by

trimming the ship? He indicated that he could reduce the forward draft to four

feet. (Please see enclosure 1, copies of his initial proposal.) During those

initial negotiations, I had indicated both to Harry Brown and to Wayne Munk

from Nolmes & Narver that I considered the ship marginal in size but that the

walk-on capability swung the decision in favor of U.S. Oceanuyraphy. Therefore,

any change in that plan of operation should have been transmitted to me im-

mediately. It was not. During our initial discussion on 29 January, I was

informed thot if I "insisted" on using the barge concept there would be a two

to three week delay in the sailing of the ship. Since we were already four
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days behind schedule and our medical consultants were due to arrive on the 31st

of January, the prospect of holding the consultants for a two to three’ weck

period was untenable. We were forced to devise an alternate plan, That plan

included fabricating a semi-stable 8 x 8' platform to be located undar the

gangway and utilizing Boston Whalers to pick the patients up on shore and trans~

fer them to the platform. U.S. Oceanography had listed two whalers as ships

equipment. Those whalers were not brought with the ship to Kwajalein. Again,

a deficiency in the initial contract. They relied upon the DOF whalers that

were located at Kwajalein. ‘hose two whalers, I had been previously inforned

by The Global Marine Dapt., were’ in "bad shape." One of them was declared

"unsafe" bacause ef worn steering cables. These were the whalers that they

proposed using for patient transfor. I was avare that the ship Nad been in

harber in Honolulu for about 24 days. During this period of time, I feel an

effort should have been made to muke the necessary modifications to carry the

barges. Instead, this time was utilized to install such "critical" items as

a large automatic ice machine which was not required for the medical mission

at all, and a gas barbecue grill.

A second deficiency involved the rigging of protective canvas for the

medical staff and the patients. In San Dicgo, during our preliminary talks,

we agreed that a canvas cover should he rigged from just forward of the wheel

house to the forward part of the well deck to provide shade and rain shelter

for both the patients and the medical teams working in exposed areas. No

provision had been made for such protection and during the entire survey bits

and pieces of canvas and plywood were used in a haphazard manner to attempt

to give cover. On all occasions the cover leaked, providing a number of

problems for laboratory personnel and to the stafE in the open areas. The

medical party's dining area was on the 01 level aft. A canvas £ly had been
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xigged over this area but it was open on all sides... Since we were operating

with constant trade winds varying from 10 to 30 knots, any xain was driven

horizontally across this deck rendering the area virtually unusable @uring the

Erequent showers we encountered,

During our initial discussions in San Dleyo, I emphasized the fact that

on large medical. surveys there was the distinct possibility that we would have

at least 18 scientific personnel aboard and would, in addition, probably pick

up one ox two medical evacuations at a minimun, for a total of 20 required

berthing arcas, Somehow during the contract negotiations, this fiqure was

reduced to twolve and I was never notified of this change. During the initial

discussions plans for a waiting bench to be installed in the forecastle were

included for the use of patiénts waiting to be x-rayed. whis bench was never

installed. My original plans for the berthing areca included provisions for

showering and shaving for the medical party apart. from the paticnt cxamination

area. These plans again wore altered (please sec ship plans) and the final

arrangement was for our entire inedical party of 14 to use one head, one shower

and one shaving mirror. This presanted serious problems when everyone arose

at the same time and attempted to get ready for the days examinations. 'The

ship's brochure (enclosure 1) stated a two ton freezer capacity. Apparently

this capacity was sacrificed in the conversion of holds 1 and 2, leaving us

with inadequate cold storage space and much of the fresh fruit that we were

carrying to the outer islands as gifts for the study group rotted in transit.

2. Maritime Problems/ Ships Safety: Throughout the entire cruise, no
 

organized safety drill or instructions were given by the ship to the medical

party. We were not informed as to where the life. vests were stored nor how

to usec the life rafts (many of the medical team were woak- or non-swimmers) .

There were no fire extinguishers in the medical berthing area. Egress

90925741
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from the berthing area (hold #2) was through one heavy water-tight hatch lead-

ing forward through a high hazard area, i.e., x-ray and laboratory areas

(containing flamable chemicals and high voltage), then up a ladder and aft

onto the well deck, A second hatch leading aft went through a cluttered

machine shop, into a battery room with no egress. There was no outside

ventilation into the berthing area that I could find. The water-tight hatch

controlling access to the medical berthing area had no latch. When trying

to pass through the hatch in high seas, the heavy hatch would swing violently.

A piece of cord was finally tied to the hatch to keep it open. ‘rhe outboard

passageways, both port and starboard: on the. main deck level required climbiny

over a tetallyexposed fore and aft ladder with no safety lines. Since our

passage was in heavy weather with severe rolling and pitching, we could casily

have lost one of our party over the side and never have missed him (sce

pictures). From the health standpoint, the berthing arca was inadequate. One

bunk was under an airconditioning unit and thronghout the first night at sea

that bunk was drenched about every 30 minutes by 2-4 ounces of ice cold water.

In addition, Dr. Nicoloff complained repeatedly about the "stagnant air in the

berthing compartinent." The large air conditioning unit which was integral and

recirculating for the compartment rendered the area cither too hot or too cold.

In our preliminary correspondence and in phone conversations with

Mr. Brown in Honolulu I stressed the importance of having an outer island pilot

for the survey and recomnended Mr. Paul LaPoint who has had extensive experience

with previous medical surveys. While in Honolulu, I was informed that a

Nr. deBrum was to serve as outer island pilot. While we were in Kwajalein

we were informed that Mr. deBrum would not be available and Mr. Brown at-

tempted to obtain the services of Mx. LaPoint, unsuccessfully. Therefore,

the ship sailed for the outer islands without an outer islands pilot. The
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3. DOE/PASO Liaison/Administration: The initial breakdown in the PASO/RNL
 

liaison occurred during my visit in Honolulu on January llth. I think that a

number of these problems might have been clarified at that time if they had

becn mentioned, When confronted with a "go ~ no go" situation in Kwajalein

with our volunteer physicians on the way from the United States, I was locked

into a very undesirable course of action from the BNL standpoint. During the

two day loading period before we sailed, it quickly became apparent that

Mr. Otterman, who was functioning as the Captain of the ship (although he wis

not the registered master of the ship) was extreinely upset about the volune

of supplies that were being loaded by the medical team. T assumed at this

time that Mr. Otterman was amaware of the logistic letter that I had sent to

the PASO office in Novenber, 1978, listing exactly what supplics were to bea

carried. Mr. Brown tells me that he passed this letter on to Mr. Ottemnan.

Mr. Otterman scemed quite surprised at the volume of material that was presented

for storage. Because of inadequate storage space aboard the ship he insisted

that the food gifts, many of which were perishable, be placed in the medical

party's berthing area, leaving no storage space for personal gear, They sugy-

gested that we store anything we wanted to take along for the two week survey

in laundry bags.

Yhe housekeeping logistics for the survey have always been the ship's

responsibility, including all linens. After we'd sailed, we found that no

towels had been provided for the medical partly and we had to break open our

medical supply chest and use medical towels for our personal. use, and we were

still short.

On the return trip to Kwajalein from Utirik we were carrying a pre-eclamptic

lady as a medical evacuation and at about 2230 in the evening she delivered her

child at sea, under adverse conditions. The patient's mother was accompanying
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Marshallese members of the medical team were asked to serve unofficially as guides

when enteriny the pass at Rongelap and Utirik. I was unaware of this request.

This is not their function and they were placed in a difficult positian because

of this request. The pass at Utirik is difficult for an experienced Marshallasn

navigator. We approached that pass in the early afternoon with yood visibility,

about a 2' sea, and just before high tide. As the ship approached the recf we

noted a red fiberglass boat which I recoynized as belonging to the island of

Utirik approaching across the atoll. The boat was also spotted by Mr. Ottbercam

who was conning the ship and by the navigator who was on the roof of the pilot

house. The small Marshallese,boat could have closed with the ship within 29 to

30 minutes if we had held our position outside the atoll. Howover, the decision

was made to proceed without adequate pilotage. The ship missed the Utirik pass,

passing over the reef approximately 200 yards south. Mr. Otherxman claims that

the ship went through the pass. I can provide at least five affidavits fron

people who have been in and out of that pass repeatedly that we were well south

of the pass and passed over the reef. Luckily, the ship draws only about 8' of

water and with an exceptionally high tide we were able to get over the reef

without encountering any obstructions. This set of circumstances is fortuitous

and, in light of the ready availability of a knowledgeable Utirik pilot, showed

verypoormaritimejudgment. After we crossed the reef, the ship dropped anchor

and the Marshallese boat tied up astern. Five Marshallese were in the boat.

They were not invited aboard - a common courtesy on any ship. Finally, one man

was asked aboard to serve as pilot across the atoll. I later fownd out that the

man at the tiller of the Marshallese boat was the new magistrate of the island.

I found this a breach of common courtesy and very embarrassing to the inedical

survey.
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her, After the child was delivered, the grandmother took charge of the baby

until she became seasick, Both of the physicians who delivered the baby had

previously become seasick and at this point in time, I sugyested to Mr. Brown

that the ship alter course since we were running downwind in a quartering sea,

to head for Roi Namur. This course change would have put .us on a course

almost dead ahead of the wind and given both the patients and the iredical tean

a wach smoother ride. Mr. Brown apparently considered the idea but no change

in course was ordered. I don't know if any recommendation was passed to the

ship's crew. Thereafter, the ship followed the longest approach route to

Kvajalein, estimatedto be ‘4 hours longer than entry through Bigej channel pass.

One of the most distregsing problems concerning the adwinistrative/public

.

relations aspect of this survey occurred during our stay at Rongelap. For

some unexplained reason, the ship carricd a cannon; a close replica of the old

boarding cannons used on-sailing ships to protect the gangway. The cannon was

mounted just forward of the gangway on the starbaard side. On February 6th,

1979, sometime after 2100, the cannon was fired twice (I understand with a half

pound of black powder). ‘he cannon, I was informed, was loaded with "toilet |

paper and tin foil" and was fired aft. Since the starboard side of the ship

was parallel with the shore, the flash must have been directed towards some part

of the island. I was asleep in hold #2 at the tims and didn't perceive the

noise as a cannon shot. On February 7th, 1979, the cannon was fired once, again

after 2100, with the same load. Wowever, on this occasion, immediately after

the boom, a seven year old child on Rongelap cried out and stated that he was

struck by a projectile from the cannon. (Please see enclosure 2.) I understand

that he continued to cry for some time. Again, I was helow deck and asleep and léA
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episode the following morning, I asked for a conference with Mr. Brown and

Mr. Otterman and asked for some explanation. Mr. Brown stated that "the hoy

was lying" and appeared upsel because I was questioning him about this mattec.

He stated that he had checked with the magistrate and that "there was no problem."

I then checked with the magistrate and he said "to forget it, no harm was done."

I asked to see the boy and his father to apologize but the magistrate indicated

that this wasn't necessary - that the boy was his nephew, and that he had taken

care of the problem.

Another serious problem involving administration/public relations that

developed on Ronyelap involved the distribution of candy ashore by Mr. Ottexman.

Three of the most serious conditions encountered in the Marshallese are matnrity

onset diabetes, severe dental caries and exogenous obesity. The medical group

had discussed these problems at some length and in our preplanning had decided

that we would restrict, as far as possible, the delivery of free sugars in the

form of candy to the people. This decision was the foundation of our initial

nutritional educational program and was an integral part of the medical care of

this survey. I think it was on the second day of our visit to Rongelap that I

noticed Mr. Otterman standing on the beach surrounded by children passing out

something from a bag. I left the screening process aboard ship and went ashore

and found that Mr. Ottexman was passing out candy and chewiny gum to the children.

I asked him if he would discontinue the gifts until Mr. Brown and I had a chance

to discuss the matter. Shortly thereafter, I located Mr. Brown ashore and informed

him of the problem. At this point he became visibly agitated and he requested

that I put my request "in writing." I returned to the ship and did so. Shortly

thereafter, Mr. Otterman, Mr. Brown and I had a discussion involving the type of

foodstuffs that were to be presented as gifts to the islanders.

It would appear, superficially, that this is an insignificant problem,
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however it xepresents the lack of communication that existed between the medical

survey group, DOE liaison and the ships’ company, The simple act of passing out

candy compromised the beginning of a highly important nutritional cducational

program. Since there had been insufficient time to begin the comprehensive

educational program that was necessary to explain the reasons for withholding

"candy" from the group (the Marshallese did not understand why the medical group

was depriving them of their "sweets"). I was informed by our Marshallese nurse

that the people of the island were perplexed by the apparent luck of comaunica~

tion and different philosophies exhibited by the medical survey party and the

ship's company. They perceived these differences,most directly by the cannon -

incident und by the dispute over the distribution of candy as gifts. This

obvious division in goals and methods, I think, was detrimental to the credibility
a ie

of both the medical survey team and the Department of Energy in general. I had

previously pointed out to the members of the medical team that our mission had

two major goals. Whe first was obviously the medical survey goals that we were

attenpting to achieve, but equally important was our public relations stature.

I think a review of past performance of this program has revealed that the medical

care has been execllent but there have been major problems that have arisen in

the public relations area. I consider this a very important aspect of the

Marshall Islands medical survey. Duriny this survey that public relations effort

was compromised.

4. Medical TeamProblems: Both Mr. Brown and Mr. Otterman were aware of

my probloms with the Resident Physician and my attempts to solve those problens.

On the last day at Utirik, I went ashore and spent 4 hours at sick call assisted

by Dr, John Taman. We delivered a large amount of drugs and medical equipisent

and supplies to the Health Aide. When I left at noon, at least 20 patients

were still waiting. I seriously regretted leaving them but I had been informed

3052 t
a
l
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by Mr. Otterman on the prior day that a large storm was moving toward Utirik

and he advised leaving a day ahead of our scheduled departure. I agreed to

this for two reasons, First, we had discovercd a pre-cclamptic lady who

needed ta be evacuated to Kwajalein as soon as possible - with the least

amount of trauma, and second, because we were aware that a tropical storm had

doveloped south of Kwajalein and the deteriorating weather, in Mr. Otterman's

judgment, might hit Utirik and present some problems for the ship. An

additional problem that developed because of our hasty departure involved a

"going away party" Scheduled to be given for the medical team by the people

of Utirik. We attempted to have a combined BNL/island party the evening

before departure but the magistrate had nol understood that we wore leaving

early, the resulting confusion again compromised the credibility of the

medical group.

SUMMARY OF SHTPS LOGISUIC RUPORTL

It's obvious from the length and detail of this report that I consider

the ship loyistic support for the January-February medical survey to be

inadequate. I have presented all of the foregoing observations and opinions

in writing, in a rough draft, to Mr. Stanley, Mr. Brown and Mr. Ray. TI dia

this specifically to alert thein to the problems, as I saw them, prior to the

Users Conference that was scheduled for February 28th, in Liverinore, California.

I anticipated thata very delicate administrative problem would develop during

the Users Conference since Mr. Otterman had been invited to that conference.

I requested that the concerned DOK representatives have a preliminary mecting

at Livermore, prior to the conference, to attempt to resolve these problems

and not to use the conference itself ag a forum For the discussion of the

details of the survey. Unfortunately, we were unable to accomplish this. I

can expand on why this was not accomplished if necessary. During the Users
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Conference, I was asked tf I felt that tho ship was adequate for future medical

surveys and I indicated thal, banned on past expertonces and performance, I aid

not feel thal it would be suitable. The Users Conference wes Lherefore adjournczd

and Tir, Ray, Me. Stanley, Mr. Brown, and i had lunch together. During this

period of time, it was apparent thal there was a strong desire by the nor group

to renew the U.S. Oceanegraphy conleact. To understand their protlam from a

procurccment and fiscal standpoint, but the problens that developed iuvolved

both signifiLcank material changes aboard the ship and some obvious bvhavior.s1

changes by the persemel of U.S. Ocenrograuyhby. TI doubt very seriously iC this

can be accomplished under the proesunk adiaistralive oxrganin idhon.  C veqieshad

a copy of the contract heforu wo Lekb Kviajaletu. TT £inablhy was ellowod toate

a copy in Honolulu on th: way hack from the mnvey. A carefal rewicw of tue

contract revenls that the anniversacy date is September 1G, 1979, and tk

specifically stiputotes that notification of terminalton of Lhe cont rect past

be given 90 days prior to thak date. This would mean that the Departiaeut of

Energy would need to give written notificatiou on or before fume loth, 1979.

The co-users of the ship poinled out to me the obvieus problems that this

teritination would pose for theix programs. Lf understand the Funding for this

charter has come primarily from the Medical Division of DOL and it is my firs

opinion that this ship will be unsuitable for any extended use by the modical

program. L have agreed to an anterin schedule for the medical survey schechiled

for May 2G - June A3Bth. Vhis survey wild be entirely different than the

January-February Survey in that almost the entire program will be shore based,

rather than ship based, and will be devoted primarily to pediatric consultation

and sick call. In addition, the medical party will be considerably siaallor

than the previous swevey.
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SUMMARY OF MEDTCAT. SURVEY

From a midical standpoint, the January-February survey was a very

productive one. We saw a total of 500 patients. From this group wo

identified eleven new pakients with thyroid nojtules. Most of these

putionts will be suheduled to return to the United Slaten for evatuakion

and peobible surgery. In addition, we found a siqnificauk nowber of

ancillary primuy cave poobtems that wore treated to lhe boot of our

ability, and those cases Lhab neodeal further troatment wore cafectod
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TRIP REPORT

Brookhaven National Laboratory - Narshall Islands Survey

May - June 1979

The second Brookhaven National Laboratory survey of the Marshall Islands

in calendar 1979 covered the period From carly May through mid-June. (Please.

ane ws ut t auilews, bor
see Enclosure I for itinerary of participants). lan ott ,

a 4

   ‘This survey was unique in that we had bee sked to include physical

examinations for the people of Bikini’ - living on Majuro - in addition to the

regular study group. The addition of the group greatly expanded the Logistic

requirements of the survey. We had originally planned for a pediatric survey,

sick call, and selected thyroid re-examination of Lhe exposed and the coiu-

parison populations. The Bikini group received the complete workup dusigned

for the study group. This workup required the assistance of two additional.

physicians, two technicians, and one administrative assistaut.

A new precedent had been eskablished by the whole-body counting group

shortly before this survey of grant ing, reimbursement to the Bikinians conus,

from Edgit Island for the studies. Each of these patients was to receive $10

for transportation and meals, however, apparently people other than Edgit

people received compensation and it finally became a standard procedure to

pay all patients $10 going through the whole-body counter.

An attempt was made to integrate the whole-body counting visit with the

medical examinations but severe scheduling problems arose, reyuiting several

visits, and payments to many Bikinians. A total of 102 Hikinians were seon

by_themedicalexaminationteam, Some of these patients required several

re-appointments to complete their cxaainations. Phe mechanisms and guidelines

for the reimbursement of this proup peeds a careful reevaluation and a formal.
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The medical survey group spent one week in Majuro and then moved on to

Ebeye for 343 days. Dr. Don Paglia unfortunately fractured his foot on the

last day in Najuvo and returned to the United States on May 25th. Dr. Pratt

and Dr. John Laman (Nacshallese Medical Officer) performed a sick call while

Dc. Conard sereened thyroids and Dr. Patricia Sullivan cared for the pediatric

patients. On May 25th Dr. Jacob Rabbins arrived to join the party for the

outer-island survey. (Please see Enclosure TI for a tabulation of patients

seen for thyrotd screening) . Dr. Conard and Dr. Robbins confined their

examinations to the thyroid. Drs. Pratt and Laman saw all other medical

problems including Full examinations of those patients found to have thyroid

nodules that might require surgery.

Dr. Sullivan continued to see between 25-40 patients per day in the

pediatric ase group. Unfortunately, duo to the large number of children,

complete pediatric coverage was tiapossihle. We have assured the study goroup

that a pediatrician will be xeeruited to complete the cxamination in the

September-October Survey (Please sce Enclosure I1f for a tabulation of the

pediatric examinations). On May 25th Uc. Wayne Munk (Holmes & Narver)

arrived to accompany the outer-islands survey. The ship sailed the following

day for Rongelap.

The support given to the Brookhaven National Laboratory medical team

by the crew of the Litkanur IT and Mr. Munk was outstanding. The multiple

discrepancies noted in my previous trip report had either been fixed or

some corrective action had been taken (in most cases). Throughout the

ship-based portion of the survey, the ship's crew and the medical party

functioned as a unit. The Captain (Keith Coberly, Master) of the ship

possessed the requtred certification as a Master (per Brookhaven Nationat

Laboratory's Occupational Wealth and Safety Cuide, dated Feb. 8, 1979,
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entitled “Marine Safety", please see Enclosure IV} and his pleasant person--

ality and able seamanship greatly assisted the BNL team. Mr. Munk was of

great assistance in the survey as liaison between BNL ans U.S. Oceanography.

Because of the unique logistic requirements of this survey, c.g., we needed

to pick up, at each island, all patLents who might. requive surgery, the

ship on the final leg from Utirik to Wotje and finally to Kwajalein was

overloaded. (It had been my opinion gince the origiual contract negotiation

that this ship was marginal for support of the medical proparam.) Even with

the partial correction of the prior deficiencies, the habitabili of the

     Spaces assigned to the medical survey party was/unsatisfactory, fe had 2a

“number of small epidemics of upper respiratory infections and viral gastra-

intestinal illnesses during the trip due primarily to crowding du the

berthing areas (please see Enelosure V). With the inevitable expansion of

each succeeding medical survey this problem will quickly become the limiting
 

Fact

I apreed to an fintexim)xenewal of the ship's contract for this year

  some more switahble means of support was ebtained with the understanding

hat the present ship will compromise the medical mission during the remainder
aee ae 

 

of calendar 1979 and eacly 1980. “The reasons for, and characteristics of,

the replacement support system should be discussed at the Department of

Energy as soon as possible. ; —

  
Upon returning to Kwajalein we vere met by Dr. Brown Dobyns, Professor

of Surgery, Case Western Reserve University who is one of the nation's

leading thyroid surgeons to review all of the possible surgical cases along

with Drs. Conard and Robbins. YFourtcen patients were selected to return to

the United States for workup at Brookhaven National. Laboratory aid thyrold

surpery at Cleveland during, June and July of 1979. In addition to the
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thyroid patients, four emergency medical evacuations were brought in fram the

outer islands. ‘The addition of 18 Marshallese patients presented scrlous

problems to the ship in regards to sleeping arcas and food. I was informed

by Mr. Munk that the ship was “almost out of food" when we returned to

Kwa} alein,

A few minor problems in ship support developed during the voyage. They

were: 1) The cook was very susceptible ta seasickness and very little food

was provided while the ship was widerway. His cooking at anchor or at dockside

was superb. 2) The main hatch dog for the watertight hatch between the

medical berthing area and the head was fabricated from light strap aluutnun.

It bent as soon as the ship began to roll heavily and the weight of the door,

smashing against the insulated bulkhead dented it badly. Again, the: hatch

presented a hazard to the medical party in the berthing areca. 3) A second

watertight hatch leading from the forecastle to the well deck was also secured

inadequately with a Might hook. This heavy hatch again broke loose during

heavy rolling and was finally secured by a line, (Please see Euclosure V, photo-

graphs of latches and bulkheads). 4) ‘The cargo containers (vans), that had

been converted into the medical examination rooms developed a number of severe

leaks during the heavy rains. ‘This restricted our operations on several

occasions. In addition, the canvas cover between the vans also leaked during

heavy rains. <A rerigeiny of the canvas and repatrs of the leaking roof wild

be necessary before the next medical survey.

Summary: In summary, the addition of the Bikinians at the last moment

necessttated the rapid modification of the staffing and logistic plans. These

plans need to be fixed 8-12 weeks before the suxvey to allow for professional

stalf planoiug, £.e. the guest consultants teaching schedules and professional

schedule as well as inaterial lead time. We did the best we could with the
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time alloted. However, two important comnitments were not conpleted or were

completely cancelled. The included: A) adequate Cin numbers) pediatric

coverage. Dr. Sullivan did a superb job on the patients that she was able

to see but many children, especially in the study group at HNajuro, were noc

seen. I have promised the people that we would include a "baby doctor" in

our Soptember-October survey. These were not jin the original plans for that

period. 3B) The Health Education Propram which was an important and integral.

part of our public relations program could not be started during this survey

due to insufficient time and staff. Both of these problems need to be ad-

dressed indepth during the next survey. Additional areas of interest include:

1) ithe reimbursement "policy" for the Bikinians , needs dinmediate written

Department of Energy clarification. 2) Sinvee the medical berthing spaces

 

for staff and paticnts ave brnidequate fre will necd to restrict the seepe af
re, n ee —‘on

  
 

the incdical cxaminations pacieuts ta be seen dn future
   

SUILVOYS E would recommend thet no more than 8 stafE be housed in hold #2.

33 ‘The crew of the bLiktanur Uf as presently constituted, with a licensed

Master, did a fine job. I would strongly recommend that this same tcain

continue to support the medical surveys for the remainder of the contract.
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_Name Date LeftNome

Dr. HW. Pratt May 9, 1979

S. Wyun May 9, 1979

Dr. R. Conard ‘ May 12, 1979

Dr. P. Sullivan May 11, 1979

br. D. Paglia “May 11, 1979

De. J. Robbins May 24, 1979

W. Scott May 7, 1979

Dr. B. Dobyns June 7, 1979

P. Heotis” May 9, 1979

J. Kabua™ May 1, 1979

Dr. J. Taman May 21, 1979

S. Shoniber Hay 21, 1979

qn, Zetkeia May 21, 1979.

< Gideon” May 21, 1979

Yl. Enos May 21, 1979

MAY - JUNE 1979 MARSHALL ISLANDS SURVEY PARTICLUPANTS

 

Stationed at Kwajalein

we
Trust Territory Personnel Stattioned at Majuro

ale de ot
aa

Trust Territory Personnel Stat toned at Ebeye

Nate Returned
 

June 14, 1979

June

June

June

Nay

June

May

June

June

Juoe

Jiu

June

June

Jue

June

lA,

13,

18,

25,

13,

24,

13,

8,
,
9

Lt,

ua,

Ll,

ll,

8,

1979

1979

1979

1979

1979
1979

1979

1979

1979

3979

1979

1979

1979

1979
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/ Enclosure II

TUYROLDCASESEXAMENED
Total

Najutro Rongelap froup 12 12

Utirik group 16 16

beye fongelap group 48 48

Utirik group 8 , 8

Rongelap | 25 25

Utirik 61 61

Wotje 61 61

| 231.
 



/ Enclosure 111.

PEDIATREGEXAMLNAYLON

Majuro - Bikinians

Study group

Ebeye (with J. Lamen assisting)

Rongelap

Utirik

Total

a4

15

136

126

97

428
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i Brookhaven National Laboratory Marshall Islands Survey

September-October 1979

Nee’

The third BNL survey of the Marshall. Islands in calendax 1979 covered

the period from carly September through mid October (please see enclosure 1

for itinerary of the participants ),

The goals of this survey were as follows:

1. ‘Yo complete the pediatric exawiuations which had been missed in

the May and June survey.

2. To examine any available study members who had been missed in the

two previous calendar '79 visits.

3. To followup on the 11 patients who had undergone thyroid surpery

in July in Clevelaid.

4. To reexamine the remaining groupof patients who had previously

been noted to have thyroid nodules and to make arrangements for thetr transfer to

BML. and to Cleveland for surgery in October.

5. Yo provide dental extractions for patients in the ouler islands (a

precedent had previously been established for this type of care by the resident

physician, Dr. Knud Knudsen several years ago).

6. Yo provide "reading @lasses" for presbyopie patients (a precedent had

been established for this action over a peritad of many yearsby the opLhalmologist

who had accompanied the major surveys.

7. To begin the health education programs on the outer islands as

requested by the people of those islands.

Table 1 details the number of patients secu on each of the islands and the

type of sexvices rendered.
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TABLE I

SEPTEMBER - OCTORER, 1979~ MARSHALL TSLANDS EXAMS ee rene ee ae 

MF OR Bo _Yotal

PEDIATRIC EXAMS 53 49 7 45 154

PEDIATRIC SICK CALL - 2 4 43

ADULTE EXAMS 3h 18 - 1 53

ADULE SICK CALA 9 5 4b 43 68

DIABETIC SAMPLING 13 16 - ls 33

THYROLD, LAB, X-RAY 9 3 8 4 19

DENTAL. | 19 66 112 patients

_190extractions)
ane eee eee

LOTAL 116 «LLL BOBO ” 4B2

The medical aspects of the survey wont smoothly. \However, a number of serious

administrative problems arose during the course of the survey. I will discuss

in detail the administrative problems and then conclude the report with a sumuiary

of the medical findings and conclusions and recommendations for future studics.

On our way to Majuro I spent a uumber of hours in the P.A.S.O. office talking

to Mr. Harry Brown and Mr. Bill Stanley. Narry indicated that the BNL vholebody

counting trip had been an unqualified Euceess aod provided me with captes of hits

cassette recordings of cach of the meetings that had been held on the outer islands.

We discussed the existing political situation iu Majuyvo and Chroughout the rust

ferritories and Harry gave me his impressions of what we should expect in Muajuro

and Ebeyc,
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On September 8, the medical staff flew to Najuro. [We were met. at the airport

by Bill Scott, the BNL field director, who informed we that there was a serious

problem developing concerning the payment of per diem to patients on the study list.
 
 

At that ttue he provided me with a verbatim copy of a radio announcement that had

been transcribed by Narry Brown and broadcast about three weeks previously over

the Marshall. Islands radio network (please see enclosure 2). In this radio

message Mr. Brown duvited all members of the BNL study group who were Living on

other islands to travel to ctther Majuro or Kbeye for exautnations by the BNL tean.

It also slated that substistauce per diea and travel expenses vould be provided.

‘Tl found this information guilty disturbing because on the previous day T had had

a long discussion with Harry and be failed to mention Lhis very Jrportiat statedert

of policy.. I should cmphasize that over the last year one of the primary= .

administrative goats that Tohliad set for the program docluded clear definition of
eat

the responsibilities for the administration and paymeut of per dicen claims by
   

DOL/LT persomnel--not by BNL. This policy had heen accepted by the PASO office
  

as wold as the NOE central office and BNL. We bad all agreed that administrative

matters of this type would be handled by PASO and that the BNL. medical tean would

take care of the medical aspects of these surveys.

Upon arriving in Majuro and checking in the hotel the manager of the hotel

immediately asked me for over $200 ta settle the hotel bill of a family that had

been waiting in his hotel fer the BNL, medical team. lle slated that. untess le

was redinbursed he would evict the family. Y explained to him the situatton and

he was kind cnough to extend thetr stay until the problem could he resolved with

my guarantee that he would receive payment. °On the followinp morning I attempted

to contact the DOE/DNA representative on Kwajalein, Jim Watt, since there is no

 



 

 

 

direct communication between Majuro and Nonolulu. Our radio communication was

exceedingly poor--I could understand approximately one out of ten words due to

severe static. However, I repeatedly stated to Jim that T needed $1,000.00

immediately wired to the Bank of America in Majuro. jIn addition, I asked him

for immediate guidance from PASO as ta per diem rates and forms and asked who oN

 

was to take care of the administrative end of this per diem problem. During the

remaluing period in Majuro Ut spent approximately 60-90% of my time attempting to

clarify this problem and dealingwith the claimants. To owas unable to reestablish

communication with Kwajalein due to a radto blackout imposed by the Missile Range.

I contacted the manager of the Bank of America in Majuro and was informed that any

"cabled authorization of funds" would be sent to the Bank of America in Cuan and

thea Foruarded hy regular wail to the bank in Majuro. Ne estimated that ait would

be from 4-5 days in transit. ‘This far exceeded our stay du Majuro. On VWeo-dnasday

aftexmoon, during the middle of our stay at Najuro while talking with Judy Mnapp

of Hicronesian Legal Services, she informed me that on the preceding day, while

in the cammmications office, she had obtained a glimpse of a massage directed

to Oscar de Brum, the Chief Secretary of the Marshall Islands, and in the text of

that message she said she saw my name mentioned. She was unaware of the rest of

the content of the message. ‘therefore I went to Mr. de Brum's office and

discovered that he, along with most of the meinbers of the cabinet had left for

 

Enevetak Atoll (the PASO offieco was fully aware that Oscar was on his vay to Fnevetok

at this tlme) for the mid September conference. There was ne one in authority left

in the main administration building. Wowever, J was able Lo find a seerclary in

another area who Sinally agreed to go through Mr. de Brum's message File and after

 

  an lour sha discovered a message From our DOK/PASO office addressed only to Oscar    

de Brum asking him to pass the message _on to me. ‘thal message is enclosed as
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(Enclosure 3). You will note that $2,000, rather than $1,000 had been forwarded
*

and that a‘per diem rate of $27.00/day was arbitrarily set as an unique exemption—

for this group of examinees. Jo asked the secretary For a copy of the message.

She oxpladned to me that the Xerox machines throughout the area were broken and °

therefore she made a handwritten copy of the message, gave me the original copy

aud put the handwritken copy in Oscar de Brun's personal file.

With titis assurance that $2,000.00 vas on its way via the complex Tank of

America route, TI went to the manager of the bank and asked what procedure should

be iustituted to pick up those Funds and make them available for the clatmenats.

He explatued that the chack weuld be addcessed tome porsonally and thet he would

require a letter of assignment from me to the government of the Marshall fstends.

I therefore requested an dinterview with the Minister of Finance and discovered that

he had resigned a few days prior Cinclasure 4). A new Minister of Finance hed

been appointed and Iwas able to contact lim and his assistant, Grant Labaun, on

the following day. After lengthy discussions and negotiations it was decided

that I should complete a letter of assignment (Enc.4A) assipmiveg the cheek to the

Nitijela’general fund and that all per diem claimants would be processed through

the Trust Territory Finance Office. J suggested that sinee this was a "special

case” with a flavite amount of money specifically for pex diem, that a separate

account should be established. The Finance Office stated that this would be

impossible. Therefore il went dmto the General Fund.

not arrived and

 

phen our party finally departed on Friday, the check liad still

Iwas unaware of the total payment of claimants who would be handted under this

Special announcomant.
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Shortly after wo arrived at Mbeye, I was approached by Mr. Joe Saul, a

mauber of our study group whe was a Uealth Aide at Fnivetak Atoll, He had . ‘

traveled to Kwajalein and to Ebeye iv response to Tlarry Brown's message and

was again asking for reimbursament for per diem subsistance and transportation,

Yowever, he wascarrying a different wegsage with an entirely laittorent) per dein

yate of $10.00/day (Enclosure 5). He showad inc this message and tuquired why

his rates were different from the rate paid to the people from Majuro, I told

hin that ¢ could not understand the rationale, but within 3 days a ropresentative

\
from the Doepartinent of Energy would arnive in Kwajalein with fonds to pay the

per diem claims and that he should take the matker up whith the representative at

that tine.

At this pointe LT would Like to caphasisze the facet that in owy preplanuing letter

(Mnelosure 6) for this survey, “I had strongly urged the PASO office ro provide a

DOE representative for the entiretrip. White in Wonolula J discussed this

matter with the PASO staff and after a diseunston with Bruce Wachhols and nil

Stanley, Bill apreed te accompany the survey. Uowever, whon T arrive at Kyvajulein

I received a message (enelosurc 7) thac Bad Stanley would be unable to make it

and that Ted Huravski, a Nolmes and Narver employee, vio had worked as the DOM/DNA

coordinator on Kwajatein, would be the substitute. Again, during tho cxanination

of patients on Ebeye, a larpe pereeutage of my tiie was spent in omplaining to

people why they lid not reeeived their per diem moncy aud attempting to take care

of their housing aud Finanedal needs.

On ‘Thursday, Hr, Muvayvski arrived vith|no funds} and a family [rom one of the

outlying islands was forced to ask for food and shelter from one of their friends

until the PASO representative could provide than with sufficient money. Mr.

Muravski called Yonohidu and had funds authorized and on the following day began

" “ 3 we
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to pay the claims on Ebeye. ‘thereafter things progressed relatively smoothly.

TOfcomplete thecritique of the administrative problems, Mr. Murawski

accompanied us to the outer islands portion of Rongelap and Utirik and although
a  e “a ve a e enpleyec of Holmes and Narve ie is : rrent on thehe is_a_ very capabl pleyece of Holmes and N r, he is not current on the

problems cf compensation, per diem, and the details of the new PL 116.) Thess
  

questions, along with questions as to land custedy were raised on both Rongelap

and Utirik and Nr. Murayski did the best he could under difficult circumstances,

but unfortunately, in many cases had to state that he did not have the answer

to the question but would focward the question to DOM tia Honelutau. t feel he

yas placed in an untenable pasitian by being asked to pive definitive answers

to problems for which he was not prepared,

-~ IT. Political aud Public Relatious Aspects -

tt has been a Longeestallished principle of these surveys for the leader of

the Brookhaven medical team Lo pay a courlesy call on the members of the Marstadl

Islands goverment. During this visit 12 met with and had Jong diseussions with

Oscar de Drum, the Chief Secretary of the Marshall Islands government. During

those discussions he specifically asked we what actions were being contemplated

in Washington reparding the information that Tony de Brum had presented on

Likiap. I informed lvim that To had met with the Tabershaw group and that when I

lefFe the U.S. a proposal was being developed to review the epidentoloric evidence

of an jucreased incidence of thyvoid and birth abnormalities on Likiap. The

following day at noon Osear picked me up ak the hospital and drove inc te the

Vastern Gateway vhere we had dunch with Amata Kabua, the President of the Marchal.

Islands, Amata was particulacly interested in what formal action lad been take

to authorize medical care for the Bilkctinians and was also interested in further

 



 

 

  
detaits about the Tabershaw contract for the evaluation of Likiap. I explain - ‘

\ 3

to him the position that existed when I left the U.S., indicating that no solid : "i

comuitment has been made by the Congress via legislalion for funding to care for |

the Bikinians but that the BNL medical team would continue to take care of them |

on a humanitarian basis as loug as we could afford it. I again repeated the

information L had given Oscar de Brum on the Tabershov proposal. Later on Lhat:

sama day, Iomet with hera Rikton, the Director of the Majuro Hospital. He

indicated that he would loan us the Trust Territory personnel whom ve had requested

iu our preptlanning Jetter, with the exception of Kalman Gideon. Kalman Gideon's

place would be taken by Mamaru Kabua, the yeunper brother of the President of the

Narchall Yslaads, Amata Kabua. He stated that there was a slight problem vith

Hanaru, t.e., “he drank too much" ond that he was sorry to burden ue with his

problem but he recommended that L watch Manarn very carefully during Lhe survey.

T assured him that any drinking that was done uboard ship would be done cin coufiued

spaces and that no Mayvshallese would ever be aware that any member of the scientific

crew had been drinking.

Of auterest, while having breakfast the first morning iu Majuro, ve were

approached by Morley Saler and members of the 60 Ninutes CBS erew (Enclosure 8).

They expressed an interest in our role in Najuro. We gave them a brief survey

of the 25 year history of the BRL medical surveillance program and later on in

the day Mr. Safer, along with his entire crew, appeared in our decrepit ommnining

trailer at the back of the hospital and asked to fiJm a short interview, Since

Jowas faced with the oplion of refusing the juterview and having CBS stand in

front of the Majuro Hospital aud say that PNG had refused Lo allow thetr examination

to be fiimed, or of granting the interview, I chose the latter. The interview

consisted of a short film strip of myself examining a patient under a rather

prdmitive field condition. Dr. Donald Paglia was standing behind the cameraman&
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   during the interview and he stated that he fell the interchange of questions and

answers went well and that no iajor controversies could result from a review of

the film. The Associate Producer of the program was Hrs. Leslie Cockburn. She

f asked me if she could contact me again when 1 reLurned to Nev York, to discuss

the program in moxe depth, She stated that she had previously had several Jong

conversations with Dr. Conard. We had informed me of some of those wrectings.

- ILL. Ship Performance —-

Ga September 21, the ship sailed from Kwajalecia with a full complement of

woedical party persounel. Fvery berth on the ship was occupied and one Marshallese

translater was sleeping on a wattress in one of the examining rooas. We deft

the dock at 1300 and were steaming north Sor Roagetap vhen ve were erdered to

reverse course and returm to Meck Tstaud aud to remain there until released for

Surther steaming, Apparently the ship at that Line was in the dimpact zone of

an incoming missile. The ship therefore steancd back to Meck Island, arriving

at 2200 and held in that position until 0200 when ve were cleared and resured our

trip to Rongelap, On checking with Keith Coberley, the master of the vessel, he

indicated that he had very carefully checked with range control on the day of

our departure aud had indicated our 1900 D.R. position. He was teld that this was

a safeposttion and we could continue without difficulty. Our 1900 position on

the day of departure was actually furthernorth than we had originally predicted

 

and we should have therefore been vell clear of the danger area. Upon returning

to Kwajalein, T immediately contacted range control and discovered that the

mistake had been made by ranse control and not the ship or the captain. We was

entirely corseet in all of his procedures. The result, however, was that we were

V2 hours Jate in reaching Rongelap. During this period of time the ship was in

moderate seas and because of dts reund holtom configuration and its tendency to

 

roll and pitch excessively, practically every member of the medical party was
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eseasick. When we arrived at Rongelap we ware mot by the new clected magistrate.
. \

Jobwe, and his predecessor, Nick. They were very cordlLal and urged. us to set ‘,
" \

up operations in the new dispensary ‘ashore. The ship dimucdiately procured the ’

oid drum raft which had been Jeft on the island. This was placed under the gang-

way and ship-to-shore shuttling began. The only procedures that were required

to be performed aboard ship were the dental extractions and x-ray studjas. The

stay on Rongelap was uneventful until the fimal evening vhen we were preparing

to show a movie For the viltage. While the medieal staff and the crew of the ship

were setting up a projector, a young male living on Rougelap, who we later

discovered had been drinking vodka, went berserk and altempted to rum over anybody

he could hit with his Toyota truck. In the process of his viulent actions, he

ran over the projection table and the film esnss however, by the grace of Cod,

nobady was ‘tnjured and all mombers of the ENG medical team and ship's crew

duaanediately returned to the ship. Vhereafter the magistrate and Nick came out

to Lhe ship and requested that we notily Hajuro imnediately, requesting a polbecivan

to accompany the next Sield trip ship to place the young man under arrest for

aggravated assault. L don't believe that his actions were directed against BNL/DOF

or-the ship directly, but wore rather as a vesult of uncontrolled fury secondary

to intoxication, The people of Rongelap apologized profusely and we indicated

to them that we understood the situation and that they were not held responsible

for his actions, On the following day wo departed for Utirik. Again we ran into

moderate to heavy swells. The ghipwas pitching so badly that Captain Coberly

chose to tack across the waves at 4.5 knots to prevent excessive hull strain.
LT

Ve had originally attempted to head directly inte the seas. The ship, in pounding

hea Sat seas vould slam through the seas and then develop a prolonged
 

 

- x
low-frequency oscillation that was induced by the heavy 30 ton erane moidships.
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Tt was felt by Keith Coberly and the Chicf Engineer, Monroe Wrightwman, that the

severe pounding and vibration that the ship was taking would be wuch improved by

allernate tacks. hisproved to be the case. Hovever, it greatly prolonged the

steaming time from Rongelap to Utirik. It appeared for a number of hours that

yo would be unable to reach the Utirtk pass during daylight: and would have tu

remain of f Utirik duriug Che night. However, by skillful seamanship they reached

the pass while the sun was still high cnough to make a safe entry. We then

steamed across the lageon and were greeted by the officials of Utirik., The ship

again relrbleved two ofl drum rafts Jeft there from previous visits. One was placed

under the accomuodattun Ladder, the other wag secured at the vaterline ashore.

However, because of the preaduvl shelving of the beach and the heleht of the tida,

the single raft ashore was partially effective dm achieving easy access to the

whalcboats by the patients golug to the ship. Im many cases they bad te wade to 

the boats and climb over the pumnets. i would strongly recomaend that tyvo or three

extensions to this platform be Pabxicated and that spuds be driven iuto the hottom

to stabilize these floats so that we have an adequate Floating dock for, future

operations.

The medical work at Ubtirik wot extremely well. The people were very friendly

and cooperative and we were invited to two banquets given by the people. The ship

departed from Utdrik on 4 October in the iid-afternuoon., Tn the process of exiting

the harbor, the ship seraped the bottom dightly but proceeded on through the pass.

dimediately thereafter Monroe Wriphtman and Jan Kosetian put on diving gear and

 

dngspecled the bettom carefully to ensure that no damage had been done. No evidence

of grounding was noted and the ship continued on course, arriving in Kwajalein

early in the morning of 5 October.
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this point I would like to express my profound admiration and sincere

{appreciation to all of the members of the crew of the Liktanur II who frequent,

Twent-out of. their way to make our trip more comfort.absThey are fully aware

of the difficulties that the medical party encounters in using this ship and

attempted to do all they could to remedy its defects. Individual letters of

commendation will be sent to the oparators of US Oceanography.

-~ LV. NUedical Results -

As you will nete from Table 1, 482 individual patient visits were performed.

OF 112 dental pattents presenting for extraction 190 teeth were extractcd.

One additional thyroid nodule that had wet been previously seveened by Dr,

Brown Deohyns vas discovered ond counesqusntly a @coup of Live patients was

assembled at Ebeye to be accompauied Lo BNI aud Ehence on te Clevelaud for

surgery with Jenul: Kabua as attendant.

- Ve. Sumaary -

As usual, the medical aspects of this survey all rua smoothly and there were

no preat sucprises from the staudpotut of new medical Findings. ‘The most sipnifi-

cant advance made by this survey was the establishment of the initial prioritics

(as pereecived by the people of the islands) for the health education propraw

begiuning with a request by some of the Marshallese for a family planning program

and for a weight reduction program. Both of these elements of the educational

program are felt te be critical from the standpoint of a reduction in morbidity

aud mortality. ‘the guest faculty were outslLanding. OF particular interest, Pr.

Harvey Ueidtuger, a pediatrician from Loma Teinda University, demonstrated the Sact

thet he is an expect in the area of developiug health care systems for energing

natdions, Ve has previously been on asstgumeut from Loma Linda to Yanzania and is

currently on assignment to Haiti. Uis thoughtful coments and recommendations Lor
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realistic modifications in the Marshall Istands primary care system and our

interface with that system were preally appreciated and will be incorporated into

/ further discussions with our program directors at DOR and with members of the
i

/ Marshall Islands health care delivery systcm.

- Conclusions and RecammendatJjons —

A review of my planning Letter to the Pacific Area Support Office datad

August 9, 1979 regarding thts survey reveals the followiug statements of policies

or requests to PASO. (Please see Enclosure 6).

"As wo discussed at Livermore, J am funneling all requests for either the

Department of Energy, Marshall tslands , 47, or Missile Range Support through

 

your office". ‘that statement was prompted by the repeated request by i

Brown to allow him to handle all public amouncenents For our program "beacause

of his proximity to, and conkacks with, the new Marshall Istinds povernumant".

agreed to this course of action, The Cfuall paragraph of MPnclosure 6 gives the

  
act detatls of my requested arrangements fox the meeting with the pcople of

Bikini, Rongelap, and Utirik-~both from Najuro and Ebeye.

‘Not only did Harry Beown Fail to provide for the requested meetings, but

he extended ai invitation to the members of the BNI, medical study group living

on other islands to travel to Majuro or FEbeye stating "You will be redinbursed for

the cost of your transportation, food, and expenses while on Majuro or Ebeye".

(Piease see Enclosures 2 and 3).

his unique, unilateral field decision of medical policy had never been

discussed vith me. IF dt had, T would have Sirmly vetoed it.

Table IF presents a sunnary of the 1979 examinations, showing whal we had

accomplished prior lo Mr. rewn's announcement and the chanpes as a result of his
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announcement. We should keep in mind that the family from Jaluit, that 1 “ &

found awaiting us in Majuro, were entitled to $54.00/day Uhroughout their stay

on the island. ‘here was a very good possibility that at least a month ox Jonger

would pass before they could return to their home island. Their two routine

physical examinations would cost the Department of Energy $1,674--and probably

much more, depending on the Trust Territory ship schedules. A review of Table 11

reveals that prior to the Sceptember-October survey we had compteted 98.64 of our

examination of the exposed people of Rongelap and Atlinginai; 94.6% of the exandiua-

tions of the exposed people of Urircik, and 84.6% of the matcluing unexposed group.

A quick review of any long-term prospective study will reveal that those percentages

are unusually igh Followup figures. The addition of a few pationts--at great

expense to Lhe BNL medical program--will have Little or mo impact on our setentilic

data.

In addition,’ at the conclusion of our skay du Najuro we were presentcd

with a bill Crom Reynold NeBrum for $2,125 (please sec Enclosure 9) for transport—

ation of the Bikinians between kjit and Majuro., Mr. Bill Scott, the BNL field

direclor, was amazed at this bill. Ne stated that on our previous trip (May-June

1979), we had assumed that the Marshall Islands government was providing the

trausportation. Upon questioning Mr. Brown he admittLed that he had made the

arrangement fo: the use of the bout for our survey. We were unavare of any charpes

until the {inal day. Jf LT had known the cost of transpertalion Lf would have made

other arrangements for the examination of the Bikinataus. As T explained to the

Bikinlans, we have no funds for their medical support, will do what we can with

the resources provided, Mr. Brown agaiu had made a unique, arbitrary decision,

direct} y affecting the medical mission, both by precept and by Livancial coumi tment.
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I totally disagree with that decision. A third example of this indepeadent,

arbitracy type of action concerns the decision by Myr. Brown lo pay the people

of Pyit $10.00 per visit to the wholebody counting team for the "dislocation

¥.

allowance’. Nfony Greenhouse, director of the BNL wholebedy counting, team, bas

just tnformed mo that this decision was made by Mr. Brown andhotf by bor. Creenhouse,
LS

The preceding exaaples of Mr. Brown's direet, unsolicited interfercnce with

Greokhaven National Laboratory medical programs are very serious problems. Wee

J questioned Mc. Brown ain Honolulu on the vekurn from the Septomber--Octaber

asurvey about thouna problews "he explained, "XI poofed". IT fail to find that an
- eee

adequate explanation.

yam therefore requesting a mectiug as soon as posslule between PASO,
 

Las Vegas, and BNL principals in Washington, D.C. in Brace Wachnole's office to

document these problems and hopefully to Lind some solution. Merten pleme f

a

 

UWSy Pratt, M.b.,Princ olan
Marshall Islands Study, Brookhaven Nat fonal

Laboratory
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/ Enclosure 2

8/22/79

Radio annonneemenk requested by Harry Brown. This is copicd from Carznon

higher's Cjles.

This announcement ts for the people of Reagelap and Utirik. he BML,

medical team is scheduled to provide physical exams, dental ond pedtatric

work on Hajuro, Ibeye, Rougelap and Utirik. For thase peuple who vaut to

Lolauds and also have been dosaed a BL T.b.

 

be exenined and Live on other

 

card you nay want to come to Mnjuro and BFbaye on a Eleld trip slip aud

on
sec the dostors. They will be on Majur.o frou Sepe. Obl thra Poeh. They

will be on Ebeye From Sept. bth Ghra 20th. Year wilt dae eri Panes. 2 Cec utes

 

1
4  cosh of your transportattoa, food ard expouses wile om Maojuca ar Thay.

 

Agata this announcement is for the henpelap aud Utirik people with 1.9,

cucds who Live on other islands. The BRL doctors will be on Mojuro Sept. 9-15

and Ebeya Sept. 15-20.

WPS HeeeneeReTaree“e en RNCaat eH“   
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WHO GS PRESENTLY WORKING TMP MAURO HOSPETAL AREAL
} PER PHOMCOM PROM STM WATT Wl ARE THEOREEO THAT YGuU Neevess£u
oy, 862 RE SOUT TO BANK OF AMRICA TO PAY TRANSPORTATION Costs
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CHODULE SLIPS WE CAH MAKF A LATER ADJUSTENT.
SA SIMPLE SICHED RECEIPT TO BE RETURNED TO PASO WILL SUFKIGE
BIO 1 SHOULD ENDECATE PERSON'S MANE, 7.0. NUVBER, NO. OF DAYS
AT ICIPATU i Ih TURO CUBLYD), FIELD TRIP Ship OR MAC CHARGIS,
h, SoH | FIRS SHY TO BARK OF AMERICA MAJURO AS AH ADVANCE TO BE
CLL ARTB men 0," AROVE, .,
HO OF MSG. OP-DTE
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BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

MEMORANDUM

DATE: July 12, 1979

TO: pr. Robert B. Aronson

FROM: Hugh S. Pratt, M.D.

SUBJECT: Washington, D.C. - grip Report

July 20, 1979

The meeting was set up specifically with Walter Weyzen and Bruce Wachholz

to discuss the commitments for expansion for the BNL Medical Survey Programmto

include at least the island of Likiep and probably a number of other atolls above

& north latitude. When I arrived at DOE headquarters at about 10:00 AM I im-

mediately saw Walter Weyzen (he had kindly agreedto coma in on. leave for this

discussion, 2 explained to Walter that I was in receipt of a numbar of pieces
cf correspondence coming primarily from the Department of Interior from Ruth

Vantlove addressed to Tony deBrum in the Marshall Islands, indicating that the

nor/2NL Medical Survey of September 1979 would probably be expanded to includ:

a sucsvey c£ the people of Likiep. Before going to Washington I had developed

a position paper entitled “Expansion Plan ~ Marshall Islands Program" address~

iny the manpower requirements for the basic survey team and then detailed logis-

tic requirements in manpower and man days for examinations of all of the islanéds

under consideration. On the 19th of July, I discussed this position paper with

Dx. Aronson and Dr. Borg. It was the feeling of Dr. Borg that we should make

it perfectly clear that the°BNL mandate was to gather accurate scientific data
on the long term effects of ionizing radiation on the people of Rongelap and

Utirik. He understood of courge that the program had evolved gradually over

the ensuing twenty-five years and that it now included an element of primary
care but he emphasized that the primary care aspects of this program were a

secondary consideration in the role of gathering research data. He wanted me

to make this point clear to Dr. Weyzen and Dr. Wachholz that he was concerned
that any major expansion in the primary care area would dilute the research

effort to the point of no return. This was exactly the same position that I
teak in December 1978 in the position paper submitted to the Department of Energy

on the future plans for the Marshall Islands study. The prime moving force for

all of these commitments by DOI of DOE's resources came apparently from the

recent visit of Tony deBrum and a delegation from the Marshall] Islands to the
United States and to the United Nations. Tony deBrum had circulated a "medical

questionnaire" that he said indicated the presence of an unusually high incidence

ef thyroid disease and congenital abnormalities in the people of Likiep, and
he claims that these people were exposed to an increased amount of radiation

due te the nuclear tests on Bikini and Eniwetok. In essence, he demanded a

iIedical survey of these islands as soon ag possible. I explained to the group

at DOE that the Brookhaven National Laboratory staff consists of myself,: and

Bill Scott at BNL, on Kwajalein we have Peter Heotis, a laboratory technician

and Jenuk Kabua, R.N.. That is our entire staff. At the present time, we are

hardly able to meet our present commitments and any projected expansion of the

sagnitude: suggested by the correspondence I'd seen was totally impossible under

the exlating Funding and manpower. I explained to them in detail that since the
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staff that we take to the Pacific is a voluntary staff, or at least a staff

recruited from major teaching and private institutions, that we.need_to plan

atleast six.months-ahead of .time.for.that staff for each-trip and in addition
the.-logistic. requirements..are. specific -for-each-survey, and they require a

minimum of-three months with. four. months. optimum-lead time to order, -ship and

have.materials ready for the-participants. when the survey begins. I suggested

to Dr. Weyzen and Dr. Wachholz that I would like to transfer this information

to the Department of Interior, specifically to John deYoung and to Ruth Van Cleve

to give them some feel for the magnitude of the problems and the inadvisability

of our short term commitments for changes in the BNL medical survey schedulc.

Since a tentative commitment had been made to Tony deBrum to "do something”

before the end of the year, I suggested that since the data that we currently

had available from his survey was open to question that DOE contract with one

ax two recognized epidemiologists and a general medical officer to travel to

the islands the islands in question and to redo with sound epidemiologic tech-

niques the survey that Tony had presented. If indeed, we find an unexpected

incidence of thyroid problems, or congenital abnormalities, on the basis of the

available statistics, then we could begin to plan for a more rational and con-

plete medical survey. Dr. Weyzen suggested Dr. Irving Tahershaw Incorporated.

This is a contract occupational medicine group operating out of Rockville,

Maryland (8-202-881-6920) and this group had the personnel available to mount
such a survey. I contacted Dr.“Tabershaw and he said that he has a group of

32 professionals engaged in occupational health counseltation, including areas

of toxicology, epidemiology and industrial hygiene and that he would be delighted
to discuss this project with me in the future. From our short conversation, it

sounds as though he is very well qualified. He states that he had previously

worked with the Atomic Energy Commission and was familiar with the probleia:.

involving environmental impact of radiation hazards. aWe felt that this type

of a’survey would not completely satisfy Tony deBrumbut at least it would give

us a much more rational basis for future planning for the care of these islands

should it occur. Bruce Wachholz stated that he felt that we shouldplan some-

time during calendar 1980,preferably during the first six months, a detailed
visit to Likiep. I explained to him the constraints of the major BNL trip in
January and February and the subsequent trips we have in May and June and he

suggested the BNL Resident Physician, Dr. Rittmaster, with a group of contract

physicians might be able to make a single survey to Likiep ‘and to Wotje covering

a period of about four weeks between the two previously scheduled BNL surveys.

We are currently investigating the possibility of mounting such an effort. It

will require significant increase in funding in the PASO office, however, it will

be a minimal increase of funding for BNL during the initial survey. However, I'm

sure that a survey of close to 1,000 people on Wotje and Likiep is going to dis-

cover a significant number of thyroid nodules and if these nodules are handled

as the previous protocol has indicated, they would be returned to the United

States for examination at BNL prior to surgery at Case Western Reserve. It would

not be unusual to find 20 new cases of thyroid disease in a population this size.

This would represent a very significant increase in the BNL budget and expenditures

for patient care plus a very large increase in the budget of PASO to support such

a large survey effort. I discussed with Dr. Weyzen the escalating cost beiny

accrued by the PASO office and received permission to have medical care in

Honolulu for Arbela and Aik Riklon. These two cases are specifically related

to our Rongelap-Utirik study. But again they will expand the clinical care

budget for PASO. Dr. Weysen informed me that a Program Manager's money at the

Department of Energy had been returned to the office of the Under Secretary for

allocation at that level and that at this point he could make no solid commitmants
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as to funds, but that he felt the study patients should be cared for as

indicated.

In the afternoon, Bruce Wachholz and I had a meeting lasting approximately

3 hours, with John de Young and Ruth Van Cleve in the Department of Interior.

The meeting was held primarily to apprise them of the logistics and planning

characteristics of the medical surveys so that they could understand why it

was impossible to make sudden radical changes in the logistic and manpower

requirements of those surveys while they're in the latter planning stayes or

in the field. They were rather surprised and very appreciative of this infor-
mation. In addition, we discussed at some length the question of compensation

for patients in the study group who had undergone two major surgeries. ‘The

most important case at the present time involves Hermita Boas who has developed

hypoparathyroidism from her surgery in Guam. I informed them that I knew of at

least two or three other patients who had had two major surgical procedures and

assured them that I would gather that clinical data as soon as possible and

pass it on to the Department of Interior for inclusion in their bill going to
Congress to establish a double compensation clause in the present compensation

bill. The meeting adjourned at 5 PM and’I then returned to Long Island. ‘Cha

following day I contacted Dr. Aronson and informed him of the outcome of the

meeting. On Monday morning at .7 AM I took off for Cleveland to support thea

Marshall Island patients at Cleveland's Metropolitan Hospital (Case Westeun
Reserve) who were being treated .by Dr. Brown Dobyns. Dr. Dobyns had requested

my presence during the operative period. The visit to Cleveland was uneventful.

The patients underwent surgery on Monday and Tuesday and I returned to Long

Island on Wednesday evening. It would appear from the gross specimens and frem

frozen sections that Minje Kel, exposed from Utirik, probably has a carcinona

that was well encapsulated. In addition, the last case that was done, Namiko

Juda, who is an unexposed Utirik lady, probably also has carcinoma. The re-

mainder of the 9 patients had either adenomas or were examined for post-operative

follow-up. Of interest, Winton Kel, son of Minje had undergone a thyroid-

ectomy in Tripler Hospital for a mixed papillary follicular carcinoma in 1976.

Repeat scans at Tripler had revealed that he had diffused pulmonary metastases

however workup at BNI revealed no evidence of pulmonary metastases therefore

Dr. Brown Dobyns did a radical nectosection on the left where the scan had

indicated some functioning thyroid tissue. This was excised en bloc and Dr. Dobyns
now feels that Winton has a good prognosis. Arrangements were made as soon a3

the patients were able to leave the hospital to move them into the nurses quarters

thereby reducing their costs from $260/day to $5/day and reservations were made

for the entire group to fly to Honolulu on July 16, United Flight #3, to be mek

by the PASO staff for transfer to Majuro on the 18th.
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Upton, New York 11973

(516) 345,
Medical Department FITS 60670977

June 25, 1979

William J. Stanley, Director
U.S. Department of Energy
Pacific Area Support Office
P.Q. Box 29939
Honolulu, Hawati 96820

Dear Bill,

I just returned from our last survey to the Marshalls and in
the process of sorting through five weeks of mail Mfound -your.letter
of June llth:concerning the RV Litkanur II registration, crew qualifica-
tion and related matters. JI was truly sorry to have missed you on the
way out in May and on the way back in June. I always look forward te
our visits. I'm sure that Harry has filled you io on our two discussions
concerning the possibility of future logistic changes. In addition, I
have just completed dictating the trip report for the last survey and
will get a copy off to you as soon as possible.

In your tetter of June lith,your second paragraph, you note rae
DOE does ha n_ excellent vesse t_missyor."’
afraid, “FrouTeSeance of the BNL medical team that we Sansa
‘tosupportthatopinion. I understand the very grey area that the ship
falls into from the ‘standpoint of official Coast Guard regulations con~
cerning certification of crew. I find it amazing in Commander Utara's
letter. to you of 1 June 1979 regarding the crew of the Litkanur II that
Otterman, Coberly, Whitney, Goschen and Wrightman are listed as Able
Seaman and Conway and Ducket as ordinary seaman wipers. As I under-
stand it, and I would greatly appreciate it if you would correct me on
this, I believe that Keith Coberly has his Masters papers. Is that not

correct? I believe that it was the consensus of the group that met in
Germantown on March 29th that the contract vessel - comply with the 7

OcctipationalHealthvand¥saietyacutde as published by Brookhaven National

Laboratory under Marine Safety. "fithenclosins dalicopyaofitliGeiirstadepagey ©..cote dl
of that document to refresh your memory. I thought that all members of

that discussion group had a copy. On page 5 of that document under Re-

sponsibilities it states that the Department Chairman, in this case

Dr. Cronkite, is responsible for insuring implementation of this guide.
"Specifically they shall designate qualified and licensed Masters and a

_Marine Supervisor. I have discussed this matter with Dr. Cronkite and
he has agreed completely that whoever is in control of the BNL medical
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survey ship shall be qualified and licensed as a Master. I then invite your
attention to page 4 under Definitions, Section D Master (qualified and licensed)
a person responsible for the operationof the vessel who has had experience with

similar vessels on a body of water like that on which the individual expects to
operate and who holds a validated operators or superior license, Those in
essence are the “requirements for BNL participation in a survey. There is another

item in the letter of the llth, namely, a letter dated 17 April 1979 to Mr. Otter-
man from Commander Utara. I quote at length from that letter because these are
very important quotations and differentiations.” With reference to your letter
of 13 April 1979, I find the Litkanur II, ON572028 an oceanographic research
vessel as defined in Section 441 of Title 46 U.S. Code. fan oceanographic re-

 
Search vessel is. not considered a "passenger. vessels! a" ing pas—
sengers" or a "passeng 1" under the provisions of the U.S.

Merchant Vessel Inspection and Manning Laws. Additionally, an oceanographic
research vessel shall not be deemed to be engaged in trade or commerce. However,
all other regulations remain applicable. Now the most important paragraph of
all in this entire letter is included in the next few lines "you are reminded
that my determination is predicated upon the assurance that the Litkanur If is

being employed exclusively in instruction in gceanography or linnolovy, or both,

or exclusively inqeeanagranhicresearch. Lend my quotation of the letter at

that point and I would Like to make it perfectly clear that Brookhaven Medical.
Survey team is in no way involved in oceanographic. or linnographic research,
ortthatthis ship isusedexclusively,in,an oceanographic. research program.

hecBNLmedical program is:basicallya’ passenger carrying program, the pas-
sengers being the medical survey team and such patients and passengers as are
deemed necessary for completion of our assigned mission by the Department of
Energy. To label what we are doing “oceanographic work" is a complete misnomer.
Therefore, under the intent of this letter I would say the Litkanur IL could

not be considered an oceanographic research vessel and would request that
Commander Utara reevaluate the requirements for the operation and manning of

this vessel.

Bill, I understand the very difficult problems you’ve had dealing with
these very fuzzy regulations relative to this ship and I wish that they could
have been avoided. Hopefullysome suitable alternative will be found in the
near future. ‘would like to end on aha note. Our last survey aboard the

Litkanur, with Seeeitied Master aboard, Keith Coberly, was a marked improve-
ment over our previous survey. There was still some discrepancies as I have

noted in my trip report but basically the medical survey team and the ship's
company worked together in close harmony and we greatly appreciated the sup~

port given us by Wayne Munk. I hope that future surveys will continue to
function as smoothly.

I'd be very interested in your responses and U.S. Oceanographic's re~
sponses to the definition of the mission of this vessel and to the Coast Guard's

reaction to the very distinct difference between its use as a support ship for

a medical mission and oceanographic research.

Sincerely,

Mege
Hugh S. Pratt, M.D.
Director, BNL-Marshall Islands Surve:

HSP: ge
cC: Bruce Wachholz, Ph.D., DOE

Walter Weyzen, M.D., DOE

Roger Ray, DOE, NV
Enc.
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I. INTROBOUCTION

Research at Brookhaven National Laboratory involving the use of marine

craft, associated equipment and personnel necessitates a guide to coordinate ane

standardize a uniform safety effort during such operations.

It is essential that marine operations be performed in the safest wenney

practicable, in order to minimize hazards to personnel and property.

Il. SCOVE

This guide covers marine operations in all types and sizes of marine

craft (under direct control of, or_charter by,BNL) with respect to

preparedness, prevention, control and counteraction of marine incidents in addi~

tion to safe guarding of personnel, and equipment. All marine operations shalt

be consistent with the requiremants of this guide and with applicable federal,

state and local regulations. Diving operations are covered under Guide 1.12,1.

Tit. CLASS LFICATIONS ;

A. Motorboat. Vessels 65 feet and under, and equipped with propulsion

machinery. Metorboats are classed as

l, Class A ~- less than 16 feet,

2. Class 16 feet to less than 26 feet.~

1

3. Class 2? 26 feet to less than 40 feet.

. (4) Class 3

( B.} Motor Vessels. Any vessel more than 65 feet which is propelled by
Ne

i 40 feet to 65 feet.

machinery.

C. Small Craft. Craft such as, but not limited to, punts, canoes, in-

flatables and rafts.
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fe
D. Vessel. Every type of water craft, other than a scaplane on the

water, used or capable of being used as a means of transportation on the water.

IV. DEFINITIONS

A. CruisePlan. Any scheduled voyage.

B. Limnology, Scientific study of physical, chemical, meteorological,

and biological conditions in fresh water, especially of ponds and lakes.
~

C.Y Logbook. An official record for entries with respect to time of

departures/arrivals, tests, drills, and inspection, fuel ofl data, drafts,

change of personnel assignwents, casualties (personnel and material), unusual

ceurences, etc. Such logs or records shall be retained for the life of the

veecel.

os D. Master (Qualified. and Licensed). A person responsible for the
 

operation of the vessel and who has had experience with similar vessels on a

body of water like that on which the individual expects to operate and who holis

a validated operator's or a superior license.

E. MarineSupervisor. A person responsible for the state of readiness

of the vessel and crews, scheduling tests and repairs, maintaining all records

pertaining to vessels, and procuring supplies.

F. Markings. Identification of emergency equipment, instructions and

controls for the guidance of the persons on board in case of an emergency.

G. OwnersCertificate. A letter, certificate or plaque certifying that

the vessel is operated as an oceanographic research vessel under the laws of the

United States.

H. Oceanographic Research Vessel. A vessel.employed exclusively in
 

oceanography or limnology, or both, or exclusively in oceanographic research,

Page 4 gp 30
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including, but not limited to, studies pertaining to the sea as seismic, gravity

meter and magnetic exploration and other marine geophysical or geological sur-

veys, atmospheric research, and biological research.

I. PrincipalInvestigator. Chief scientist on the vessel in charge of

the scientific crew, and the on scone representative of the Department

Chairman/Division Head.

J. Scientific Personnel, Those persons aboard a vessel solely for the 

purpose of engaging in scientific research or receiving instruction in oceanrra-

phy or limnology. Scientific personnel are not considered "passengers" or "crew

b
"but are included as "persons" when requirements are based on total por-members,’

sens on board.

K. Station Bill. A document posted in conspicuous locations in the

vessel setting forth the emergency assignments and duties of all personnel on

board, and signals for announcing emergencies. ,

'
V. RESPONSIBILITIES ;

A. Department Chairmen/Division Heads are responsible for ensuripg in 

plementation of this Guide. Specifically they shall designate qualified and 1li-

censed Masters and a Marine Supervisor.

B. The Master of the vessel, regardless of its size, is responsibl.: for

the safety of all persons aboard the vessel, for the safe operation and cou.li-

tion of the vessel and to assure that all requirements of this guide are

satisfied. Additionally the Master is responsible for the followings:

l. To conduct the overall vessel administration, organization, and

training of the crew in emergency procedures.
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Department of Energy
Pacific Area Support Office
PO. Box 29939 coer £1979

Honolulu, Hawali 96820
wre

WV. J. Stanley, Director

Pacific Area Support Office

DRIP REPORT - MAJURO, KILT, JALUIT

Backyround

’

phSD

On May 12, 1979, I traveled to Majuro to assist the BNL Medical

and Whole Body Counting teams and to represent DOE in meetings

with Marshall Islands Government officials.

i

Ministers of State. The President _seemed

nd

bed that the

Marshalls people felt they were not getting al] the facts from the

U.S, Government as tofhealth problems ]due to radiatigp. He cited
"5? thyroid problems" in Likiep and made vague references to an
official U.S. document which showed high levels of radiation in

Bikar and Bokar in the Northern Marshalls. He also said that the

birds there were dying and had very little body weight.

fhe Bikar-Bokar news was rather shocking to us and Roger pointed

out that the birds were so thick on Bikar that the helicopters had

to fly higher than usual to prevent them from getting caught in the

blades. General assurances were given that there were no indica-

tions of high leveis at Hikar or Likiep and that more complete
data would be available in the fall of 1979,

The President also was upset in that he somehow felt that having us

meeting the Board of Tobolar (the copra processing plant} and

discussing sample taking, could damage the reputation of the plant

because the buyers of their oil and copra cake might be scared cff

by the thought of Bikini copra being processed there.

him and the Cabinet that our only interest was to understand the
‘process so it could be closely duplicated in the laboratory, and that

we wanted to be completely above board in that regard. (A later

conversation between the President and myself indicated that the

emotional aspect of Bikini copra and the potential impact on their
market if it was somehow associated with the Tobolar plant, blotted
out this explanation.)

@
4
3

Roger assured
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Whole Body Counting s

A boat was made available from the Marshalls Government's Department

of R&D and we went to Ejit (10 minutes from downtown Majuro) and

met with the elders and leaders, There were about 55 Kilians __
(Bikinians) living there as part of the resettlement program. They .
seemed to welcome the chance to be countedand of course saw us as_ a
tdoctors who Ww there to take care of them, We tricd to dispel

Chis notion by explaining what the Whole Body Counting (WBC) was”

for, Each person over 5 years of age was paid $10 to provids a

them with funds to buy meals, take taxis, etc. while in Majuro.

The people were returned to Ejit each night and the counting took
Place from May 15 through 17. The'WBC trailer is in bad shape

as it suffers from maladies associated with old age and a life of

debauchery. While we were successful in getting the air conditioners
repaired we did not have the same good fortune with the roof, and
deterioration continues. We negotiated for a ship ta go to Kili

and ended up with the 4.V,. Marshall Islands which runs on P€ current,

although the trailer uses AC. While the Marshalls Government made

every effort ta provide us with a working generator we ended up
jin the communications .station clearing with the people of Kili and

Jaluit Atoll the idea of picking up the people at Kili and performing

the counting dockside at Jaluit Atoll using regular shorepower.

A deal was struck with the people from Kili welcoming a "weekend"
in Jaluit, an atoll with amenities and an abundance of fish.

The WBC was performed in this manner. Only 15 people went from
Kili to Jaluit for counting purposes. fhe others said they would

welcome being checked but the death of an infant on Kili involved

social obligations at Kili. The health aide and his family also

Stayed because of his duties but indicated if we had a replacement

he would have been glad te come. All in all we were well received.

The people were in unison as to wanting to know when the Enyu decision

would be forthcoming. There was no closeout meeting at Kili. TI

asked the Acting Magistrate if he wanted one, but due to the funeral

ceremony and the fact the many council members were off island

he declined after I assured him that the radiation levels in their bodies

continued to drop.as expected and presented no known danger to the people,

He was to have explained this to.the otherleaders. 7

In all, 127 persons were counted from Kili, Ejit and Majuro, 81 of

whom were present on Bikini in April 1978. I was told by BNI

personnel that between the January counting and this latest

exercise, all but a handful of people had been counted.

We returned to Majuro on Wednesday, May 23rd, and had a very interesting

meeting with the Bikinians on Ejit later that day. There were four

major points I emphasized several times:
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dl. There are no known radiation problems which would cause them

health problems because of the time they lived on Bikini after
1972, .

£

2, Enyu data was being very carefully analyzed at the Washington ;

level and any decision would come from the DOI after advice : J

 

 

 

from DOE. pe Ket

3. Frhe py_mmedical team did not examine them becgnse-theyexpected ete
to find health problems due to radiation; rather it was a Hen

courtesy @xamination because BNL was there anyhow to examine ,

Rongelap and Utirik people and to hold a pediatrics clinic, LOIN Lee. ?

4, Wherever the Bikinians go, the U.S. Government will stay aware

of the state of their health and environment.

fhe Bikinians wanted us to know:

a. They feel unwanted and need a place to call home,

2, They want the U.S. to keep checking them,

The Brookhaven WBC technical personnel performed in an excellent

manner, worked long hours and kept a good rapport with the

Bikinians. The participation of Evie Craighead as a translater

was invaluable.

optfe —GastBNL Medical Program mo

/

 

 

tneoped.Forineetinggarith,Rongelapcand. Utirik, and Bikini‘people
took piaGe more on an individual basis rathe#than’in groups. Many

Bikinians from Ejit were also examined although i had departed for
Kili and have no specifias.

Rongelap and Utirik Per Diem Problems

There are perhaps $45,000 of unpaid claims under the expired

(September 30, 1978) DOE/TTPI agreement and an unknown amount since

then that will be picked up under the new proposed agreement which

is now being reviewed by the High Commissioner and Marshalis

Government.

I had numerous meetings with Chief Secretary Oscar DeBrum, Hospital

Administrator Don Wilson, Budget Officer Rodger Cotting, Vice Speaker

of the Nitijela Legislature Namo Hermios and Utirik Nitijela
Representative Donald Matthews regarding past claims and the proposed

|
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new agreement. By the Hospital Administrator's own admission, the

médical records are so bad that it is virtually Jinpossiple to submit
an accurate claim. The only claims list available is one put together

by a defeated politician who was running from Utirik. All of us

agreed that this would not be acceptable and the Marshalls Governmont

once more agreed to send us a revised list based on good judgment

where medical records were inadequate.

+

Recommendations :oe

eee

ee : ! /

i. DOE HIRE AND TRAIN A MARSHALLESE ON MAJURO —Tryrt- ‘

“The. "tarnished" image of DOE tn the Marshalls and the

mistrust of our motives and personnel should be squazely
addtessed. The hiring of a Marshallese is certainly not the
complete answer but the right person could make a big

difference. Now we have no one to answer questions on the
medical and environmental programs once DOE or contractor
personnel leave the isiand. <A competent person could take

over the udministration of Rongelap/Utirik per diem claims

so as to prevent a mess as described above from recurviny.
Support arrangements for our personnel could be handled

expeditiously, (Bikini copra sat at Air Micronesia for

months because they were afraid to ship it without assurance
that it was not dangerous.) The Marshallese could have a

Marshallese speaking focal point to convey problems either

real or imagined, NOTE; This service would have to be
provided through contractual arrangements not through a Federal DOR employes.

Action: If approved by NV/HQ the Chief Secretary could be
asked to gather a list of candidates to interview. The person

could be hired, trained (PASO/NV/HQ/BNL/LLL) and established
in an office in Majuro., The cost per year is estimated to be

about $20,000. This would include salary and fringes $12,000,

travel $1,000, office space, vehicle, supplies, misc. $9,000,

PASO to serve as administrative supervisor and fecal point for

info, in and out.

2, CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL CHANNEL ALL LOGISTIC SUPPORT REQUESTS

THROUGH PASO

BNL parsonnel in’ many cases write directly to government officials

in the Marshalls requesting meetings, boats, maintenance of

equipment, etc. and ti.n are disappointed if they get there and

the reguests are not honored. This past trip revealed numerous

exemples:
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a. The meeting with Rongelap/Utirik people was not set up. ,

b. Sample bottles never arrived in Majuro,

c. Small boat support from Bjit to Majuro was not negotiated

in advance with a resulting overcharge. / 7d

At

dad. WBC trailer maintenance not performed. {CtFer

t

PUBLEG-INFORMATION ANNOUNCEMENTS SHOULD BE SENT THROUGH PASO
70 MAJURO FOR TRANSLATED BROADCAST ON WSZO, PARTICULARLY FOR oF oe. we
BNL MEDICAL VISITS CEE

The poople on Rongelap and Utiritk would be better prepared for

the visits and the few exposed or control persons living places ise

other than Rongelap, Utirik Majuro, or Ebeye would have the . -.

opportunity to travel to one of those places for examination,

(One control person on Kili very much wanted to be examined.)

I committed us ta picking up his transportation costs .to Majuro

and return the next time BNL came there.

FUTURE WBC TRIPS BE LAID OUY IN ADVANCE AND INTEGRATED INTO

LIKTANUR II SCHEDULE

This trip cost us at least $7,000 more than it had to by

using a Marshalls Government ship. It also used a valuable

Marshalls asset again after we were criticized previously

for using their ship.

DOL PRODUCE A HIGH LEVEL DELEGATION TO INTERFACE, IN THE

MARSHALLS, WITH THE LEADERS OF THE MARSHALLS GOVERNMENT

Needless to say this should be well planned, fully coordinated

with the President of the Marshall Islands and the High

Commissioner, and be geared to presenting an overview on

present DOE programs in the Pacific, their evaluation, present

scope and future plans if any. The USG is entering into a new,

more democratic relationship with the Marshall Islands and to

this end, in my view, we should fully enjoin them to our efforts

as friends and partners.

L, Onern

H. U "prow

OP-368 Prograin Liaison Officer

HUB:jh
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Roger Ray, APO, NV

Nat Greenhouse, BNL

Dr. Hugh Pratt, BNL
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officer in Charpe

Merine Inspection
Pp, 0. Box 3160

° Honolulu, HI 94802

Phone: 546-5564

16710

17 April 1979

Mr. C. E. Otterman

Owner, LIKTANUR II

666 Prospect Penthouse 1
Honolulu, HI 96813

Dear Mr. Otterman:

With reference to your letter of 13.April 1979, I fing the LIKTANUR IT,

O.N. 572028, an oceanographic reseerch vessel asdefined in Section 44)
ofTitle46UnitedStates Code, § Anoceanographic research vessel ie
not considered a "passenger vess@l", o "vessel carrying passongers OF
a “passenger Cie r : Unger the provisions «ef rie U.S. nerchent
vessel inspection and manning Tavs. Additionally, an osmsmoapraniie
research vessel shall not be deemed to be engaged in trace or come

However, all other reguletions remain applicable.

 

 

  

      You _are_ reminded nination is
that thea LIKTANUR If is being employed lexclusively

—

oceanopraphy or limnolopy, or both, or exclusively in ceranagraphic

research. VP

If your vessel, at any time, enpages in any trade or cousieree, Pe will
no longer be considered an oceanographic research vessel and will he
subject to the applicable provisions of lawa and vrerulactfons poverning

such activities.

Lf you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact thin of rice.

Sincerely,

A. D. UPATA
Comnanter, ULh. Coase Guard

eOfficer in Char

Marine Inspection

~\ ‘ Dee,

TWAfr
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Department of Energy
Pacific Area Support Office o |

P ©. Box 29939
Honolulu,Hawaii 96820

APR 16 1979 | ;

De. Hugh S. Pratt, M.D.

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Associated Universities, Inc.

Medical Department

Upton, L.I., N.Y. 11973

 
Dear Hugh:

I

|
PER DIEM DISCUSSIONS . | i

In accordance with our discussions today, let us consider Harry |

!

Brown's letter to you dated February 25, 1979, above subject, and

your reply dated March 16, 1979, as withdrawn, (I have destroyed all
> Streestratesnramin va-rursevsyeenerinte'in ee

. eee|
araa rea

 

We. J.\Stanley

Director

OP-25]
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. | _ BROOKHAVEN NAHONAL LABORA: ORY

at go ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES,INC.

. Upton, Naw York 14443

Parco! Gepeutrricnt (O16) dd S977

March 16, L979 ~ j»

Mr. W. J. Stanley

Director

Department of Energy

Pacific Area Supporce O£Fice

P.O. Bux 22939
Hunoluiu, Hawaii 96820

fear BLil:

S
S
,

{T am enclosing a copy of a Leteer that T found ino aycinihl when 7 o

returned to Brookhaven from Harcy Brown reparding, the per diem arvanye-

ments For Trase Territory personne) accompanying, the BNL, Medical Survey. &

Po fied the couftents of the Letter quite confuniog. tl oC reacmber

vocree)et iy, on at beast Cue oceistons Bob Conrad aie you dia diseunsed the

stanlard operatiag, proceduce established by your offices for redinbursenent

or Tet. personued. As do ouiderstoad the couversatlon, yeu were very reluctant

tu “pprove BNL level per diem for Tet. perseanel on these trips. Both Bob

aad fo weee concerned about therdiserépiicy berWoenk the ceimburcsemantefo me

T.T. personnel. and: for.BNl@persannelsand we knew that they were aware of

this discrepancy. As LT remember it, the final resolution of the problem 1?

eccurred when fyouTsugcested that we pay them af'supplemental income/un
Vofficiallyjout ofour survey peneral fund. TF think we wied the corm

"SOipensatory pay” and it amounted toa an additional $$.00/day at sea

and in the outer islands. On the basis of those conversations, and upon

the instructions of Bob Conard inmediately prior to this trip, Chese were

the rules that [ followed. Consequently, tT paid John tanan and the three

technicians $70.00 apiece for their fourteen days on the trip. John Taman

never dnadieated to me that there was any disagreement with

ment poltey. However, ft appears that John talked ¢ during the short
veriod that Marry was on’ Kwajatetn Collowlng the return of the ship. T was
on Kwajalein during that same pertod of time and something as important as

this, 1 feel, should have been brought to my attention.
~

 

this reluburse-     
      

We ure very much dependent upon the ceoperation of the T.7. persounel,

especially John lawman, for the successful complectoa of these surveys, and

Tam wPradd that the Ineremental differences between Toh. pevdtem and BNL

per diew is of a suffictent magnitude to make’ the participants of the last
survey feel that they have been underpald by a very sipniftcant amount. #

“coer  



He. We ch, Stanley Page Two

f would interpret the tase seukenee of the second paragraph of

Harry's letter to Indicate chat John Laman had issued an ultimatum

that efther we pay BNL per diem rates oc we will not have the services

of T.7. personnel. REPcar as 7 am concerned, Lithlak they ure worth
everycautofif but, per our previons discusstons,T thousbtchararcempt—

ing to utilize these cateswould present sane problems for you in relation
to T.T. Finauce and with) OMb.HOT OMB7

 

[ hate to keep dropping these thorny probleas on von, but they seon
to keep acising and you are the only person T can turn to for resolution,
Lwant to thank you again for your role as mediater dn our recent con-

ferences. I am afrald that without your help they would have been much

uore unproductive than they were. L have an appotutment to discuss aauty

of the recent survey probleus with Walter Weyzen in Washington next

Monday and will inform him of the crucial rele you played in calming

the waters. Fisxetacion to this per diem thing, I would appreciate your
thoughts on ft and wil) be delighted to move in whatever direction you
feel is indicated.

  

Warm regards,

Hugh S. Prate, M.D.

bya
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Medical Deparment (516) 345- 3577

wo)
Mr. winnigaf. Stanley,Diector

U.S. Despartrant of Energy

Bacitié.Area Stipport Office
P.O, Box 29939
Honolulu, Hawaii 96820

bear Bill, - + “GG

Iowant to apologize for the delay in getting this logistic letter off

to you concerning the May-June survey, Rowever it' seems that thea
for this examination are_chariging daily; I have been make frequent trips

Washington to speak to the Department of Energy and Department of Interior to

try to obtain some commitment as to how we should handle the examination of
the people af Bikini. As things stand now, we know that Representative Burton
is in the process of writing a bill that will apparently pass through Congress

rapidly to present enabling legislation for some unspecified agency to pick

up the medical care of the Bikinians in much the same manner as the people

of Rongelap and Utirik. Yo make the picture even more complex every other day

I hear conflicting opinion about a ship load of Bikinians being transported

from Kili to Majuro to be present on the island for whole body counting at

the same time that the medical team will be there, i.e., May 14 - 20. If this

should, in fact, occur it would’ change the logistic requirements entirely. I

have brought this point home on several occasions to Walter Weyzen and to | 13

others in Washington and as I understand it, presently the-.projected transfer

of the people of Kili to Majuro is being held in abeyance. As wa discussed in
Walter's office I agree with you and Roger that the concept of moving 100
people to a testing machine really is stretching the point. It would be
much better to put a whole body counter on Kili for future studies. However,

it does appear that we will be responsible for.a physical examination of the.
GO Bikinians that Tony Greenhouse discovered on Majuro in his last survey.
Consequently, as of today, I have changed the composition of our survey group.

Please see enclosure 1. I have added Don Paglia, M.D., who I believa you know

and has been out before with Bob. He is an excellent hematologist and clinician
and will be able to help us in Majuro and Ebeye. Since we will be doing a
number of the standard examinations by the protocol, Bill Scott will also be
accompanying us for the firsk half of the trip and he and Don Paglia will
return from Kwajalein before we start the outer island survey. At the present
time it appears that we will have’ ten people in the scientific party for the

outer islands survey. This will include 3 women and 7 men. As we discussed
in Viashington, there is the possibility that we might pick up au many as 4 or

  



5 patients on the outer islands that will need to be transported back to

Kwajalein to be reexamined by Dr. Brown Dobyns: prior to transisterfotlthi:

United States for.evaluation,and. surgery. ,So that possibly the medical

party”"could expand*t«to 14 or 15° people including patients Under, these

circumstances, _ Your:stiggestion that’ we might put both of the médical

xamination,.kxailers aboard the “ship and can figure one trailer as a bunking:

t¥ailer.while,usfngetheothér. trailer for the physical” examination trailer
séems entirely£feagible.II would anticipate that during this part of the

year_1we'll be “encountering=acConsiderable ‘amdunt "of rain and that the canvas

vering that we have.previously discussed willthe fabricated and ready to
ise.aboard the ship. uring: tasurveysTope that somerestudy of the

Storage’ capability,jor,thie2BHA Jhas. x vealed some new storage areas because

Sur.gifts,.tothe outer * islands on this survey will be very similar to the

last trip. I would greatly appreciate it if we could obtain and carry with

us the following gift foods: 10 cases of apples, 10 cases of oranges, 25 cases

of diet Cola, 1,500 lb. rice, 360 (1.¥% lb.) cans of beef stew, 240 cans of Span,

3 bags of donut mix (50 lb. bags) and 20 (3 lb.cans) of shortening, 120 cans

ef baked beans (large), 18 cases of powdered milk, 6 cases of oat meal, and

300 lbs. of dried beans. In addition, from the standpoint of housekeeping and

for the physical examination tables, we will need at least 85 sheets and about

50 towels to be used by the scientific party for berthing and exaninations during

the outer islands survey. ‘

  

At the present time, Bill Scott is working frantically to make arrangements

for the air shippment of our medical equipment. As of today, we have 10 to 12

boxes which we anticipate shipping by commercial aix to San Francisco and then

transfering to Travis Aix Force Base for transportation to Honolulu via NAC.

Bill has already talked to Mr. Koga and Louise Sutton about this shippme

Of course it is imperative that this shippment reach Majuro the second we
May since we expect to arrive on the island on May 14th. We would appre‘iate

any help that you could give us on that end in expediting the transfer of the
shippment. Peter Heotis and Januk will be going down to Majuro about May 9th

to make preliminary arrangements there and to set. up the car rentals.

  

I just finished talking to our Travel Agent here and I have it set up so
that I will arrive in Honolulu at about 11:30 PM on the 9th. Would it fit into

your schedule if we could meet in your office at about 10:00 AM on the 10th to

discuss the possible configuration of the fixed sites on the outer islands and

some of the future logistic plans and hopefully to have a period of time with

Wayne Monk to talk about the forthcoming trip.

I am in the process of getting a letter off to Oscar deBrum to examine

the feasibility of holding a village meeting at Majuro prior to the beginning

of our survey there. As far as I know, this has never been done before and

I think that we might be able to head off some of the problems that we had

during the Last survey if we had an open question and answer period before we

began the examinations. In line with that, since at least half of the questions

that come to the medical survey group during those examinations concerns repare-

tions and administrative matters, would it be possible to have a membe.) of your

staff available for that village meating in Majuro on the evening of Hay 14th?
I think that Harry did a good job of the briefings that we presented togcther

on the outer islands and probably could present any new developments on Pr~-116.

JU3Z83
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Would it be possible to obtain some double tiered bunks to put into

the port side 20' deck trailer to use as a bunking area for the Marshallese

patients?

Thanks again for your continued support of our logistic needs. I

anticipate that this coming survey is going to be a much happier experience

for all concerned. I am looking forward to seeing you on the 10th. If

there should be any significant change in these plans I'll notify you

immediately by phone or letter.

Warm regards,

HSP:ge Hugh S. Pratt, -M.D.

903756Me
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NORTHERN MARSHALL ISLANDS RADIOLOSTCAL SURVEY

This plan outlines the field portion of the Northern Nacshall
y
a

Islands Kadilological Survey Progyaa and its objectives, and establishes

responsibilities and procedures for its executlon.
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OPERATTOUS PLAY

NORTULIRT MARSHALL ISLANDS

RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY

t
a
e

T. PurposeandObjectives

Thepurpose of this Oparations Plan is to outline the field
portion of the Northern Marshall Islands, Radiological Survey

Program and to-establish responsibilities and procedures fox

its execution.

The objectives of this ficld effort are:  l. Yo obtain avrial radiological maps of the Northern Marshall
Atolls and Islands.

2. To obtain samples of soil, water, plant life and food,

 

adjacent marine vaters, and marine and tereestviel life.

Il. Responsibilities
ey aneereeeeteot

4

Within the Nevada Operations Office, the Assistant for Pacitiec [c

Opurations will be responsible to the Manayar for successful [4  

 

accomplishment of the objectives of the Noxrthexn Marshall
islands Radiological Survey and will serve as the NV Progra i

Manager responsible for operational control, field operations, |

and direction of support activities. He will be supported by

a echnical Director who will provide technical direction of
the aerial, terrestrial, ang marine field operations.

(L2\

Til. Organization

The field organization for the Nexrthern Marshall Islands

Radiological Survey Program is incorporated in Appendix A.

IV. SurveyExecution  The survey will be conducted over a peried of three months

starting on or about September Ll, 19O78.

The overall] aevial, terrestrial, and marine program is expected

to include representatives of:

1. Division of Operational an@ Environmental Safety (O6bS, Don/1IO)

2. Nevada Operations Office (NV)

|

f

|

3. EG&G, Las Vegas, WV

|

!
|
}

I
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4. Tawrence Livermore Laboratory (LU), Livermore, CA

5. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Las Vetas, NV - , pe é “
pee

6. Brookhaven Wational Laboratory (BNI), Upton, NY eres a
; _wo 7

7. University of Washington (UW), Scattle, WA ne or tr

|
[

k
I

|

|

to partictpate on a non-interference basis. Likely candidates

are University of Nawali Mid-Pacific Marine Laboratory (NPMILJ)-

sponsexed and Bowling Green Univarsity.

Sample analysis and dose assessment performed by the Lawreicr

Livernovre Laboratery will continua for sevexval months folluwing

the sucvey and is described in detail in the attached WOES

Radiological Survey Plan, Appendix bh.

Initial deployinent-of. equipment will be via a Department of

Navy-provided USNS Wheeling from Port Hucnem: to Kyvejelein with

survey parsonnel boarding at Kwajalein. ‘Lhree series of 22 days,

22 days, and 33 days are ‘scheduled with personnel rotating atter

each series. A schedule of the field survey is attached as

Appendix L.

PublicInfoxmation

 

‘The Manager, NV, is responsible {£ ‘
" public information pragram to inform Trust Territory officials

and inhabitants of the Northern Marshall Islands of survey

activities and execution schedule. Prior to commencenent of

survey work, each inhabited island will be visited and indivi-~

@Quals briefed on what events will take place. Upon survey

completion, island inhabitants will be advised of the completion

of that portion of the survey. _

ProgramFunding

Funding for the Northern Marshall Survey is being provided by

the Division of Operational and Environmental Safety. Fox the

FY 1978 phase of the field oparations, a total of $347K has

been inade available. Cost estimates for the NV portion of thea
FY 1979 effort are $540K. In addition, $150K in capital equip-

ment funding has been provided by Oats.

Cost will be recorded against the project in budget catayory

GK-032-01--08-4.

Funding associnted with the Terrestrial and Marine Survey and

the Sample Processing and Analysis activity are heing provided

to LLG through SAN.
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NORTHERN MARSHALL ISLANDS BAULCLOGICAL SURVEY
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PART VI

‘s- PURLIC INFORMATION PLAN

A series of DO’ coordinated public information actions is needed to
provice news media with a complete and aceurate picture of the rehabili-
tation, cleanup andl medical prograns, and the upcoming radiological suvay
program scheduled this fall.”

The following publics will need to be kept inforvined:
1

}
lL. Residents of the surveyed islands and atolls. ‘

Ze Residents of the Marshall Islands.

3. Trust Territory government.

£ the Luterior (DOT), Depavtment of Dafersa (mob).4, Department o

3. U. S. Cougress.

6. U. S. and foretgn news media.

the Sollowing program interests should be kept in mind while collecting
end dlosciuiuating information: , “

-. |
l. Obtaining dose assessments and evaluations of the atoll emvironacnis. ;

2. Obtaining improved feedback of infomaution from the Marshallese
people.

ys . . . . : . 7 “4
In establishing the information dissemination aud gathering affoert, honeAi
are these important considerations: y Me ’

lL. Hisuuderstandings surroundingtheDORwedical followupinthe art-Ee

Marshalis have ledto complaints and criticion,
Rmeeetneneeate nen Se EMEA ene a aeape

 

2. There has been a lack of coordination between agencies and within

apoencies and,their contractors in cowmunicating with the Marshalless
in the past,

 

 

3. News media reaction to Government efforts to right past wrongs
has been friendly but sympathies are clearly with the Marshallese

people, t

4. Infomation om land use and dictary preferences and practices in
the Marshalls is scaree and subject to continuing reviev and revision,

“For any mitker pertaining to public information contact Len Arat
(202) 376-4192,

VI-1. ;
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Public Affairs Guidance

1.

h
o

“Allow newsmento accompany the

 

Take a completely open approach in conduct of the public infommuticn
aspects and in the dissemination of information derived by tha
radiological survey, .

Schedule a show-and-cell bricfing and press conference bafore the
ferial survey begins, in Honolulu, on board the USNS Wheeling wittr

participation by tha Departinent's of the Interior and Defense (ROM).

Provide news media access to the ship when it. arrives in Kwajalein
for resupply.

Conduct both introductory and post survey briefings at. each papulatad
atoll ov island. There mist be a “dry run to preview these briefings

for DOE, DOL, and TE staff and proparation and coordination of cuesti ous
and answers.

Fneourese and welcome Coverage of the sucvey by domestic and foveian
nows moda stactf and accommodate their requests. Newsmen woo request
to accompany the survey team should be allowed to do so under the
following critevia: that they pay their own expenses and plan to stay

out for at least one week, and that they arrange their own trans-
portation to rendezvous with the ship. Technical staff will be A
expected to cooperate to the fullest. < wtrl Aalto 4

el

ae depart

    expenses, do not interfere with the medte:
mation officer escorts them.

Establish closer coordination on public information matters with
DOE's own contractors, National Labs and field offices working in
the Marshalls.

Provide a DOE Public Information Officer to accompany news media who
will be responsible for dissemination and collection of infomation.
The PL officer will be supported in an-atoll conmunications by an
expert in cross-cultural communications plus other members of the

technical staff as needed. ,

Upon completion of the aerial survey project:

a. Hold a press briefing in Honolulu and/or Washington to explain
preliminary findings and followon activities,

VI-2
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Department of Energy
Paciiic Area Support Office
PO. Box 29939 OCT 27 179
Honolulu, Hawaii 96820 .

Dre. Hugh Pratt

Brookhaven Nationa] Laboratory

Associated Universities, Inc.

Hedical Dept, VS

Upton, L.f., N.¥. 11973

Dear Hugh:

  

  
  

Enclosed a copy of a hastily assembled brochure

(potential successor to LIKTANUR) .

The inside cover shows the current
oe an 4

rge sections being put overboard. They can be

either side by side or end to end. (dimensi

Page ll is an actual photo of a helo On the foredeck; page 10 an artist's

concept of a helo on the fantail roof, i

     ted together
of each: 6' x 24'),  

Page 12 is a cut-away of the forward cargo holds converted for bunk

space {12) and clinic. Above deck, a whole body counter is portrayed, :

but either a medical trailer (to expand the clinic) or additional

bunk space could be provided.

i'm pieased that you are willing to make the visit to San Diego and
hope that this time we'll be successful in getting back in operation.

I think a cali from you or Bob te Walter Weyzen or Bill Burr ("Has

the money been released yet?") wouldn't hurt a bit. I'll talk with

you when I return from the Wheeling about Nov. 20.

With best regards,

RoodLd

OP-866 Assista fi forOMse Operations

RR: jAft

Enclosure: ‘

As indicated

IG57Z44b
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December1978

Mr. WH. J. tanley ua . mo

Director, Pacific Area Support Office
Deparrcent of Energy. :

~ ~.0.5. 29929 .

Honolulu, Hawaii 96820

Dear Bill,.

pinks, letter is in response to a telephona request I received from
Rafry Brown late. yesterday afternoon regarding. my. opinions.as to the feasibliity
of‘small helicoptor eupport.for the Medical Surveyof the Marshall Islands.

As background for the Following discussions, I'd like to reatata an
opinion which £ think we have discussed previously in your office, pertatuin,;
to the long-raaga logistic plans for the BNL medical survey. First, if woutd
appear that sonetima in the near‘'future that the geographic area assigned ta

ENL might expand appreciably, i.e., to include the people of Bikini and Entiveutok.
This dacision is pending at DOE/DOI. This, of course, would tremendously

enlarge the geographic area to ba covered by the mddical survey teaas and would
present severe logistic problems for slow shipboard support. As we have:
ciscugsed in ths past, the possibility of eatablishing small Independent
exanining facilities on each of the islands and supporting these installatloas
by aircraft certainly should be considered carefully. The type of alrerafi to
be used again presents a variety of options. TI understand that a PBY 5A wilh
be available from the University of Hawaii. JI have no further information a1

.to the dates of availability or priority for its utilization by this progran.

Another option which I have been considering is the ultimate use of a
heavy helicoptor of the SH-3 type that would have both the range and operating
charactwristics necessary for outer island support. Both of these options
would greatly increase the facility with which we could evacuate patients fron

the islands in the event of medical emergencies.°

Of ceursa, all of this is conjecture at this point until some final /
decision is made as to the Bihini and Eniwetok populations. Onca that decision
has been mada and we hava some idea of our Zuture patient loading, I think wea

ought to have a logistic meetings to develop soma short~ and long-termaplans

concerning these options,

   
Torena.OORTURE)
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Tp.5ppeaksmore,adiveutlyteto:‘the. question.that.Harry.Brown.presented .
" -yeatéxrday; am. yaty-much: opposed: to-basing:a lighthelicoptor -abeard our
ghargsred. vessel for the January-Sebraarymedical survey. Tohave a numbar of
Sasons for taking this position, but first.f think.it would. ba.wisa for nz to

outline my qualifications4for¥ baking th1232 obsarvations and recommendations

Por 30 yeara“y!‘was a: Haval. aviatorus. well;as a Haval physician and.
flight surgeon, For:the first 11 yaars of that perLodii was solely a Naval.
aviator and had rather: extensiva experience with heligoptors. During ny pactod

of shipboard duty aboard. savaralForrestaliclaas,carriers, firet as a Junior
Medical Officer and then aa a Senior MedicalOfficer, it. was my responsibil?
to assure safety of flight, particularly ‘in, helicoptor areas, both. andi ¢on
the flight deck o£ larrga.carriers, and in.“support of surfaca ships wE the sine
of daatcoyerac79 Sart rhoxau hiy: : ‘ m dated with

Tighe heticoptor’ gi { tI have “a long lise of references of ©
Saectdent reports dnvolving attempts to support light -helicophors on small
vessels. This is auextremelyhazardous operation evan under ideal conditi

The period of tha medical surveyincludes tha roughest weather of the
year and-we can ablnost guarantee 30~-knot winds and rough seas throughout the

entire survey, .. AovShea_sutvsyleader and medical officer in charge of this

gurvey, Thywild not accept the responsibility for the hazards presented by
a helicoptor operating off tha ship.

       

A compounding problem which I suggested to Harry and which apparently
has not been considered in the past, is the fact that Kwajalein, as a highly
restricted military area, hag some vary stringent rules concerning overfl!shrs
by private aircraft. There would have to be some very significant nodi-
fieations of thelr present security measures to allow’ any, private overfliguia.
Again, I have no advance warning a3 to whan there might ba incoming misstles
into the Kwajalein test range, and there would have to be constant comnunicrtion
between the ship at sea and the Kwajalein operations center so that a
private helicoptor didn't stray into an axea of incoming missiles.

All of these problems I'm afraid would interfere with the basic misston
of this ship which is the support of tha DOZ Medical Program during this
time frame. I would suggest that if Mr. Otterman has potentially pressing
business obligations tn some other area that he has two options: (1) he can

appoint a suitable surrogate to solve those problems for him while he is

aboard the ship; or (2) he-can make arrangements for a private charter,
fixed wing aireraft to pick him up landing in the lagoon of either Utirik or

Kwajalein.

As each day unfoldd and we coma face to face with new and more unusual

requests (demands) from Mr. Otterman regarding the details of this chartor

arrengenent, I find myself mora and mouse skeptical about the future renewal

of this contract. I assume that the previous adminlatrative arrangements

concerning tha control of tha vassel, echedula, and tha disposition o£. tha

vessal in port wilh be as it has baen in tha past with our previous vassel
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J. Stonlay 0 - Co, , . 1 December 1973
H, Prats, MD. 2... mt, fo, no - Page Tarua
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and that the, survey-leader wild have adniniatrative control over those. thisga +
that donot involva, the’ ‘gafety ofthe ship. . I hava the impression that Mr.

.. Otterman considers the American Survey, to Utirtk:andongelap gome sorg,of:
-p romantic,/Séuth- Pacific. interlude, -and. my pastexpettenca nas: showswa
that he can be quite demanding and ‘unkeasonable at times; -I would theratova
hopa that tha. exact details of. tha authority and reaponsibilites for the -

- operations of the Medical Program and the ship be clszarly spelledout for.
Nr.Otterman prior. to the. time, the shiip sails for Kwajalein. re

I don't want to be hardnosed about ‘this but I think in this cage that in
‘dealing with Mr.. Otterman-it's imperative that we, lay alloour cards .on the
tabla so everybody ‘understands exactlywhere our mutual responsibilites aud

authorities are. Tf I can ba of any further assistance,in this matter, pleaas

don ‘tehesitate to call or “write

; “Pleaségive my beat ‘to Harry and Wayne.- I think theyhava: donsa-

superb job.- Each of them is now eligible for: the Purple Heart, © :

Varn regards,-

Hugh Pratt, M.D,
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BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES, INC.

Upton, New York 11973

 

Mecica! Departmen! (516) 345-3577

November 29,me
ye

“4 4 ¢

La

Dr. Walter Weyzen Yo
Division of Biomedical and
Environmental Research (?

Department of Energy _

Washington, D.C. 20545 et .

Dear Walter,

En¢losed” is‘a as
yegarding“theMédicalS
      
  

   

x#
“enclosed) was mr for this

"You will note that the present agreement would include
responsibllities of our personnel at Ebeye and Majuro. With regard
to the legalities of medical care I suppose we are responsible for
Rongelap, Utirik and Bikini while TT is responsible elsewhere.

 

As you know PL 5-52 and the TT agréement of December 1974
(copies enclosed) are in disagreement and has been the cause of
considerable dissatisfaction among the Marshallese, I suggest we

get together with Mr. Winkel and come up with something agreeable
to all including Congressmen Balos and Heine. I believe Congress of
Micronesia is out of the picture at this point. Perhaps we might
arrange a meeting with Winkel when he next comes to Washington,

incerely,

Robert A. Conard, M.D.
RACi gc

Enc.
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THE UNITED STATES EIERGY RESEARCH AMD DEVELCFLENT ADMTONISTEATION
AND

THE TRUST TERRITORY OF THES PACIFIO TELANSS
REGARDING MEDICAL CARE OF THE RONGELAP ANT OU :

  

 

KWAJALEIN, M, I., FEBRUARY 4-5, 1°77

The United States Energy Research and Develorzmenz Aizinitstration (f=pA),

formerly AEC, has for more than 20 years conducted 4 pregram of medical

surveillance of the people cf Rongelep end Utirik wac were axposed to fallant

from a weapons test in 1954. In the course of this activitr, eri with the

knowledge and consent.of the Trust Territory of the Facitfic Yslends (¢rPr),

the ERDA medical teams have provided limited meGic2l care for the seople

at Rongelap and Utirik.

The people living on Utirik and Rongselap, hays

 

asexpressed a desire for changes in the type of medics

program, Specifically, they have addressed requests to EEDA for more -

comprehensive medical care for all the people living on these islands.

It is recognized that generel medical care oF the recple of the

Marshall Islands is a responsibility of the Administration of the TEPI.

It is in the interest of both the TYPI and the US {ERDA) to explore ways

at i] hs i
? K a ui Qo r
y ot QO a
t 2in which medical needs can best be met by cooperativ

parties within the framework of their respective resconsibilities.

In response to a Trust Territory request, the ZRDA representative

reported that the US (ERDA) is prepared to continue its essistence to

the TTPI in the discharge of its healthcare responsitilities to the

peopte living on Rongelap and Utirik
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The following arrangements were agreed to:

@.: ERDA will invite TIPI medical personnel (e.g., medical officer, “nurses,

health aides, technicians) to participate in the ERDA medical visits in

order to facilitate expanded programs such as well baby clinics, family

planning, etc., and will assist with logistic support of these activities.

For the next four quarterly visits, the TI will provide one medical officer,

one health assistant, and up to two additional medical personnel, as needed.

Travel, per diem and subsistence will by paid by ERDA; salaries will be paid

by TIPI: .

be ERDA will assist in arranging for additionalUS medical doctors to parbic-

ipate in the medical team visits, as may be required to assist the TPPT in

providing general medical care to the people living on Rongelap and Utirik.

For the next spring survey (March, 1977), ERDA willmake every effort to

provide, and will fund if necessary, two additional physicians. It is

anticipated that the two physicians will be provided by the Public Health °

Service. .

ce. ERDA will, to the extent operationally feasible, extend the duration oat

its medical team visits to Rongelap and Utirik to accommodate the needs of

the Trust Territory medical program. Therefore, for the next spring visit,

it is expected that duration of stay of the medical team will be extended

by two to three days.

d. The medical teams, while at the islands, will extend medical care and

treatment equally to all those living on‘the two islands.

. eo |
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It is recognized that the arrangements set forth above do not constitute

a modification of the agreement of Dec. 2, 1974 between the TIPL and ERDA nor

do they alter statutory responsibilities of either agency.

LAMame LS. Bux 2f2frt

Signature: Willtes VY. Burr, M.D. “—
‘Deputy Director, : .

Division of Biomedical and Environments

Research, ERDA

Signature: Oscar GeSzrum '

District Administrator

Marshall Islands.
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ATTENDEES —

Dr. William W. Burr, Deputy Director, DBER, ERDA

Mr. Roger Ray, Asst. Manager for Environment & Sefety, ERDA

Mr. Oscar DeBrum, District Administrator, Marshalls

Dr. Ezra Riklon, Marshalls District Director of Health Services

Dr. Masao Kumangai, Director of Health Services

Mr. Robert Hazlett, Peace Corps Representative Marshalls

Dr. Robert Conard, Head of BNL Medical Surveys in the Marshalls

Dr. Victor Bond, Associate Laboratory Director, BNL

Dr. Knud Knudsen, Resident Physician, BNL

Mr. Atlan Anien, Speaker of the Nitijela

Ms. Kristine Morris, Program Specialist, ERDA
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Agreement Between The United States Department of Energy and

The Trust Territory of The Pacific Islands Regarding Medical Care of the

Rongelap and Utirik People

The United States Department of Energy (DOE), formerly ERDA and AEC,

has for nearly twenty-four years conducted a program of medical surveilance

of the people of Rongelap and Utirik atolls who were accidentally exposed

to fallout from a weapons test in 1954. Since 1956 this program has been

carried out under the direction of Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNI,)

with the cooperation and participation of the Trust Territory of the Pacific

Islands (TLPT). The purpose of this document is to formulate an agreement

between DOE and the TIPI concerning the DOE-BNL Medical Program in the

Marshall Islands. This agreement supersedes and extends that of February,

1977 (copy attached). The agreement reached between ERDA and TIPI

(ecember 2, 1974) regarding implementation of the Congress of Micronesia

PL-5-52 (Trust Territory Fallout Survivors Act, COpy attached) continues

in effect. This agreement allows for free hospitalization within the Trust

Territory (including travel and per diem allowanced for individuals in the

Rongelap or Utirik exposed and control groups who become ill.

The people living on Rongelap and Utirik atolls have recently and

separately requested that the DOE Medical Program include more comprehensive

care for all the people Living on these islands. This resulted in the

February 1977 agreement referred to above with provisions for increased

medical assistance by DOE to the COPL in the discharge of health care responsibil~

ities ta the people living on Rongelap and Utirik. During the past year, the

agreement has been implemented by both parties, apparently to the satisfaction

of the Marshallese people involved. That agreement only covered the caleatar

year 1977; Lenee, the present agreement Is intended to supplant that one.
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The primary responsibility of the DOE medical program in the Marshal]

Islands concerns the diagnosis and treatment of radiation effects in the

exposed Rongelap and Utirik people. In order to carry out this mission

satisfactorily a number of unexposed Rongelap people are included in the exawina-

tions. Comprehansive annual medical examinations are carried out on these

people by the DOE+BNL medical team with the assistance of Trust Territory

nedical personnel. In addition, a Resident Physician and Physician's -

Assistant have been placed in the islands and make quarterly trips ta

Rongelap, Utirik and Bikini for health care purposes. Over and above the

primary mission, for humanitarian reasons, the DOE-BNL wedical personnel

assists the Trust Territory in general health care of other Marshallese

whenever possible.

The present agreenent concerns 1) the annual medical surveys, 2) followup

medical care, and 3) health care assistance by DOE-sponsored personnel at:

Ebeye and Majuro.

1) ERDA will invite TTPI medical personnel (e.g., Medical. Officer, nurses,

health aides, technicians) to participate in the DOE-BNL medical visits in

order to facilitate expanded programs such as Well Baby Clinics, Family

Planning, etc., and will assist as feasible, with the logistic support of

these activities. The Trust Territory will furnish such personnel veferred

to above when possible. The DOE-BNL medical team, during the annual surveys,

will assist the TIPl in providing medical care to the people living on Rongelap

and Utirik. Every effort will be made to extend the duration of the medical

teams stay at these islands long enough to examine all people on the islands

who wish to be examined in a way similar to that used for the exposed and

control proups.
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2) Any exposed Marshallese individual whe develops an illness that may

be related to radiation exposure will be given follow-up medical cara, if

necessary in U.S. hospitals, under the auspices of DOE. Any Marshallese

in the special control group who should develop a similar illness will be

treated likewise,

3) The role of the resident DOE-BNL medical personnel at the Ebeye

and Majuro hospitals will be to assist the Trust Territory medical persomnel

in health care of the exposed Rongelap and Utirik people and the people ju

the control group located at these atolls. As time permits, on a humanitarian

basis, the DOE-BNL medical personnel may act as consultants or assist in

examination and treatment of other Marshallese as requested by the Director

of the Hospital. However, the primary responsibility of all patient care at

these hospitals lies with the Trust Territory Health Services.

— 39002

  



CHARTER PARTY

OF THE

MOTOR VESSEL EGABRAG

OFFICIAL NO. 572,028

This Charter Party is made on November 17, 1978, by and between U.S. Oceanog-

raphy, Inc., a California corporation with principal place of business in San

Diego, California, hereinafter referred to as "Owner," and Holmes & Narver,
Inc., a California corporation with principal place of business in Orange,

California, as principal and acting in its capacity as prime contractor to the

U.S. Department of Energy, under its Contract Number EY-76-C-08--0020, herein-

after referred to as "Charterer."

WITNESSETH:

ARTICLE I

DESCRIPTLON OF VESSEL

Qwnex is the sole owner of the Motor Vessel EGABRAG, Official No. 572,028,

which together with her machinery, equipment, boats, apparel, furmishings,

furniture, and all appurtenances hereunder appertaining, is hereinafter called

"the vessel."

ARTICLE II

CHARTER PERIOD, OPTION ‘T0 EXTEND

Owner agrees to let and Charterer agrees, subject to the provisions hereinafter

contained, to hire the exclusive use of the vessel for the term commencing on
the date the vessel departs from the Port of San Diego, California, for the

purposes of this charter_which is expected to be approximately December 16,

1978, or thereabouts, ePerm of the charter shall-terminate on September 16,'

1979, unless extended as herein provided.
“ ettNRO »

Should Charterer not exercise its option to extend said term of the charter as

hereinprovided, said vessel shall be returned to the Port of San Diego,

California, pot later than September 15, 1979.
LNHENOrtInNern8ANEGPEDDITD

Charterer shall have the option to extend said initial term of the charter for
a period of one (1) year from September 15, 1979. Said option to renew shall
be exercised by Charterer giving Owner written notice of its exercise of said
option not less than thirty (30) days prior to the expiration of the initial

charter period.

At the expiration of the first extended term, Charterer is given the right to
extend said term for an additional period of one (1) year upon giving written

notice to Owner of its exercise of said option not Later than thirty (30) days
prior to September 15, 1980.



At the expiration of the second extended term, Charterer is given the right to

extend said term for an additional period of one (1) year upon giving written
notice to Owner of its exercise of said option not later than thirty (30) days
prior to September 15, 1981.

ARTICLE III

HIRE FOR VESSEL

Charterer agrees to pay the Owner hire for the vessel and its‘crew in the sum
of$46,000.00permonthforoxGach month of the term of the initial period of
thecharter. The first month's hire shall be paid to Owner one (1) calendi:
month after the commencement of the term of said charter as hercinabove vrovided
and like monthly payments shall be made each month thereafter, the last month's
hire being prorated should the term of the hire terminate prior to the end of
one (1) full calendar month.

The hire for additional terms of the charter shall be negotiated ‘between Owner
and Charterer and in the event said parties are unable to agree upon the

amount of the monthly hire for the extended term or terms, Owner may, at its
option, terminate this charter. It is agreed that if the hire is not determined
and agreed upon on or before the fifteenth day. preceding the expiration of the
initial or any extended term, Owner may then exercise its right to terininare
the charter.

ARTICLE IV

DELIVERY AND REDELIVERY , por

order to accommodate the desires and needs of the Charterer. The s
work as to conversions, difications,.and changes is stated on Att
to this Charter Party. ivessel shall be fittedto f
personnel to be brought aboard by Charterer. Owner agrees to use his bes
efforts to prepare the vessel for departure from the Port of San Diego,
California, on or about December 16, 1978.

  
It is agreed that the Charterer will pay to the Owner the amount of $50,000.00
as full payment for the conversion, modifications, and changes stated on
Attachment A. Payment for all such modifications and changes made in accordance
with Attachment A shall be paid by Charterer in addition to all other sums

- herein provided. The total payment for such work shall be made to Owner prior
to the departure of said vessel from the Port of San Dicgo, California, as
hereinabove provided. '

ARTICLE V

CONDITION OF VESSEL AND SURVEY

Owner warrants that the vessel on delivery to the Charterer shall be seaworthy,
clean, tight, staunch, strong, and well and sufficiently tackled, appareled,

9052859.

 



furnished, and equipped and in good running condition and repair and fit for

her said intended service.

Upon the completion of the conversion of said vessel as hereinabove provided,
said vessel shall. be surveyed by a marine surveyor appointed by Owner and
accepted by Charterer and Charterer shall at said time be entitled to board
said vessel and fully inspect the same. Should Charterer fail to be satisfied
with the condition of said vessel and should such objections be reasonable,

Owner shall have a reasonable time to correct any such deficiencies even

though such may cause a delay in the departure of said vessel under the tcrins

of the charter.

Charterer agrees that upon the redelivery of said vessel to Owner at the Port
of San Diego, California, upon the termination of this charter or any extended
term, Charterer will at its cost and expense cause said vessel to be reconverted
to its condition at the commencement of the charter and as necessary. remove

the modifications and conversions theretofore made in order to accomplish thot
result. Charterer's liability to the Owner for the cost of reconversion shall

not exceed the amouut of $15,000.00.

Upon redelivery of said vessel to the Port of San Diego, California, it shall
again be surveyed. Charterer agrees, at its expense, to repair any damanc to
seid vessel occurring during the term of the charter as a result of the fault
or negligence of the Charterer or its employees or agents. All other repairs

to said vessel shall be at the expense of the Owner.

ARTICLE VI

DUTY TO PROVIDE CREW, ‘FOOD, WATER, AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

   Charterer shall provide all £¢d9mURCMSote necessary UES@ethevesseteigwey
Pore ~EBEE of Kwajalein during the term of the charter for the members of

  
AY

ihe”crewaboard the vessel, as well as all research personnel. placed aboard
said vessel by Charterer.

Charterer shall also provide at its cost all required petroleum products
including, but not limited to, fuel oil, Lube oll, and outboard motor gasoline.

While said vessel is in Kwajalein Narbor, Marshall Islands, Chartercr-stall
detnevessel with Derthing PASTosemdershhorerpouee
  err

Pus  

ARTICLE VII

USE OF VESSEL

Said vessel is chartered for the purpose of conducting OCEANOGRAPHIC RESEAMCiH

in the arca hereinafter designated.

During the term of the charter, the vessel shall operate only in an area
within a radius of 2001miles fromKwajalein}Harbor, Marshall Islands, except

as is necessary to proceed”rronSanDiego, Calffornia, to said destinatlou and

return.

JUs24 bo
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It is further agreed that Charterer shall not require said vessel to be in

operation for more than an average of tyenty»{20),daysper, month computed each
quarter during the term of the charter. By way of explanation, it is the

. intention that the crew of the’vessel shall not be required to operate satd
vessel more than twenty (20) days per month; however, it is understood that on

some occasions, trips of a long time will be required and thus, the total

number of days will be averaged out over each quarter.

ARTICLE VILLI

DISABILITY OF VESSEL .

In the event that the vessel shall be disabled, damaged, or delayed by breakdown
of machinery, fire, grounding, collision, or other cause not attributable to

the negligence of Charterer or its employees, then, in that event, the prorcta
daily charter rate computed on a monthly basis shall be immediately suspended

.until such time as the vessel again becomes available for Charterer's use.

Further, in the event that the vessel is lost or damaged, or otherwise disabled
and the disability is such that the vessel cannot be repaired within forty-five

(45) days following such disability, Charterer at its election may terminate

the charter forthwith.

ARTICLE IX

MAINTENANCE

Owner shall, at its own expense, maintain the vessel excluding special equipment

placed aboard by Charterer during the term of the charter. W

apadpentycrOvAGreduineg:srhrreciltomerene2SLeISEeEs
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ARTICLE X

COSTS OF SURVEYS

The necessary survey prior to commencement of the charter shall be paid for by
Owner and the survey conducted upon the return of the vessel shall be paid by

Charterer, not to exceed $500.00 per survey.

ARTICLE XI

INSURANCE

Owner shall procure hull and protection indemnity insurance. The amount of

the hull insurance shall. be designated by the Owner and the protection indemnity

insurance shall have limits of $1,000,000.00. Owner shall, in addition to the
above insurance, procure an umbrella policy for the Owner's and vessel's

protection in the amount of $1,000,000.00.

Charterer shall be solely responsible for any damage to Charterer's enuipment

provided the same is not ‘caused by reason of the negligence of Owner or Owner's

agents or employees. .



ARTICLE XIT

INDEMNITY

Charterer shall hold Owner harmless from any and all claims for injuries or
death suffered by any of its personnel or those research personnel brought
aboard the vessel by Charterer which shall not be the result of fault or

negligence on the part of Owner or Owner's agents or employees,

Owner shall hold Charterer harmless from any and all claims for injuric: or
death suffered by any of Owner's personnel which shall not be the result of
fault or negligence on the part of Charterer or its agents or employees. -

ARTICLE XIII

TAXES

The Owner has included in its price all applicable federal, state, and locs?
taxes and duties. The Charterer will pay all taxes levied on the vessel by
the Trust Territories of the Pacific Islands or its political subdivisions.
Charterer shall also pay any port charges, wharfage, pilot fees, or duties

ARTICLE XIV

ATTORNEY'S FEES

In the event that either party to this Agreement shall commence an action to

enforce the terms thereof, the prevailing party shall be awarded court costs
and reasonable attorney's fees. ! .

ARTICLE XV

ASSIGNMENT

Neither party to this Agreement shall have the power or right to assign thelr
interest herein to any person, firm, or corporation without first securing the

weitten consent of the other party and any such assignment so made without
such consent shall be null and void.

ARTICLE XVI

MANNING

The Owner shall at all times man the vessel with personnel competent to perforn

the tasks assigned to them,

ARTICLE XVII:

SAFETY AT SEA

 

Operation..ofchevesselanand the ssafetyofwdtie2and, thepersonnel. aboard it, are
NPaENe:

and shall remain the golean‘and.Sonplete responsibidity<ofthe Owner and “the
ehCETTY

Captain of the vessel. .

w
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ARTICLE XVIII

SCHEDULING AND ROUTING

‘The Charterer's authorized representative shall determine sailing times,
\destinations, and intermediate stops for all voyages subject to the provisions
of Article XVII, Safety at Sea. The vessel!‘sCaptain wild1route thevoyages

fto accommodate the requirements oftheCharterer by the mostdirect routes

wavailable, taking into consideration the safety of the vessel and its personnel.
ee

ARTICLE XIX

TERMINATION

If the Charterer exercises the right to terminate the Charter Party under
Article 14, Termination, of the General Provisions, it is agreed thatsuch
temnination will be effective only after the vessel is returned to the Port of
San Diego, California, and redelivered to the Owner. Notwithstanding the
termination of the Charter Party under the said Article 14, Termination, of
the General Provisions, the Charterer shall pay the cost of the survey pursuant

to Charter Party Article X, Cost of Surveys, and for the reconversion costs

pursuant to Charter Party Article V, Condition of Vessel and Survey.

ARTICLE XX

GENERAL PROVISTONS

The attached General Provisions, consisting of Articles 1 through 56on 56

pages, are incorporated into this agreement for all purposes.

It is agreed that Owner. shall have no responsibility for the breach of Artinles 47,
48, 49, and 50 of the General Provisions by personnel placed aboard the vessel
by Charterer.

In the General Provisions, wherever the word "Subcontractor" appears, it shall
mean "Owner" and wherever the word "Contractor" appears, it shall mean "Char-
terer.”

ARTICLE XXI

CAPTIONS

The captions of the articles of this Charter Party are for convenlenceonly
and shall not be construed as in any way limiting, altering, or modifying the
provision hereof. ad

{“
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WEDICAL SURVELLLANCE OF BIKINI WORKERS.'

VALLE I WAS AT M&JURO LAST WEEK. THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY ASKED TO

DISCUSS THE SUBuECT OF NON-SIKINIANS WHO HAVE LIVED AND WORKED ON

SLAINL - SOUR FOR SEVERAL YEARS. THESE MENs, YO YAVE GLEN EMPLOYED

TY The BISTRICT CAS AGRICULTURISTS. FOR EXAMPLE) WILL NO LONGER

HAUE EMPLOYMENT AFTER THE BIKINI EXODUS AND THUS WELL RETURN TO THELS
ROME ATOLLS. TREY ANTICIPATE THAT THEREWILL. BE SOME MEDLCaLrorgy-
UPS.OF THE BIXYNIANS AND WONDER ‘IF THEY WILL BE INCLUDED. | -
r“LOL “THE DA. _THAT THE FOLLOW-UP SURGELEDANCEOFTHEBIKINI

Fe Sar Swecarn recess _
AN etweeess/t HeNREeat,
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PEOPLE HAD NOT BE
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DID SUGGEST THAT LOGISTICS AND TEEPING TRACK OF PEOPLE WILL BS DIF-
FICULT AND THAT WE MAY HAVE TO RELY UPON THE DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION
TO HELP’ WITH THAT.
LATER IN THE DAY. THE D-A. TOLD ME THAT THREE OF THE ABOVE MEN=
TIGNED HEN HAD ASKED TO TALK WITH ME. OF COURSE 1 SSID YES. AND
TAST AFTERNOON €7/24) MET WITH: — . 7

WESA LEKTALA ~- FROM MALOELAP
WiLTON ANIEN - FROM NaMU
JORA HETTY - FROM JALUIT

kisi WAS THE SPOKESMAN. ALSO PRESENT WERE JIM WINN, DIST ATTY AND
HARRY BROWN. . ‘ ,
{ REPEATED WHAT 1 HAD EARLIER SAID TO JIM WINN, I-E- WE DO NOT |
EXPECT ANY MEDICAL PROBLEMS AS A RESULT OF THE BIKINI EXPOSURESS@THE
FOLLQUSUP SURVELLLANCE OF BIKINIANS HAS NOT YET BEEN PLANNED IN DE-
Wilh.*But WHATEVER PROGRAM IS ADOPTED’ 1 AH SURE THAT ALL PEOPLE yo

Z HAVE RESIDED ON BIKINI WILL’BE CONSIDERED EQUALLY.
WESA ASKED IF HE AND THE OTHERS COULD RETURN TO THEIR KOME ‘ISLANDS

eTtoby Aet + 7ret gt han plone
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mi ‘and asked for lutormation on our program. Hovlrglass inmay not be
nablonalily known bub it is read by everybody here and on Sbeye
werd @ majority of our cilents Live.

Following this she asked to send a representabive along on a-trin
to giva some Pivst-hnand inforeation on how the program was working
in the Pile

ic, Cabaido's creds

 

Wha reques na Risb of eit us
ta BNL, Cataldo, or another voporter,yas vilaned on the

ganlrosk trin rormiarden60 BARDS 's YonbuHuo orilon.

Oo reguenved an ongortunity so anterviad Dr. Coredfirs. Ca aldo als
ULES nis ‘September VESIE on tne isdand.

nad a#onen later,.‘Uiterally,oeENS‘eveof our.C298COMPS
a‘SrionhS"all Trom Honoteiu’ Tnfoyming me that _ far has
She parkictontion of the Hourgiuss reporter.

eran .

mr. Cayaldo can go alons or nob is itself oa tr
&s to one mission here. Also, there Is no personal commnd caeg
side. We was all the time aware thas partidinutlon depended

on ib aoproval., ZT hardly kn 1
    

ow Che Cataldos orlor to triss IF neve

since come to know them as gentile, generous beople, Lf know 1t
would have been @ pleasure to haye mre. Cataldo along.

‘The ino, and the ‘backeround of the refusal, hovever, rais
bare of our pros   

  
     

 

 
Be ru jU2se : $ntoeINerest or the ¢
orilaveit vould be pnuise to drop the isspe ae this point.
  

2.5 The Geran reporters:

ayouk Septot Lowas informed by tha ERDA Honolua offitee that
quested pasnage on one LOU duchay the

3 ether the request had any relevance to
the EVAN program, and old that they had no intormation ¢adoout:
Ln cpontlemen, and diowas entirety up bo me whiter or nob XY wanted
tin atone. TI Gold them that my ansver was no.

 ") cvey. ao yeah
ae ote

ov 34 UC had a Loug distance -¢eaklb trom Hr. Roy, telline
reporters had brougne Chair request on to him, FF tole
aaower *.eu SELL no, and to tell them thet there wc+7
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Prom the context At looks as though Mr. Ray has isade the dissosltte:
and comnltted us toa take them along.

is isy understanding of our position that-we are MeBPOUSDLE for+

rovsram and ansneradle to Erda in Washington. ‘Phe oblisation
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cases when this 1s more efficiently done though them than througa
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far Di. Raudsengy

itis letter is to request permission

your nexet triv on the A vossel, for the purpose
foe publication in the MourcGla the daisy nowapopes

Range.
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      sion.in:Wicroheasio is

wil

 

an
to Chose of us wao live and tork in eronesia. it

would juny at the chance. Ag you Iznow, my paxcckioular
al Kwajalein MF tusile Range has ues bo write articlas

knowludaa and understanding beetynen Licronoesians
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Americans,
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interest

vhich Surti

seers.   

  

fe Mseend Lroa my dulics as Ausocl: Editox of “rhe Hour Class Sor: reordor
sO py husband has voluateuered to go mul observe inoiay place. He henaed boo. al
a_bicles published in the Hourdclass, aed also was Une auchor and fwadstied tie
PHOvoneahs Fox a article catlad Nexplosing the Suaken Janomesc Kloot ie veut

ed in Vive Naganine

and write

Lagoon, ' publist

to interview
which vas.

£0 is my intent ert

in Ape,

article
1970,

@boull the RwQaA stabs

 

  
   

 

Woo WLLL be coming to Kwajalein in Septeaber, and to follow up avabth bronkets
aa pictures shoving your vork on a peoplon~Loepoople basis,

Gt course, I will be happy to suyply you wilh extra capics of all issuas of
the HousSlass in vaich those articles appear,

Frank to aecoapa

to be a
   possible Lox

seems a ne

Thope it will be

pictaros and words, It   
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Yaar bob,

As you way hava heard from Chris, the proverole) ent=pr aiiket Tas mede earagt

with the equally peoverbial aimanoving equipwsat, to state 1b ta Rebhyroness,

J cnelose sone Xerox copies for your perusal. I ses konrad het occasion ta a

worl with the URDA-teau, Te aa a pity ha did not make betber use of that

osersioa. Ho still puzzles mos [ cannot truly heliLave brah re uals a contobrbae

who tried to got himself fired in or“Jot to be bukls up ag tho peetyped) hace:
é

 

yeu that is the yost logical picture I get Sroan ath the bits and pisaas, T

peofer to think that ho 25 a esed muy who heoounsd to cum uith tiaMeroe cowed

anid was used toe their purnoses,
: fescr , :

I bave shudied the Ubirik lebher tu both versions with good pense, FS v2.3

ouytousty written in Musica andl urealahed into Mavshalbese. A girbesng ibe:

at the paragrapns about us, for instance, vould run sommnnt alony tysau lbavan:

2) Tho Peaoie of Ubirik do not Like Tr, Knidlaon barwuine he doo nol ‘Low ether

tho people of Ubirik, and he considers them as animals,owly, and he dices

not traat them .

b)ith: Peonle of Utirik do not ike Tr Conard becanse ho ds a great Lieve in his

talk and woek, and he Coas nob teltoiux thes people all about tha bow polnon

go they can underaband it.

KL would take a Lob mere cars to provide mm authorized treangleation bub thts will

ee. " . 4.

Lov Anternal use, FOthoneht for a whilo that the pasce corps boy on Ubieik

Had had a finger in the ple, pub Rover Reybose never boon to Ueber, ond his

incuaa As unicnown there, (At Leak, that is weet Oseur Ralivina tertd ro) erhe only

‘tgHotpeonlewhe might cuffer under ths delusion that Roger Ray mighh be tho
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af wea"his Tawyer friend in Mapuro}. If Io ever can

pin ib to oither of them, Tam yvoinyg to

| take them to court and sve then for

libel, And IT hope that goas for yru.

hnougn,

To rab to Hajure last Monday by a marroyv

morcin, The Mike Clighh vas closed, and I vas

nSweiting on @ Letter to you whoa thoy called and offered ine a sees vith less

than an hour to spuca, Dam glad IT ande it, The Mierontho hit tho strest

ZA), Phe aria paws oo thon] sete saciyt cee ub Lie Totsse haves
WAT the glorious nays about pnLOOP and PRALTIORALe wedtey 7 TIS Lior ©

ree ' . bey poe Beean 74 Wey a +
Vaece Ls nov!Wins Wrang PAGS GAGAT GT, ALO, CUES Ilona yi mae
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LOOURAGOUAS

Le T say Oscere and Bima ab nt wethinUy ULTIN for Pe analysis Spon thea noebprains

Liakintiws,. Thay weee not dn Hajarg (tho Wikdnlans, thet is) Wat had com: bart

to HULL. Oscar offered ‘to tmke me thove in Ocbebor WL there is no Cieba tedn

wt that bine, Anu? Bina said he would ask the covacil and Geocva Allon Cur

permission Tor me to va. .
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e

v voAtaji had bean to Oscar, complainiag that Thad removed vital meddedaes from
.

tho Eboyo trailer, This requiradg a sanewhit donsthy commare,. When fT told

Rorread he hag Hroken his his premise vo me by Gisposlaz of that trailer botore

\ ede

Lesa, he responded that Bo cowld kick than ont agin. T told his mob tall”

is }Les IT veula handle the problem my vay. Ne waist havea gonu onead en’

anyway because the tratloc way vacuted whan T came bac’s after vaking sure ba
'

was on the land, What he told then I co mob kroy bab no vital mediedaus verre

- . : mics
removad by ines /and in tach the rofcivcercntoc As jramad wlth thats vacelinas
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A voicth is fine for the tima belnz tnt issy cropte problews Later on whea wo

gstoce roasvents and b} So and wedosa a uty ‘hot; We shay. ~ ‘orca ‘.Gpoce c BLT 3 ue aOor he USNs 2aape1 ‘enepra, Oo GPa, EAT WO meth Oude

a solution by then, 1 ¢o not lmay who had sont Ataji to Cacar. fo saw bla

q
at Mana Bing's and had a glasa of ics tea with lim. Ee said nothins to ora,

fad‘y saa the public health paople overy dey and have had no comment from thon,

De Tutos is in Majuro hospital with hia lony standing complaints of wonkuess

and gonecal fatigns. {sane Lenwio is treating him, Ho ts on his way bask ta

Kili to stake his claiu for a part of tha midonay that ore oxsacted te fins.

jz that divection, Ho had no Symtbhrotd. Ruth Karr fa
te

§ WAS 2 we h a oO r
m
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Ms r S

' ae ‘ . . : : 5
so Tpeeseribed 1/2 of the wrean tables to ba giver to his fally.

 

ie stLALL in hosoital,, She asked for u "breathing muchtas" that she iva

en . . . 7 Los2uded In Cleveland. Ves thtindae kind ef a ponloive end prosonse broach

dayvice? Behe, Cooling wilh get a sptem sanola gad sand with Conio.

Wioes la still in Majuro hospital, his festering sores nowsly boaled.
ta

I also sav isLsRGUO, fietby, and Katnar, and got sionples from all,  

of them. Rokko is dus vith baby £9 any day. She was ploagsrt and hellofwl iy

ahways.

Tylon was still an hospital, waiting for result of the cons bloasy.

Aplie vas in hospital wittrespiratory distress but in good shape when

sau Wha,

Ae Vinton vas in Majuro. he van operated at Tr!ipier for Cances of the thyroid,

end is (ia back there for a check Jn Novomber. is paronts, Mingja and kel

wate also there, peoating mo (like a Long lout friend sue not Like a Couprowits

erbeal torburee. XY fon't thins they understand vhat thoy ace dolag wien levy

jos ngs oapat theiy numa on a pleco of papers and ot Least Darceoth tings

tsa Hbevarntiured, . : 7”

Thre tere mmenmene wm 6 ee sate rene a 9 me Reaper ay te aeeensneYdee eee cn ee chem tutette ee ee
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Yoltaa ia eead. Ho committed sulcida ebout 1/2 year ao.~

~ ALA not seo Tmo,Akdna, and Youns that BLL asked inc:

aad shall ple up the Joosa ends In Cotober

Public Uealth In Majuro had evacuated the tratlus there. Tho aly—conilitiontoy

had given cut. fT insnected the trailer. Ib is oe

air conditioners and shall seo if thay can bo fixed. No-one “in the hosplest

had1 told hin they wero defect

ieoing Ji= Paniloa is of course a foasuce, Ho is ons of tha ie

words wishinghin is Like being inviteaGo a ponbluteh.

Ly
Ko agked Eva ifi Isno Kisine rather than Pator Dien corld case along.
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reason is that hé renressats the Ulirik mosole din the Nit

helo vork out a constiucbiva solution, Eoside:
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Wotja that we rawh cefor to Katuro after thin th
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Hoeye is still boiany Masao is a good man working agains
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short on Synthroléa), George, Acuke, Jehan, Sewlok(Murkla),dackan, Jakebuiy ConPalat

Jia, Simako, Join, Kajim, Kiosany (on Eoacon), Lejioa, Kivojjey lwanidicuc,

Hamiko, Hatjok, Rinok, Norio, Tite, Nerothy, Mike. I min not sure abont Kuban

Yete |

veabne was here and returned on Saturday with Trak Uslandor.

say Liejra. Sha is doing remarkably wall and ta’k ing har dlot seriously.

NO sualling on the neck; maybe a Little hoarse, and compleiaad abort

Cyssomfort on the right side on swallowing (mayhe because of novve dajury)

T told her this vag going to last for a while, She has poubsa no mongy watias

the PL 5-52 arrangement, (Neither huve any of the other tickeieholdacs whe

have bean to Bbays for treatmadt, To asead woout Mboan Ealavray and tive mens

hows.
esas

 

ig alt gone, oven thelr prefarrad cusbomava must new do vithait
.

a ” whepebayes fe seta of - whee baye We Ye ays agree Ce ged eyes teVhatevor the stetus of tha, PL 5-52, vodinve olyaya baker core of the pehieni.
, rep. tee : : . .

va hab off thedr islands foe oueeoery und ominutiows; garth Toon soca che

take money oub of onr funda to tedutoresa hor. Kowrad took bec Lack Crom

Utirik, and she has bson here from duly,3 to sept 4 (sae ort on Hibbts.

yosberfay) av jn hee daughter's house on Bheye. Hoc blood pressure wu

ioficinesn reevlorly, anid Crimu dob at vetornow normal, sho is taking hee i

Hs wa asked hur to.

Toe trallor ia fixed up wlth 5/2th plywood on toa of tha old spongy floor

TL wilt last us for a while. We pointod at, and £ shall resurn & couple of

the rubber mats, TE L could onty ‘loots lho door, To should have gearted bo

rostoge it. We havo cmsotbes ond leewera Por tha Keray qaclocan got cheniwila

here, The people fron Majuro eerive on bho Wth and vo ehh osshoot 1 Top vosh

| Corverbop line
pishwos wth tho trailer on hoard the LOM, fhe Promt-lowtac pid wha

tunic foe Rongellap vill be on boarc.
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yea Mbous the saz olay ads,¢ 2Lbays waen ve return in Cetoscer., I spoke to Ruz

mist walt before ws shart massiva troatmant, and jin,
HWA—

'
ae]

complete thea questionnairos. Mera hud yaws himself as @ boy oud hus exac’

intormation about syagtems, timo and nature of trenbment, unt ho claims

his sexcology iis stil, positive, Ha was willing to doagte some semiun for

peoplo to work on. Ara they imterastead? Ploass call them ang  tua Atl:

= . . - < .the sarucbe:ask, and also name it LP they want

  

menyy ’ y * vey? Osa ~ vie ty eceyay ht * . .That completes this weak's Lyons. Tf Konrad wpolies Cor a ‘

. eases Figeae WW ooete ay py: 4 oaSpy eh eye spe opie ot ws wee spe ae pee
do not interfere, Whatever hia wobives ora or wera, they nasd retell care

By oe reer .a pee egaltnore. DD 17 can Livsa with him, so can IT,vont te a nha|

UL coopernube wltnayyfer as the work goas, 0 sb:

Cradhings Prom both of va to all. of you,
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tha Field trip vigils, going. by
pick 0 up there aud take, 1 ‘

go when they onda baa Low eo, endl dn the oud DT Uhad Vo ones ca tho so:
arvangamesnia Tor tho LOU ar veyou PY uhdy both fox contng and gad.
PEESO a5 JRO Eeascussale ghares ox ¢bh to Gordk “Oth DAMIPErotevesniiy -

Xap-Taloindes is further dolayeads}by 4dagrery now, Por veybares wo ds
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